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The diachrony and productivity of re
duplication - a reprise
Instead of an introduction
Bernhard Hurch
University o f Graz
The second Conference on Reduplication - which took place in fall 2007 - was part of
the Graz Reduplication Project1 at the Institut für Sprachwissenschaft of the
University of Graz. For various reasons we decided to edit the papers presented at the
conference into two different volumes. We received an offer from the editors of the
journal Morphology to edit a monothematic issue with a selection of the conference
papers. That selection was made to focus primarily on topics of diachrony and
productivity. For the remaining group of papers, we sought an easier, cheaper, and
less commercial distribution than is usual for conference proceedings, with the
disideratum of keeping the volume accessible to the linguistic public. The Grazer
Linguistische Studien, the working papers of the Institute seemed to be the ideal
place. Thus, half of the conference papers can be found in Morphology issue 19.2
(2009): 107-287, and the rest here. We kindly thank all the authors of both volumes, as
well as all other presenting and non-presenting participants of the conference for
their willingness to pass their written versions on to us.
In the study of reduplication, which has seen an intense revival over the last two
to three decades, the topics of diachrony and productivity have received far too little
attention. The revived interest in reduplication has led to a shift of attention away
from individual segments towards bigger units in prosody, both within phonological
and morphological analysis. For analysts of various theoretical persuasions,
reduplication seemed to provide ideal data with which to emphasize the nonsegmental nature of phonological and morphological relations.
As was common in the linguistics of the 90’s, the empirical evidence examined
in relation to reduplication was rather thin and oft repeated. In many occasions the
reader is not told whether examples, intended to prove a theoretical point, are
productive or lexicalized; whether the unreduplicated Simplicia of apparently
' The first Graz reduplication conference took place in November 2002; the papers from that
meeting were published in Bernhard Hurch. ed„ 2005, Studies on Reduplication. Berlin:
Mouton de Gruyter (EALT 28). The main body of the project constitutes the database on
reduplication (GDR) at http://reduplication.uni-graz.at. Over the years the project has received
financial support from the Austrian National Bank and the Fonds zur Förderung der
Wissenschaftlichen Forschung in Österreich (FWF). Collaborators at different stages over the
years were: Veronika Mattes, Ursula Stangel, Motonii Kajitani, Thomas Schwaiger and
Ingeborg Fink. The first programming was done by Olga Konovalova, modifications by Angela
Fessl and Stefan Frühwirth. Project no.: P18173-G03.
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reduplicated forms exist in their own right; or whether certain forms happen merely
to be the simple remnants of isolated expressive forms. There has not yet been
enough light cast on the question of the origin and historical development of
reduplication. Theories proposing parallels between the origin and development of
reduplication and regular grammaticalization processes seemed promising at a first
glance, but have since been seen to be too simplistic. We, therefore, urged participants
in the second Graz conference not only to address the subject of diachrony and
reduplication, but also to provide broad empirical support for their claims. We are
proud to present such an extensive collection here. We are deeply convinced that
each single paper is an important piece of scholarly work in its own right. The
narrowness of the topic did not always make our choices easy, but we needed to keep
the respective volumes as coherent as possible.
We would like to thank the long list of reviewers who helped us to produce the
two volumes. In the journal Morphology Veronika Mattes and I wrote a short
introduction delineating what we envisioned as the frame of the project.
For the sake of completeness, the contributions to the issue of Morphology are
listed below:
• Henning ANDERSEN: Reduplication in Slavic and Baltic: loss and renewal
• Sabrina BENDJABALLAH & Chris RE1NTGES: A ncient Egyptian verbal redu
plication: typology, diachrony, and the m orphology-syntax interface
• Nicolas E vans : Doubled up all over again: borrowing, sound change and re

duplication in Iwaidja
• Larry HYMAN: The natural history of verb-stem reduplication in Bantu
• John PETERSON & Utz M a a s : Reduplication in Kharia - The masdar as a
phonologically motivated category
• Laurie REID: On the diachronic development of CtV,- reduplication in some
Austronesian languages
• Hein VAN DER VOORT: Reduplication and repetition of person markers in
Guapore isolates
The present issue of the Grazer Linguistische Studien (GLS) is also symbolic, in the
sense that it represents a re-launching of the working papers of the Institute which
originally began publication over a quarter of a century ago. Along with the authors
and reviewers, I would like to thank everyone who contributed to making this issue
possible. Two collaborators who at different stages supported me in the organization
of the conference are Veronika Mattes, who helped in the editing of the Morphology
volume, and thus indirectly contributed to the present one, and Ursula Stangel who
reviewed some of the papers included here. Last but not least, the editorial work, as
well as the re-launching of the GLS would not have been possible without the
unfailingly professional and always supportive help of Claudia Math.
Graz, December 2009

Bernhard Hurch
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Turkish Emphatic Reduplication: B alan
cing Productive and Lexicalized Forms
Rajdip Dhillon
Yale University
Abstract. In Turkish, the process of emphatic reduplication, the meaning of which is
to accentuate the quality of an adjective, involves the copying of the initial (C)V of
the base and then prefixing it, along with an additional affixal consonant from the set
/p, s, m, r/, to the base. Not all emphatic forms are the result of a productive
phonological process and a number of forms are in fact lexicalized, such that the
affixal consonant which appears in these forms is not predictable. Wedel (1999)
provides a list of elicited novel emphatic forms which provides insight into which
forms are productive and which are lexicalized. The current analysis provides an
Optimality Theoretical account of Turkish emphatic reduplication and examines the
nature of lexicalized forms in light of Wedel’s findings. The ranking offered in the
current analysis correctly predicts which affixal consonant appears in productive
forms and excludes lexicalized forms, which are determined on the basis of their lack
of phonological productivity and on the results of Wedel’s elicitations.
Keywords. Morphophonology, Optimality Theory, reduplication, Turkish

1. Introduction
Turkish emphatic reduplication functions to accentuate the quality of an adjective, as
seen in (1).
giizel
kati
siyah
temiz
yalniz
parka

'pretty'
'hard'
‘black’
‘clean’
‘alone’
‘piece’

güpgüzel
kaskati
simsiyah
tertemiz
vapavalmz
paramparca

‘very pretty’
‘hard as a rock’
‘pitch black’
‘clean as a pin’
‘all alone’
‘tom to shreds/smashed
to pieces’
(Goksel & Kerslake 2005)

process of emphatic reduplication is not applied to new adjectives which enter
Turkish. Emphatic prefixes are applied only to particular common adjectives.
However, speakers are able to produce novel forms when prompted to do so (Wedel
1999). While the majority of emphatic forms adhere to a productive phonological
process, a number of forms are lexicalized. Previous analyses of Turkish emphatic
reduplication tend to vary in how this type of reduplication operates and in how
many emphatic forms are lexicalized. In addition to considering previous analyses,
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the current paper will explore how Turkish emphatic reduplication operates, how
Optimality Theory (OT) handles this phenomenon, how phonologically productive
the process is, and which emphatic forms are lexicalized and what the basis is for
considering them as such.

2. The Process of Turkish Emphatic Reduplication
In Turkish emphatic reduplication, the initial (C)V of the base is copied and then
prefixed, along with an affixal consonant from the set /p, s, m, r/ to the base, as seen
in (2).
(2)

giizel
uzun
kati
siyah
temiz

'pretty’
'long’
‘hard’
’black’
‘clean’

güpgüzel
upuzun
kaskati
simsiyah
tertemiz

‘very pretty’
‘very long’
'hard as a rock’
‘pitch black’
‘clean as a pin’
(Goksel & Kerslake 2005)

In some cases, the (C)VC- emphatic prefix is followed by additional segmental
material in the form of -A, -11, or -Am, as shown in (3).
(3)

gündüz
yalniz
çiplak
parka

‘davtime/bv dav’
‘alone’
‘naked’
‘piece’

gtipegündüz
yapavalniz
cirilciplak
paramparça

‘in broad daylight’
‘all alone’
‘stark naked'
‘tom to shreds/smashed
to pieces'
(Goksel & Kerslake 2005)

The forms in (3) are considered to be idiosyncratic anc are not the result of a
productive phonological process.1
This process of emphatic reduplication with an affixal consonant is quite
interesting and is not uncommon. Partial reduplication with an affixal consonant for
the purpose of creating emphatic constructions is found across Eurasian languages,
including Buriat, Armenian, and Tuvan in addition to Turkish (Harrison & Raimy
2004). Tuvan, a Turkic language, creates emphatic forms via a process in which the
initial (C)V is copied and followed with the affixal consonant /p/ and then the base,
as seen in (4).
(4)

qara
nogaan
qizil
uzun
tiirgen
tjiqge
borbaq

'black'
‘green’
'red'
‘long’
‘quick(ly)’
‘thin’
‘spherical’

1 Such forms will not be explored in this paper.

qapqara
nopnogaan
qipqizil
upuzun
tüptürgen
tÜRtJiqge
bopborbaq

‘very black’
‘very green’
'completely red’
'very long'
‘very quick(ly)’
‘very thin’
‘completely spherical

Turkish Emphatic Reduplication: Balancing Productive and Lexicalized Forms

xalaan
kôrbeen
saar
saybas

'run’-PAST
‘see'-NEG-PAST
'milk'-P/F
milk’-NEG-FUT

xapxalaan
kôpkôrbeen
sapsaar
sapsaybas
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‘ran really fast’
'did not see at all'
‘will definitely milk’
‘will definitely not milk’
(Harrison & Raimy 2004)

Oroqen (Li & Whaley 2000), a Tungusic language spoken in China, employs a process
to create emphatic forms in which the (C)VC of a word-initial closed syllable of an
adjective is copied and prefixed to the base. If the initial syllable is open, the initial
(C)V is copied and followed by the affixal consonant /p/ and then the base. Emphatic
Oroqen forms are shown in (5).
(5)

bagdann

‘white’

bagbagdann

Jiijann

‘yellow’

fib (inarm

kara
korprin

‘black, dark’
‘black’

kabkara
kobkonorin

‘very white, white as
snow’
‘very yellow, golden
yellow’
‘glossy black, very dark’
‘very black’
(Li & Whaley 2000)

3. Previous Accounts
The earliest account of Turkish emphatic reduplication is that of Yavas (1980). While
Yavas considers all emphatic forms to be lexicalized, it has become evident that a
phonological process is occurring in most of those emphatic forms containing only
the (C)VC prefix and this process governs the selection of the affixal consonant from
the set /p. s. m, r/ (Kelepir 2000; Wedel 2000, 1999; Taneri 1990; Demircan 1987).
According to Demircan (1987), the process of creating emphatic forms is as
follows: the initial (C)V is reduplicated and, along with an affixal /p/, is prefixed to
the base. The affixal /p/ is replaced with /s/, /m/, or /r/ so as to avoid having an affixal
consonant that is identical to any of the base consonants. Demircan also states that
the affixal consonant must also contrast with the second consonant of the base. The
distinctive features of base consonants which must contrast with those of the affixal
consonant are [anterior], [coronal], [continuant], [strident], [sonorant], [voice], and
[nasal]. In his analysis, Demircan offers some very useful rule-based insights
regarding the selection of the affixal consonant, especially that /p/ operates as the
default. Demircan also conducts an experiment in which she elicits emphatic forms
from informants, eliciting both attested and nonsense forms. His results essentially
point to the level of phonological productivity of particular affixal consonants.
Taneri (1990) also offers a rule-based approach. In his approach. tpt appears as
the affixal consonant if the consonants of the base are not labial, /s/ appears if the
first consonant of the base is not a sibilant, /m/ appears if the second consonant of the
base is not labial and if neither the first nor the second consonants of the base are
nasals, trills, or laterals, /r/ appears if none of the consonants of the base are trills.
Taneri’s analysis is rather general. While the analysis gets the point that some degree
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of identity avoidance occurring when selecting the affixal consonant, the analysis
fails to contribute anything other than that observation.
For Kelepir (2000), the quality of the first and second consonants of the base
plays a role in the selection of the affixal consonant, but it is the second consonant of
the base which is primarily responsible for the selection of the affixal consonant.
Kelepir’s analysis is couched in OT and proposes that the affixal consonant is forced
to be unfaithful to its correspondent in the base. The dominant constraint that causes
the variation in the affixal consonant is a family of anti-faithfulness constraints as
opposed to faithfulness constraints. Affixal consonants tend to differ from their
correspondents with respect to place features such as coronal, labial, and velar. In the
majority of forms which contain the affixal consonant /p/, the base correspondent is
coronal. In the majority of forms which contain the affixal consonant /m/, the base
correspondent is either coronal or velar. In addition, base consonants contrast with
the affixal consonant in sonority. If a base consonant is [+sonorant], the affixal
consonant that is selected is /p/. Otherwise, if the base consonant is [-sonorant], the
affixal consonant selected is /ml. The constraints Kelepir uses are shown in (6)
through (12) and his final ranking in (13).
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)

*COR - COR
Coronals do not correspond to coronals
*aSON - aSON
The new consonant and its base correspondent contrast in sonority
*LAB - LAB
Labials do not correspond with labials
'labial-labial (adj.)
Do not have adjacent labial(RED)-labial(BASE)
'aCONT - aCONT
The base consonant and the new consonant must contrast in continuancy
'Strident
The base consonant and the new consonant must contrast in stridency
*-pbNo -pb- sequences
'Strident » *-pb- » 'labial-labial >> 'aCONT ~ aCONT » *COR COR, 'LAB ~ LAB » '«SON - aSON

While Kelepir does present a compelling analysis, she does not examine or address
any exceptions. Also, Kelepir states that features such as [continuant], [coronal], [la
bial], and [sonorant] are in contrast to the features of the affixal consonant, but she
does not substantiate these claims with any data or provide any motivation behind
selecting these features.
Additionally, there are forms which Wedel (1999) considers exceptional on the
basis of their degree of featural similarity between the affixal consonant and the base
consonants, yet Kelepir considers such forms to be productive.
Wedel (1999, 2000) creates an analysis in which his generalizations are derived
from attested forms and solicited forms of adjectives which do not undergo the
process of emphatic reduplication. According to Wedel, the affixal consonant is taken
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from the set /p, s, ml. /p/ is not selected if the first consonant of the base is labial. The
affixal consonant must be non-identical to both the first and second consonants of the
base, /p/ is the default affixal consonant and appears if the first consonant of the base
is not labial and if it is not identical to both the first and second consonants of the
base. The constraints and ranking offered by Wedel (2000) are shown in (14) through
(17).
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)

‘Plosive - aPlace
No plosive preceding a homorganic consonant
‘GEM
Sequences of two identical consonants are not allowed
‘Repeat
Identical strings in the base and reduplicant are not allowed
‘Repeat, ‘GEM » ‘Plosive - aPlace

Wedel’s analysis iselegant, successful, and concise. However, in contrast to
Demircan and Kelepir who point out the specific features with which the affixal
consonant disagrees with the first and in some cases the second consonant of the
base, Wedel’s analysis does appear rather general as it does not address the specific
featural differences that operate in the process of emphatic reduplication. In ignoring
these differences, Wedel’s analysis bears the implication that these differences are not
part of the productive phonological process that derives emphatic forms.

4. The N ature of the Affixal Consonant
What has become clear from the previous analyses of Turkish emphatic reduplication
is that the choice of the affixal consonant operates to minimize featural similarity
with consonants in the base, in particular, the first and second consonants (Wedel
1999). However, there is some disagreement among speakers regarding which affixal
consonant is to be used in certain forms, which suggests that there are forms which
are lexicalized and forms which obey a phonological process.
In examining the affixal consonant, it is worth investigating if the consonant is
indeed affixal. Wedel (1999) argues that the consonant is actually affixal, as opposed
to being in correspondence with the base or epenthetic. According to Wedel, in most
cases, the interpolated consonant cannot be derived from the second consonant of the
bases via dissimilation. Bases which are CVV-initial still take a CVC emphatic prefix.
The vowel of the base is clearly not in correspondence with the final consonant of the
prefix. With respect to the consonant being epenthetic in nature, Wedel mentions that
the segments /p, s, m, r/ do not resemble what he would consider default segments of
Turkish. Epenthetic segments are not governed by faithfulness to the input and can
be selected to minimize markedness. Consequently, they appear as contextually
conditioned default segments.
Additionally, the affixal consonant has no single form in the underlying
representation, /p/ is the most widely used affixal consonant and has been considered
the underlying form by Demircan (1987). According to Yu (1999), because the affixal
consonants do not form a natural class, phonotactic constraints are unable to derive
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the surface form from one single underlying form. Instead, Yu says that the
consonant is simply realized from the set /p, s, m, r/.

5. C urrent Analysis
As has been made evident in previous analyses, the selection of the affixal consonant
involves selecting the consonant on the basis of its dissimilarity with either or both
the first or second consonant of the base. The analysis offered here takes into
consideration the affixal consonant’s featural dissimilarity with both the first and
second consonants of the base and operates under the same assumption as Yu (1999)
in that the affixal consonant does not have a single underlying form and is instead
realized from the set /p, s, m, r/.
Of the affixal consonants, /p/ and /s/ have the widest distribution and /m/ and /r/
have a dramatically decreased distribution in comparison, as seen in the forms listed
in the appendix.2 In addition, in Wedefs (1999) elicitations of novel emphatic forms,
/p/ and /s/ were selected more often as the affixal consonant that /m/ or /r/. In fact, /r/
was never selected as the affixal frequency in Wedefs trials, indicating that forms
containing /r/ as the affixal consonant are all lexicalized. In addition, only a handful
of attested forms exist which contain /r/ as the affixal consonant. As a side note, it is
worth mentioning that, of these affixal consonants, /p/ is the least sonorous, /s/ is
more sonorous than /p/, /m/ is more sonorous than /s/, and /r/ is the most sonorous.
The lack of sonority seems to correlate with the frequency of use of the affixal
consonant. However, the level of sonority within the base does not seem to play a
role in the selection of the affixal consonant.
As the affixal consonant is prohibited from being identical to the first and
second consonants of the base, constraints are necessary to ensure this. To this end,
the following constraint must be highly ranked.
(18)

‘Repeat
Identical strings in the base and reduplicant are not allowed
(Wedel 1999, 2000)

If it happens that the affixal consonant is identical to the second consonant of the
base, then the CVC of the emphatic morpheme is identical to the initial CVC of the
base, thus incurring a violation of ‘Repeat. According to Yip (1996, 1998), this sort of
avoidance of repetition in reduplication may reflect an advantage in retaining
minimally distinguishing contrast between morphemes, thus making it easier to
distinguish the base from the reduplicant.
With respect to the first consonant of the base, the affixal consonant tends to
disagree with it in terms of the features [coronal], [continuant], [strident], and
[nasal]. Specifically, the affixal consonants /p/ and /s/ tend to disagree with the first
consonant of the base in the features [coronal], [continuant], and [strident]. The

2 The emphatic forms listed in the appendix represent the majority of emphatic forms which
are not followed by -A , -II, or -Am.
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affixal consonant /m/ tends to disagree with the first consonant of the base in the
feature [nasal] and, to a lesser extent, [coronal] and [continuant].
The affixal consonant /r/, which appears in lexicalized forms only, lacks any
significant disagreement within these features.
In (19) through (21), feature charts are provided for each of the affixal
consonants along side feature charts for the first consonants of the base which appear
in words with the corresponding affixal consonants. 43
(19)
Affixal
consonant
P
coronal
continuant
strident
nasal

-

First consonant of the base
c
+
+
-

Ç
+
+
-

d
+
-

P
-

k
-

s
+
+
+
-

t
+
-

Y
+
-

t
+
-

Y
+
-

z
+
+
+
-

i
+
+
+
-

( 20 )

coronal
continuant
strident
nasal

Affixal
consonant
s
+
+
+
-

First consonant of the base
b
-

c
+
+
-

d
+
-

k
-

m
+

p
-

(2 1 )

coronal
continuant
strident
nasal

Affixal
consonant
m
+

First consonant of the
base
b
s
d
y
+
+
+
+
+
-

With respect to the second consonant of the base, the affixal consonant tends to
disagree with it in terms of the features [coronal], [continuant], [nasal], and [voice].
The affixal consonant /p/ exhibits disagreement with the second consonant of the
base in terms of the features [coronal], [continuant], and [voice]. The affixal
consonant Is/ exhibits disagreement with the second consonant of the base in terms
of the features [continuant] and [voice]. The affixal consonant /ml exhibits
disagreement with the second consonant of the base in terms of the features [coronal]
3 The feature charts in (IS) through (24) are based solely on the emphatic forms provided by
Goksel & Kerslake (2005).
4 A feature chart is not provided for /r/ as it is used in lexicalized forms only.
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and [nasal]. In (22) through (24), feature charts are provided for each of the affixal
consonants along side feature charts for the second consonants of the base which
appear in words with the corresponding affixal consonants.
( 22 )

Affixal
consonant
coronal
continuant
nasal
voice

P
-

Second consonant of the base
n
+
+
+

r
+
+

V

+
+

1
+
+
+

z
+
+
+

s
+
+
-

y
+
+

CT

t
+
-

+

(23)
Affixal
consonant
coronal
continuant
nasal
voice

s
+
+
-

Second consonant of the base

y

d

-

+

+
+

+

-

1
+
+
+

t

V

+

+
+

-

-

b
-

Ç
+

C
+

r
+

-

-

-

+

s
+
+
-

i
+
+
+

+

ni
-

P

£

-

-

-

-

+

+
+

-

+

(24)

coronal
continuant
nasal
voice

Affixal
consonant
m
+
+

Second consonant of the base
5
+
+
-

Y 1 k
+
+

r
+
+

z
+
+
+

c
+
+

In the charts in (19) through (24), it is clear that both the first and second consonants
of the base contrast with the affixal consonant in terms of the features [coronal],
[continuant], and [nasal]. To accommodate these contrasts, the following constraints
are necessary:
(25)

(26)

(27)

(non)COR ~ (non)COR
Coronals correspond to non-coronals and non-coronals correspond to
coronals
‘«Continuant - «Continuant
The affixal consonant must contrast with base consonants in the feature
[continuant]
(Kelepir 2000)
‘«Nasal ~ aNasal
The affixal consonant cannot agree with the first two base consonants in
the feature [nasal]
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The constraint (non)COR ~ (non)COR is very much in the same vein as the constraint
*COR ~ COR (Kelepir 2000), which stipulates that coronals do not correspond to
coronals. In this case, (non)COR ~ (non)COR ensures that coronals pattern with non
coronals and non-coronals pattern with coronals.
Since /p/ and /s/ occur most frequently in emphatic forms, with /p/ occurring
more frequently than /s/, it is important to rank the constraints (non)COR (non)COR and ‘aContinuant ~ aContinuant to reflect this distribution. To select /p/
and /si, it is necessary to rank ’ aContinuant ~ aContinuant quite highly, as both /p/
and /s/ require disagreement between the affixal consonant and base consonants in
the feature [continuant]. As /p/ disagrees with both the initial base consonants in the
feature [coronal] and /s/ only does so with the first consonant of the base, (non)COR
~ (non)COR must be ranked above ‘aContinuant ~ aContinuant to ensure that /p/ is
selected more often than /s/. As /ml does not surface in emphatic forms particularly
often, the constraint ‘ aNasal ~ aNasal need not be highly ranked. The relative
ranking of these constraints is shown in (28).
(28)

(non)COR ~ (non)COR » ‘aContinuant ~ aContinuant » ‘aNasal ~
aNasal

As /p/ and /s/ tend to disagree with the first consonant of the base in the feature
[strident] and with the second consonant in the feature [voice], the following
constraints are necessitated:
(29)
(30)

‘aStrident - aStrident
Adjacent consonants in the reduplicant and base must contrast in stridency
‘aVoice ~ aVoice
The affixal consonant cannot agree with the second base consonant in the
feature [voice]

To ensure the selection of /p/ over /s/, the constraints ‘aStrident - aStrident and
‘aVoice ~ aVoice cannot be ranked above or equal to (non)COR - (non)COR.
Additionally, the constraints ‘aStrident ~ aStrident and ‘aVoice - aVoice must be
ranked above ‘aNasal ~ aNasal to ensure the selection of /s/ over /m/. The relative
ranking of these constraints is shown in (31).
(31)

(non)COR ~ (non)COR » ‘aContinuant ~ aContinuant, ‘aStrident ~
aStrident, ‘aVoice ~ aVoice » ‘aNasal ~ aNasal

The constraint ‘ Repeat must also be placed within this ranking. As ‘ Repeat is
necessary to prevent the affixal consonant and the second consonant of the base from
being identical, it does not operate to ensure that /p/ is selected more often than /s/ or
/s/ over /m/. For this reason, ‘Repeat is undominated and enters the ranking in the
following manner:
(32)

‘Repeat » (non)COR - (non)COR » ‘aContinuant - aContinuant,
‘aStrident ~ aStrident, ‘aVoice ~ aVoice » ‘aNasal ~ aNasal
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In addition to the constraints discussed so far, a repair constraint is necessary. In the
following tableau, the ranking from (32) incorrectly selects gesgenq as the emphatic
form of genq (‘young’), instead of gepgenq, as seen in (33).
(33)

genq -> gepgenq
‘young’

ge-Caff,x-genc

‘Repeat

ge-p-geng
^ge-s-geng
ge-m-geng

(non)COR
~ (non)COR
*
*
*

‘aContinuant
~ aContinuant
*f*

‘aStrident
~ aStrident
*

‘aVoice
' aVoice

*!*

‘aNasal 1
- aNasal |
*
*
*
I

The incorrect selection of /s/ over /p/ occurs in all forms in which the base is g-initial.
To ensure that /p/ is correctly selected in these instances, the following repair
constraint is necessary:
(34)

*s-g*
Sequences of s-g are not permitted

The constraint *s-g militates against sequences of s-g. A Turkish language consultant
and a search of the Turkish Electronic Living Lexicon (TELL) database reveal that the
only word containing the s-g sequence is asgari ‘minimum’, which originates from
Arabic. With respect to *s-g, if this constraint is highly ranked, such that it is ranked
intermediate to ‘Repeat and (non)COR ~ (non)COR, as shown in the final ranking in
(35) , the correct form will be deemed optimal, as seen in (36).
(35)

‘Repeat » *s-g » (non)COR ~ (non)COR » ‘aContinuant ~
aContinuant, ‘aStrident ~ «Strident, ‘aVoice ~ aVoice » ‘aNasal aNasal

(36)
ge-Cafr,x-geng

‘Repeat

ge-p-geng
ge-s-geng
ge-m-geng

*s-g
*!

(non)COR
- (non)COR
*
*
*

‘aCont
- aCont
**

**

‘aStrid
~ aStrid
*

‘aVoice
- aVoice

*

*!

‘aNasal 1
- aNasal
*
*
*

The success of the final ranking in (35) is further exemplified in the following
tableaux:
(37)

dar
dapdar
‘narrow’

da-Catrix-dar
"^'da-p-dar
da-s-dar
da-m-dar

‘Repeat

‘s-g

(non)COR
' (non)COR

‘aCont
- aCont
**

‘aStrid
~ aStrid
*

‘aVoice
- aVoice

*!*

‘aNasal
~ aNasal
* ★
**

r... ■

-- ^ L·:

----

*!

1
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(38)

sivri
sipsivri
‘pointed (as of a nail tip)’

Si-Caffix-Sivri

"Repeat

*s-g

* si-p-sivri
si-s-sivri
si-m-sivri

(39)

kivrak
‘agile’

ki-Caffix-kivrak

"Repeat

yurrtru
‘curled’

yu-C affix-yum ru

(non)COR
- (non)COR
*
*
★

"aCont
~ aCont

*s-g

(non)COR
- (non)COR

"aCont
~ aCont
*

"aStrid
~ aStrid

*!*
*1*

*

*
*

*

(non)COR
- (non)COR

"aCont
- aCont
*
*

"aStrid
- aStrid

"aVoice
- aVoice

*
*

•k

(41)

"aNasal
~ aNasal |
**
**

"aVoice
~ aVoice

"aNasaM
~ aNasal |

*

•k

**

**

"Repeat

*s-g

*!

**

•k

(non)COR
- (non)COR
*
*

"aCont
~ aCont
*
*

"aStrid
~ aStrid

"aVoice
~ aVoice

*

*

*!

*!
*

(non)COR
~ (non)COR
*
*
*

"aCont
~ aCont
*
*
*

"aStrid
- aStrid
*
*

"aNasal
~ aNasal |
*
*
*

1

siki
simsiki
‘tight’

Sl-CafTix-Slkl

"Repeat

*s-g

^ si-m-siki
si-p-siki
si-s-siki

(42)

"«Voice
~ aVoice

yusyumru

^ yu-s-yumru
yu-p-yumru
yu-m-yumru

"aStrid
- aStrid

kiskivrak

^ki-s-kivrak
ki-p-kivrak
ki-m-kivrak

(40)
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"aNasal 1
~ aNasal 1
**
“

baçka
bambaçka
‘different’

ba-Caffiv-baska

v ba-m-baska
ba-p-ba$ka
ba-s-baska

"Repeat

*s-g

"aVoice
~ aVoice
*!
*

"aNasal
- aNasal |
**
*!*

6. W hat is Productive and W hat is Lexicalized?
As has been mentioned, all emphatic forms containing /r/ as the affixal consonant are
lexicalized. This generalization is primarily based on the novel emphatic forms
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elicited by Wedel (1999), in which none contained Irl as the affixal consonant,
indicating that the Irl forms are not productive. So the question remains as to which
emphatic forms containing /p/, Is/, or /m/ are productive and which are lexicalized.
In examining word lists containing emphatic forms provided by Goksel &
Kerslake (2005) and Wedel (1999), there were 126 unique emphatic forms containing
/p/, Is/, or /m/. Of these 126 forms, the ranking in (35) correctly predicts the affixal
consonant for 92 (71%) of the forms. These forms can be narrowed down by looking
solely at unique phonological environments, defined according to the first and second
consonants of the base. In the word lists, there are 70 unique phonological
environments and the ranking in (35) accounts for 55 (79%). Examples of suboptimal
forms deemed to be lexicalized can be found in (43) through (45).
(43)

(44)

(45)

Lexicalized /p/ forms
Base
kisa
kara
karanlik
kizil
koyu
yanliç
yeni

Reduplicant
kipkisa
kapkara
kapkaranhk
kipkizil
kopkoyu
yapyanli§
yepyeni

Optimal affixal consonant
/m /
/s/
/s/
/s/
/s/
/s/
/s/

Lexicalized Is/ forms
Base
cavlak

Reduplicant
cascavlak

Optimal affixal consonant
/p/

Lexicalized /m/ forms
Base
beyaz
bok
buru§uk
dik
sicacik
sicak
siyah

Reduplicant
bembeyaz
bombok
bumburuçuk
dimdik
simsicacik
simsicak
simsiyah

Optimal affixal consonan
/s/
/s/
/s/
/s/
/p/
/p/
/p/

To further the case for the existence of lexicalized emphatic forms, the same
phonological environment can be found in a phonologically productive form and a
lexicalized form, as exemplified in (46).
a.
b.
c.

Base
bayat
beyaz
beraber
buru^uk
düzgün
düz

Reduplicant
basbayat (productive)
bembeyaz (lexicalized)
besberaber (productive)
bumburuçuk (lexicalized)
düpdiizgün (productive)
dümdüz (lexicalized)
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In examining the 66 novel forms elicited by Wedel (1999), the ranking in (35)
accounts for 57 (86%), It must be noted that there are some interesting tendencies
occurring within these novel forms. For instance, 8 forms allow for variation between
Iml and /s/ as the affixal consonant. For these forms, the ranking offered in the
current analysis tends to select /s/ as the affixal consonant. There are also 8 forms
which allow for variation between Is/ and /p/. Of these forms, the ranking selects /s/
for 7 and /p/ for 1.
In examining the 9 cases of novel forms in which the ranking fails to select the
correct affixal consonant, 5 of them can be accounted for on the basis of variation.
For instance, when informants were given the forms tikiz and tikali, for which the
first consonant is t and the second is k, informants selected /p/ as the affixal
consonant. Yet, when given the form tokgiizlii, which possesses the same
phonological environment, most informants selected /ml as the affixal consonant,
while others selected /p/ or /s/. According to the ranking offered in the current
analysis, such a phonological environment would require a candidate with /s/ as the
affixal consonant. When informants were given the form terbijeli, they tended to
select /s/ as the affixal consonant, whereas the ranking selects /p/, as in the attested
emphatic form tupturuncu, which possesses the same phonological environment.
When informants were given the form tipsiz, they tended to select Iml as the affixal
consonant, although some selected Is/. The ranking would select Isl in such a case, as
it does in the attested emphatic forms tostopaq, tostoparlak, and tostop which have
the same phonological environment as the novel form. While the ranking tends to
select the correct affixal consonant for the majority of the novel forms and a good
number of the cases in which it runs into trouble are the result of variation, it is
possible that the remaining cases of novel which the ranking does not account for are
the result of analogy to similar structures.
As the ranking offered in the current analysis predicts the correct outcome in the
majority of attested cases and the majority of Wedel’s (1999) novel forms, the ranking
is thus largely successful in accounting for emphatic forms.

7. Conclusion
While some Turkish emphatic forms are lexicalized, the majority undergo a
productive phonological process. The goal of this paper has been to identify the
phonological process which generates these productive forms and to isolate those
forms which are lexicalized. In the previous section, it was shown that words
containing similar phonological environments, such as bayat and beyaz, undergo
reduplication with different affixal consonants. Thus, at least one of these forms must
be considered lexicalized, as the affixal consonant is not predictable. When novel
emphatic forms are elicited, informants generally rely on this productive process to
create them (Wedel 1999). What has been shown in the analysis offered here is that
the selection of the affixal consonant is contingent with its dissimilarity with the first
two consonants of the base. The analysis presented in this paper adds to the analyses
offered by Demircan (1987) and Kelepir (2000) by correctly identifying that it is both
consonants of the base which are relevant to the process of selecting the affixal
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consonant and further extends the analysis offered by Wedel (1999, 2000) by
specifying the exact features which play a significant role in the process of emphatic
reduplication.
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9. Appendix: Reduplicated Forms
9.1. Affixal consonant /p/
Stem
canli
gevre
girkin
dar
daracik
derin
ding
diri
dolu
durgun
duru
duzgiin
gece
geng
geni§
gergin
giir
giizel
hizli
kahve
kalin
kapah
kara
karanhk

Emphatic form
capcanh
çepçevre
çipçirkin
dapdar
dapdaracik
depderin
dipding
dipdiri
dopdolu
dupdurgun
dupduru
düpdüzgün
gepgece
gepgenç
gepgeniç
gepgergin
güpgür
güpgüzel
hiphizli
kapkahve
kapkalm
kapkapah
kapkara
kapkaranlik

kel
kirmizi
kisa
kizil
kirli
kolay
koyu

kepkel
kipkirmizi
kipkisa
kipkizil
kipkirli
kopkolay
kopkoyu

kuru
lacivert
sa:

kupkuru
laplacivert
sapsa:

'alive’
‘surrounding’
‘ugly’
‘narrow; tight’
‘very narrow; very tight’
‘deep’
‘youthful’
‘live’
‘full’
‘placid’
‘limpid’
‘straight’
‘night'
‘young’
‘wide’
‘taut; nervous’
‘dense’
‘beautiful’
‘quick’
‘coffee; coffee color'
‘thick’
‘shut; overcast’
‘black’
‘dark (relating to the
amount of light)’
‘bald’
‘red’
‘short’
‘red (of hair, fur, etc.)’
‘dirty’
‘easy’
‘dark (of colors); thick
(inconsistency)’
'dry'
‘navy blue’
‘alive’
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sade
salak
sadam
sari
serin
sevimli
sikkm
siska
silik
sivri
soguk
sulu
§ekerli
§irin
tatli
taze
turuncu
tuzlu
yanh§
yeni
yaki§ikh
yalniz
ya§li
yava§
zayif
zengin

sapsade
sapsalak
sapsadam
sapsan
sepserin
sepsevimli
sipsikkin
sipsiska
sipsilik
sipsivri
sopsoguk
supsulu
§ep§ekerli
§ip§irin
taptatli
taptaze
tupturuncu
tuptuzlu
yapyanli?
yepyeni
yapyaki§ikh
yapyalniz
yapyafli
yapyava§
zapzayif
zepzengin

'plain'
‘silly’
‘well-built; healthy’
‘yellow’
‘cool’
‘cute’
‘bored’
‘skinny’
‘faint’
’pointed’
‘cold’
‘watery’
‘sugary’
‘cute’
‘sweet’
‘fresh’
’orange (in color)’
‘salty’
‘wrong’
‘new’
‘handsome’
‘lonely’
‘old’
‘slow’
‘thin’
‘rich’

9.2. Affixal consonant /s/
Stem
bayagi
bayat
bedava
belli
beraber
berrak
beter
btitun
cavlak
cibil
cibildak
civik
dogru
kati
kivrak

Emphatic form
basbayagi
basbayat
besbedava
besbelli
besberaber
besberrak
besbeter
biisbiitiin
cascavlak
ciscibil
ciscibildak
ciscivik
dosdogru
kaskati
kiskivrak

‘trashy’
‘stale’
‘free, complimentary’
‘obvious’
together’
‘clear; limpid’
‘terrible’
‘complete’
‘naked; barren’
‘naked’
‘naked’
‘gooey’
‘right, straight’
‘hard, solid’
‘agile’
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koca
kocaman
komik
kôtürüm
küçük
kütük
mavi
mor
pembe
tamam
topaç
toparlak
yumru
yumu§ak
yuvarlak

koskoca
koskocaman
koskomik
kôskôtürüm
küsküçük
küskütük
masmavi
mosmor
pespembe
tastainam
tostopaç
tostoparlak
yusyumru
yusyumuçak
yusyuvarlak

‘large’
‘very large’
‘funny’
‘crippled’
‘little’
'log (of wood); log-like
‘blue’
‘purple’
‘pink'
‘complete’
‘spinning top’
‘round’
‘lump; globular’
‘soft’
‘round’

9.3. Affixal consonant /m/
Stem
ba§ka
bey
beyaz
bo§
bok
buruçuk
cilk
çi;
dazlak
dik
düz
kar
pis
sicacik
sicak
sik
siki
siyali
takir
yassi
ya§
ye§il

Emphatic form
bamba§ka
bembey
bembeyaz
bombo§
bombok
bumburu§uk
cimcilk
çimçi:
damdazlak
dimdik
dümdüz
kainkar
pimpis
simsicacik
simsicak
simsik
simsiki
simsiyah
tarn takir
yamyassi
yamya§
yemyeçil

‘different’
‘sir; gentleman’
‘white’
‘empty’
‘shitty’
‘wrinkled’
‘squishy’
‘raw’
‘bald’
‘erect’
‘straight’
‘profit’
‘dirty’
‘warm’
‘hot’
‘frequent; dense’
‘tight’
‘black’
‘empty’
‘flat’
‘damp’
‘green’
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9.4. Affixal consonant /r/
Stem
gabuk
giplak
peri§an
sebil
sefil
siklam
temiz

Emphatic form
gargabuk
girgiplak
perperi§an
sersebil
sersefil
sirsiklam
tertemiz

'quick’
'naked'
‘miserable’
'lavish'
'miserable; wretched’
'wet'
‘clean’
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Reduplication, Ideophones, and O no
m atopoeic R epetition in the Yanomami Languages
Gale Goodwin Gomez
Rhode Island College, USA
Abstract. The morphological process of reduplication occurs throughout the Yanomami languages of northern Amazonia. Onomatopoeia and the repetition of morphemes
of apparent ideophonic origin are also common in the four major subgroups of the
Yanomami language family: Yanomami, Yanomae, Sanuma, and Yanam. Redupli
cation has been specifically mentioned in grammatical descriptions of Yanomami
(Ramirez 1994), Sanuma (Borgman 1990) and Yanam (Gomez 1990). Documentation
of the Yanomami languages is ongoing, and grammatical descriptions are incomplete.
Nevertheless, data from a thematic lexicon of Yanomae (Albert and Gomez, in prep.)
highlights the frequent repetition of onomatopoeic forms, especially in relation to
body movements, bodily functions, and animal and plant names. Furthermore, the
Yanomae data provides additional evidence for arbitrary (non-iconic) as well as
iconic reduplication. This paper is an initial attempt to illustrate these phenomena
with data from the four subgroups of the Yanomami linguistic family and to examine
them in the context of reduplication studies.
Keywords.
languages

Reduplication,

ideophones,

repetition,

onomatopoeia,

Yanomami

1. Introduction
With an estimated total population of 33,000, the Yanomami people inhabit a
traditional territory that extends over 192,000km‘ of tropical forests located to the
west of the Guiana Shield along both sides of the border between Venezuela and
Brazil (Albert et ah, in press). They are hunter-gatherers and slash-and-burn
cultivators who maintain their traditional beliefs and practices. There are four major
subgroups in the Yanomami language family: Yanomami, Yanomae, Sanuma, and
Yanam. The languages and dialects within the Yanomami family are closely related
but show varying degrees of mutual intelligibility. No definitive genetic affiliation
with neighboring languages or major linguistic groups has been proven.
Documentation work on these languages is ongoing, and grammatical descriptions1
1 Alternative names and spellings that appear in the literature for these languages are:
Yanomami (Yanomamo), Yanomae (Yanomam, Yanomama), Sanuma (Sanima, Sanoma,
Sanema), and Yanam (Ninam).
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are incomplete. The majority of Yanomami speak only their native languages.
Approximately 59% of the total Yanomami population speak the Yanomami language
(mainly in Venezuela), 21% speak Yanomae (almost all in Brazil), 17% speak Sanuma
(mostly in Venezuela) and only 3% speak Yanam/Ninam (mainly in Brazil) (Albert et
al., in press).
All the languages and dialects of the Yanomami family share some general
structural characteristics. The basic word order is SOV, and there is ergative case
marking on agents and instruments. The basic open word classes are nouns and
verbs; stative verbs convey adjectival meanings. Additional word classes include
pronouns and an extensive inventory of particles. The Yanomami languages are
suffixing, and the agglutinative verbal morphology is highly complex. The canonical
syllable structure is (C)V although a few consonant clusters (/pr/, /kr/, /hr/ or /fr/,
/mr/) occur in Yanomami, Yanomae, and less frequently Yanam. According to
Borgman (1990:223) consonant clusters are not found at all in Sanuma, except for /pi/
and /kl/ in ideophones. Primary stress is placed on the penultimate vowel of the
phonological word. Defining the notion of “word” for any of the Yanomami
languages is complicated. Ramirez (1994:72) suggests conflating the phonological and
morphological word in his description of Yanomami. Likewise, with respect to
Yanam, Migliazza (1972:162) states, “words uttered in isolation have pause boundaries
and function as sentences. While nouns can occur in isolation as phonological words
and pause groups, verbs cannot and have to take pronouns and suffixes.” In this
paper, a word is defined as a root plus its derivational or inflectional elements.
The morphological process of reduplication occurs throughout the Yanomami
languages, and reduplication has been specifically mentioned in grammatical
descriptions of Yanomami (Ramirez 1994), Sanuma (Borgman 1990) and Yanam
(Gomez 1990). This paper discusses only examples of full (or total) reduplication,
although there is evidence of partial reduplication. Further investigation of
reduplication and repetition in individual languages and dialects within the
Yanomami family is needed to distinguish partial reduplication from repetition.
Onomatopoeia and the repetition of morphemes of apparent ideophonic origin are
also common in the Yanomami languages. Data presented in this paper from a
thematic lexicon of Yanomae (Albert and Gomez, in prep.) highlight the frequent
repetitive structures in onomatopoeic forms, especially related to body movements,
bodily functions, and animal and plant names. Furthermore, this Yanomae data
provides additional evidence for arbitrary (non-iconic) as well as iconic reduplication.
Yanomami also displays both arbitrary and iconic types of reduplication; whereas,
only examples of iconic reduplication were found for Sanuma and Yanam.

The data presented here are drawn from several sources. The examples in Yanam and
Yanomae are taken from the author’s research on Yanam in 1985-86 in the community of Erico
(Roraima, Brazil) and on Yanomae since 1991 in the community of Watoriki (Amazonas. Brazil)
and co-authored works with French anthropologist Bruce Albert. The examples in Sanuma are
from Borgman (1990), and those in Yanomami are primarily from Ramirez (1994) with a few
examples from Lizot (1996). No specific mention of reduplication was found in Migliazza
(1972).
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This article is an initial attempt to illustrate the phenomena of reduplication,
repetition, onomatopoeia, and ideophones with data from the four subgroups of the
Yanomami language family3 and to examine them in light of current studies on
reduplication. In doing this, however, the author is not assuming that it is appropriate
to analyze the Yanomami languages as a single linguistic system. The aim of this
pan-Yanomami approach is to provide a brief typology of reduplication,
onomatopoeia, repetition, and ideophones across the Yanomami language family in
order to encourage further investigation into these phenomena in the individual
languages and dialects. This is not intended to be a comprehensive or definitive
study.
A resurgence of interest in reduplication has provided a growing body of
literature and. consequently, a better understanding of the phenomenon crosslinguistically. Rubino (2005:11) defines reduplication as “[t]he systematic repetition of
phonological material within a word for semantic or grammatical purposes” and full
reduplication as ‘‘the repetition of an entire word, word stem (root with one or more
affixes), or root.” Stolz (2008:4) clarifies full (or total) reduplication as “patterns [that]
require two phonologically identical and immediately adjacent strings (called original
and copy) each of which represents a syntactic word equipped with identical content
in the object language.” The distinction between reduplication and repetition is still
unclear, despite continued theoretical discussions and the recent efforts of Gil (2005)
to provide diagnostic criteria. Data from Yanomami languages include many
inherently repeated onomatopoeic expressions as well as ideophones that occur both
in reduplicative constructions and as multiple repetitions in a text. I will suggest
ways of distinguishing between reduplication and repetition in these constructions in
section 4.
The examples presented in this paper show full reduplication that generally
involves copying a verb root, an ideophone, or a lexical formative of apparent
onomatopoeic origin. In certain cases, an immediately adjacent suffix or a supportive
vowel is copied with the verb root. Complete reduplication of verb stems indicates
either the arbitrary, grammatical function of de-verbalization or an iconic, semantic
function that adds to the verb such meanings as iterativity, continuity, durativity, or
intensity of the state, event, or action. First, I will discuss arbitrary (non-iconic)
reduplication, followed by iconic reduplication and conclude with ideophones and
repetitive onomatopoeic expressions.

’ In the examples from Borgman (1990), Ramirez (19994), and Lizot (1996), the transcriptions in
the original sources have been retained, but the morphemic divisions and glossing have been
adapted to my own analysis for the sake of coherence. Spanish, French, and Portuguese glosses
have been translated into English by the author. The symbols e or a represent IPA a, 6
represents IPA i. and sh or x represents IPA J. according to the usage in the original source. In
keeping with standard orthography for Brazilian Portuguese, the letter x is frequently used
instead of IPA / in the Brazilian Yanomami languages to transcribe a voiceless alveopalatal
fricative, resulting in tx for IPA t j to represent a voiceless alveopalatal affricate.
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2. A rbitrary reduplication
Using the term “arbitrary” to describe reduplication prioritizes the grammatical
function of reduplicative constructions over semantic purposes. The two types of
reduplication, arbitrary and iconic, may not be as mutually exclusive as they may
seem at first. Having a grammatical function does not necessarily preclude the
reduplication process from adding semantic content as well. After all, the doubling of
identical forms is inherently iconic, as Moravcsik (1978:316) points out, “First, the
relation between the meaning of a reduplicative construction and its unreduplicated
counterpart is almost always that of proper inclusion, with the former properly
including the latter. In other words, reduplicative constructions almost always entail
everything that their unreduplicated counterparts do and, in addition, also
something(s) that their unreduplicated counterparts do not.” In Yanomae and
Yanomami reduplication can have a word class changing function. In this case,
certain types of verb stems (primarily intransitive, position, and stative verbs and
occasionally transitive verbs) are transformed into nominal constructions. In
Yanomami the stative verb root wake- ‘red’(l) becomes a noun ‘the color red’ (2)
when reduplicated:4
(1)

a

wake-i

CL.SG

red-DYN

Yanomami (Lizot. 1996:228)

‘It’s becoming red (it’s ripening).’
(2)

w'ake=wake
red=red
‘the color red’

Yanomami (Lizot, 1996:228)

Many of these nominal constructions appear to express an increased quantity of the
semantic content of the quality expressed by the unreduplicated verb roots. There is
apparently a significant overlap of semantic and grammatical functions involved in
Yanomami reduplication. The ‘humidity’ of herehere pe (4) could be interpreted as a
‘generalized or widespread’ quantity of the ‘wet’ state expressed by the simplex
verbal form here. In such cases, the reduplicative construction that results from a
grammatically-motivated, category-changing process may also serve a semantic
purpose.
Full arbitrary reduplication in Yanomae and Yanomami· alters the word class of
intransitive, position, and stative (or semantically adjectival) verb roots, transforming
them into nominal constructions, as the following examples show':

An equals sign (=) indicates a boundary between productively reduplicated elements and
between words in compound, a hyphen (-) marks a productive morpheme boundary, and word
boundaries are indicated by blank spaces. In the language data line, a dot (.) indicates a
phonetic or etymological boundary but not a morpheme boundary. In the glossing line, the dot
(.) separates the semantic components of the total gloss, but it does not correspond to the dot
on the data line.
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(3)

(4)

noma=noma

a

die=die
'death'

CL.SG

here=here
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Yanomae (AGG in prep.)

Yanomae (AGG in prep.)

pè

wet=wet
CL.PL
‘humidity’
(5)

(6)

àhì=àhl
muddy=muddy
‘mud’

Yanomae (AGG in prep.)

pe

CL.PL

naxi=naxi kiki
sour=sour CL.aggregate
‘honeycomb (of) sour (tasting honey)’

Yanomae (AGG in prep.)

Like most nouns in Yanomae, each derived reduplicative nominal is associated with
an appropriate classifier: a ‘SG/unitary’ in (3), pé ‘PL’ in (4) and (5), and kiki
‘aggregate’ in (6). In Yanomae example (3) where the intransitive verb root noma- is
reduplicated, it becomes the noun noma=noma a ‘death,’ a single entity as indicated
by the associated classifier a. While the reduplicative constructions in (4) and (5) are
assigned the general plural pè, the presence in example (6) of the aggregate classifier
kiki seems semantically more appropriate for a honeycomb, which does, in fact,
represent an aggregate of small quantities of honey. Ramirez (1994:365) identifies the
deverbalizing function of reduplication in Yanomami (7) whereby the stative verb
xami 'dirty' becomes the nominal xami=xami ‘a dirty one’ and the subject of the
intransitive verb ruké- ‘enter’.
(7)

xami=xami

a

ruke-rayo-ma

Yanomami (R 1994:365)

dirty=dirty CL.SG enter-TEL-PAST
‘A dirty one entered.’

Examples (2) through (7) fulfill Rubino’s (2005) and Stolz’s (2008) requirements for
full reduplication; in each example the doubling of adjacent identical words serves a
grammatical purpose. The reduplicative constructions in this set of examples “serve to
differentiate members of one grammatical category from another" (Moravcsik
1978:324). The verb roots, whether intransitive (3) or stative (2), (4) through (7), are
nominalized through the process of reduplication. The resulting nominal phrases in
(2), (4), (5), and (6) bring to mind a type of construction that Moravcsik (324) singles
out as showing that “the difference in meaning between the reduplicated construction
and its unreduplicated counterpart is both a difference in basic grammatical category
and also a difference of [meaning of] one of the above types [increased quantity,
intensity, diminution and attenuation].” The relevant set of examples that Moravcsik
Ramirez (1994:87) catagorizes particles, pronouns, body parts, and classifiers as bound
morphemes that are obligatorily incorporated to a noun or verb. Accordingly, his original
transciptions, e.g. (7) xami=xami a+ruke-rayo-ma, (8) natenate ya+ wa-i and (9) kakara+nate,
differ slightly from the versions presented in this paper.
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(324) highlights involves “[rjeduplication correlated with denominai adjectivalization
and connotation of fullness of something.” On closer inspection, the reduplicative
constructions in examples (2), (4), (5), and (6) do seem to carry the ‘connotation of
fullness of something,’ and the associated plural (4-5) and aggregate (6) classifiers
clearly support this idea. The additional meaning is correlated with a deverbalization
of adjectivals rather than the denominai adjectivalization of Moravcsik's Mokilese
and Twi examples. Nevertheless, it is difficult to ignore the overlap of iconicity in
what initially appear to be examples of arbitrary (non-iconic) reduplication in light of
the broad semantic concept of increased quantity that Moravcsik posits for the
recurrence of reduplicated forms cross-linguistically.
In both Yanomae and Yanomami the cognates for the (inalienably-possessed)
body part terms nate ‘egg,’ îyë ‘blood,’ and kòi ‘body hair’ present a special case
whereby these nouns may also be interpreted as semantically adjectival stative verbs,
i.e. ‘eggy,’ ‘bloody,’ and ‘hairy,’ respectively. As such, they may undergo the same
reduplicative process as the stative verbs in examples (2) and (4) through (7). The
reduplicative construction natenate ‘spawn’ (object of the transitive verb wa- ‘eat’) in
example (8) has a structure similar to the noun compound kakaranate (9), in which
nate ‘egg/eggy’ is one component.
(8)

nate=nate
egg/eggy=egg/eggy
T eat spawn.’

(9)

kakara=nate
chicken=egg/eggy
‘(It's a) chicken egg’

ya
1SG

wa-i
eat-DYN

Yanomam-i (R 1994:365)

Yanomami (R 1994:121)

Yanomae reduplicative constructions (10) and (11) derive nominals from stative verbs
îyë ‘blood/bloody,’ and kôi ‘body hair/hairy.’ Once again, the noun compound in (12)
suggests a similar compounding process for the reduplicative constructions in (11).
(10)

ïyë=ïyë
pë
blood/bloody=blood/bloody CL.PL
‘(a quantity of / spilled) blood’

Yanomae (AGG in prep.)

(11)

kôi=kôi
pëka
body.hair/hairy=body.hair/ CL.orifice
hairy
‘hair follicle’

Yanomae (AGG in prep.)

(12)

kasi-ki=kôi
lip-PL=body.hair/hairy
‘moustache’

Yanomae (AGG in prep.)

The nominal nature of reduplicative constructions in Yanomae is reinforced by the
occurrence of the nominal suffixes -ha location’ and -hami ‘direction’ with the
reduplicated form of the stative (adjectival) verb wehe- ‘dry’ in (13) and (14). These
suffixes normally attach to simple, common nouns to form nominal phrases, such as
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yano-ha ‘in the house’ and urihi-ham ‘towards the forest.’ In its simplex form wehe‘dry’ cannot occur with nominal suffixes. The same is true for the simplex xami
‘dirty,’ which when reduplicated is interpreted semantically as a place (15) or an
animate being (7), depending upon the context and the suffix. In (16) the stative verb,
oxe- ‘young, immature,’ which commonly refers to humans or animals, is
reinterpreted as a place after the locative suffix -Iw is attached to its reduplicated
form.
(13)

wehe=wehe-ha

Yanomae (AGG in prep.)

dry=dry- LOC

‘on dry land’
(14)

wehe=wehe-hami·

Yanomae (AGG in prep.)

dry=dry-DlR

‘in the direction towards dry land’
(15)

xami=xami-ha
dirty=dirty- LOC

Yanomae (AGG in prep.)

‘in a dirty place’

(16)

Yanomae (AGG in prep.)

oxe=oxe-ha
young=young-LOC

‘in a low growth (lit.‘young, immature') forest’
Indirect evidence for the nominal nature of reduplicated expressions is their
occurrence with the verbalizing (VBLZR) suffixes -m V (-m u / -mo/-ma), which are
productive across the Yanomami language family to form verbs from nouns. In
Yanomae the verb xapirimu ‘perform shamanism’ (lit. ‘act as / while being a
shamanic spirit’) is derived from the noun xapiri a ‘shamanic spirit’ by the addition
of the verbalizing suffix -mu. The verbalizing suffixes have a similar de-nominalizing
effect on reduplicative constructions. The application of the -mV suffixes is
productive in deriving verbs from the reduplication of ideophones, and this will be
discussed in Section 4.
The stative verb root, oxe- ‘young, immature,’ that was reduplicated in (16)
appears in (17) as the same nominal construction in a new context. In this instance,
the verbalizing suffix -m u changes the word class of the reduplicative construction
back to a verb, and its meaning is quite different although the core semantic concept
‘young, immature, weak’ is still evident.
(17)

ya
1SG

oxe=oxe-mu

xoa

Yanomae (AGG in prep.)

y OUng=young-VBLZR Still

T still walk with a limp.’ (lit. I am still [as if] young/[having]weak
[legs])
Another reduplicative construction in Yanomae (18) that expresses a different type of
‘walk with a limp’ is derived from the intransitive verb hiyëti- ‘stay or stand on one’s
tip-toes’ with the addition of the verbalizer -mu.
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hiyëti=hiyëti-mu
stand.tip-toes= stand. tip-toes-VBLZR

Yanomae (AGG in prep.)

‘walk with a limp’ (lit. ‘walk, stepping on the tip of one foot’)

3. Iconic reduplication
Iconic reduplication is the most common and productive type of reduplication that
occurs throughout the Yanomami languages. Full reduplication of verb roots
contributes semantic meaning to utterances in a number of ways. Moravcsik’s
(1978:317) “concept of increased quantity” as one of the most frequent and
fundamental types of meaning associated with reduplication cross-linguistically.
Consistent with Moravcsik’s (1978:319) observation that this process may be used to
“express repeated or continued occurrence of an event with the same participant(s)
performing in it at different times or places,” reduplication in the Yanomami
languages can add meanings of iterativity, frequency, continuity, and durativity to
transitive, intransitive, position, and stative verbs.
In Yanam (19) the reduplication of the intransitive verb stem waro- ‘arrive’
indicates the recurrence of the same action by various groups of participants.
(19)

pik

txarami waro=waro-ra-re-m

PL

many

Yanam (GG 1990:140)

arrive=arrive-RES-lNGR-PERF

‘Many people kept on arriving.’
Ramirez (1994) discusses a similar type of reduplication of verb stems that “expresses
the repetition of a situation in rapid and periodic succession without interruption
between each of the phases” (366), providing examples with transitive (20),
intransitive (21), position (22), and stative (23) verbs.
(20)

xëyë=xëyë
throw=throw
‘throw repeatedly, without stopping’

Yanomami (R 1994:366)

(21)

ia=ia
eat=eat

Yanomami (R 1994:366)

‘eat without stopping’

(22)

përi=përiYanomami (R 1994:366)
stretch.out=stretch.out
‘stretch out (one’s body) repeatedly, continuously

(23)

ohi=ohi
hungry=hungry
‘continuously hungry’

Yanomami (R 1994:366)

The reduplication of some verb roots in Yanomami requires the addition of a
supportive (thematic) vowel (V), and this process is phonologically conditioned.
When the verb root consists of a single syllable or ends in a consonant, a supportive
vowel is obligatory and copied in the reduplicative construction. The monosyllabic
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transitive verb root wa- ‘eat (something)’ requires that a supportive vowel -a be
attached and reduplicated with it.
(24)

wa-a=wa-a

Yanomami (R 1994:366)

eat-V = eat-V

‘eat (something) continuously’
Likewise, verb roots ending in a consonant, such as ahet- ‘approach’(25 ) and uxuh‘blue’ (26) , require the addition of a supportive vowel, whether the purpose of the
reduplication is semantic (25) or grammatical (26).
(25)

ahet-e=ahet-e
approach-V=approach-v
‘approach without stopping'

Yanomami (R 1994:366)

(26)

uxuh-u-uxuh-u
Yanomami (R 1994:365)
blue-v=blue-v
‘something that is blue, the color blue’

In (27), (28), and (29), each Yanomami verb root is copied with an immediately
adjacent suffix, but the motivation for this process is different from the three previous
examples. The inclusion of an adjacent suffix with verb roots ro- (27) and mi- (28) is
expected because both roots are monosyllabic. The verb root ia- (29), however, is
bisyllabic, so syllable structure may not be a determining factor in any of these cases.
The reduplication process involves the entire verb stem in each case.
(27)

ro-o=ro-o

kë

ya

sit-M ID =sit-M ID

EMPH

1SG

Yanomami (R 1994:365)

‘I like sitting
down.’
(28)

mi-a=mi-a

kë

ya

sleep-PERF=sleep-PERF

EMPH

1SG

Yanomami (R 1994:365)

‘1 am a big sleeper.’
(29)

ia-i=ia-i

kë

eat-DYN=eat-DYN

EMPH

ya
1SG

Yanomami (R 1994:365)

‘I am a big eater.’
In addition, all three reduplicative constructions (27), (28), and (29) co-occur with the
emphatic marker kë. This morpheme appears to be limited to dialects of Yanomami
(Ramirez, 1994:94). The semantic contribution of kë is not obvious from the glosses
Ramirez provides. In reference to a different set of utterances including kë, not
involving reduplication, he states that the emphatic could be omitted without
significantly changing the meaning, and he admits that it is difficult to know
precisely what the morpheme kë expresses or to define it structurally (390). Since the
emphatic marker follows both nouns and verbs, it is not an indicator of the
grammatical category of the reduplicative structures.
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The verbalizing suffix -mV, which de-nominalized the reduplicative
constructions (17) and (18) in Yanomae. appears in Sanuma as the performative -mo,
and the accompanying reduplication has a clearly iconic function. Example (30)
suggests a situation similar to the Yanomami reduplicative constructions in (27) and
(28) in which an immediately adjacent suffix -ta 'EXT’ is copied with a monosyllabic
verb root na- ‘wake up.’ Borgman’s (1990:183) clarification that "possible meanings
for - ta are ‘rapid, a mental act, ingressive, sudden, with temporary result’" reinforces
a semantic, not phonotactic, explanation for the copying of the entire verb stem.
(30)

na-ta=na-ta-mo

Sanuma (B1990:198)

wake.up-EXT =wake.up-EXT- VBLZR

‘keep (constantly) waking up’
(31)

6pa=opa-m o
stand=stand-VBLZR

Sanum a (B 1990:198)

‘stand around’
(32)

ua.ua-mo

Sanuma (B1990:198)

cry.IDEO-VBLZR

‘keep crying’
Borgman’s (1990) translations of examples (30), (31) and (32) suggest that
reduplication adds a sense of iterativity, distributivity, and durativity, respectively, of
the actions expressed by the intransitive verbs.

4. Ideophones and onomatopoeic repetition
The use of sound symbolic repetition is abundant in names for Amazonian fauna,
especially birds, and flora as well as objects, natural events, and bodily movements
and functions that have inherent audible aspects. Expressions of onomatopoeic, or
imitative, origin are common in Yanomami languages, and this section will examine
some samples of this phenomenon that are relevant to the discussion of reduplication
and compare them with simple repetition in a text, which has been defined as
“recurrence that serves to put the focus on the speaker’s viewpoint” (Hurch, et al.
2008:3). Ideophones, first studied in African languages, frequently occur in Yanomami
languages, especially in oral narratives. The term ‘ideophone’ was apparently coined
by Doke (1935, cited in Kilian-Hatz 2006) and his definition as a “vivid representation
of an idea in sound. A word, often onomatopoeic, which describes a predicate,
qualificative or adverb in respect to manner, colour, sound, smell, action, state or
intensity” (Kilian-Hatz 2006:509) aptly describes the forms in Sanuma (32) and (33)
and in Yanomami (34).
(33)

klau.klau-mo
thunder. IDEO-vblzr
'thunder’

Sanuma (B 1990:228-229)

(’ Berlin (1992) devotes an entire chapter (Chapter 6) to the nonarbitrariness of ethnobiolcgical
nomenclature.
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sakai=sakai-mo
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Yanomami (R 1994:361)

chew.lDEO=chew.IDEO -VBLZR

‘chew without stopping’
According to Ramirez (1994:361), a simplex ideophone sakai ‘chew’ in (34) is copied
(only once) to form a reduplicative construction to which the verbalizing suffix -m o
is attached, creating an intransitive verb with added durativity of the action,
sakaisakaimo 'chew without stopping.’ This is consistent with and comparable to
non-ideophonic reduplication in Yanomae (17) and (18) and in Sanuma (31). Similarly,
Borgman (1990:228) describes the Sanuma constructions (32) and (33) as the result of
reduplication, and he identifies ua ua ‘cry’ and klau klau ‘thunder’ as the base forms.
It could be argued that examples (32) and (33) are inherently reduplicated
constructions that, if one can extrapolate semantic content from the glossing, have
added semantic value - increased intensity (durativity and/or iterativity of the state
or action) - of the ‘crying’ and ‘thundering.’ Nevertheless, these apparent
reduplicative constuctions (32-34) are strikingly similar to others with ideophonic
doublets in Yanomami (35-36) and in Yanomae (37) that reflect inherently repetitive
onomatopoeia but are not identified as instances of reduplication.
(35)

kraxi.kraxi-mo

Yanomami (R 1994:59)

CUt.IDEO-VBLZR

‘cut with a hatchet’
(36)

mio.mio-mo

Yanomami (R 1999:54)

scream.IDEO-VBLZR

‘scream from pain’
(37)

a

yati.yati-mu

Yanomae (AGG 1997:129)

3 SG trembling.lDEO-VBLZR

‘He is trembling/shaking (from fever or weakness).’
The salient issue in this discussion of ideophones is the difficulty of distinguishing
between reduplication and repetition. A potential solution to this problem requires
adherence to a restricted definition of full reduplication, such as Stolz (2008:4) offers,
whereby each of two “phonologically identical and immediately adjacent strings...
represents a syntactic word equipped with identical content in the object language.”
Because a separate ideophonic word, sakai ‘chew,’ can be identified in Yanomami,
the constuction in (34) fulfills Stolz’s (2008) definition and qualifies as full
reduplication. In contrast, Sanuma (Borgman 1990) does not appear to have
individual original forms that correspond to the ideophones in (32) and (33).
Consequently, each of those constuctions would be considered a word that contains
an “inherently repeated” string, not involving the morphological process of
reduplication. Such inherent repetition is characteristic of ideophones and other
words of onomatopoeic origin, a process which is productive and widespread
throughout the Yanomami language family.
Ideophones are different from other words “because they may be phonologically
aberrant and are mostly morphologically invariable Simplicia" (Kilian-Hatz 2006:509).
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The canonical syllable is (C)V throughout the Yanomami languages,7 however,
consonant clusters, specifically /pr/ and /kr/, occur with some frequency in
Yanomami, Yanomae and Yanam, and /mr/, hr/, and /fr/ occur rarely or are found
only in certain dialects in Yanomami and Yanomae. No consonant clusters are found
in Sanuma, except in ideophones, and Borgman (1990:229) notes, “...deviating from
the normal phonology are ideophones with aspirated p and consonant clusters pi or
kl." These phonologically aberrant consonant clusters in ideophones in Sanuma is
illustrated in (33) and in excerpts from oral narratives (38) and (39).
Iconic repetition is a frequent stylistic element in narratives, and the Sanuma
narratives help clarify the distinction between iconic repetition and reduplication.
The use of ideophones is a common characteristic of narratives, and Borgman
(1990:228) identifies as ideophones the forms: kleno ‘untie hammocks’ and tolo ‘put
inside’ in (38) and klan ‘chew, eat,’ kletiti ‘tear apart’ in (39). Citing these texts,
Borgman (1990; 38) notes, “Often in narrative, the speaker describes an event by
using an ideophone in place of a regular verb, or he may use a form of the verb in
which all or most of the normal affixes are dropped. This verb may be repeated to
give the idea of repeated or continuous action, or, if ideophones are used, there may
be not only repetition of the same ideophone, but the inclusion of another one
indicating a different action.”
Sanuma (B 1990:38)

(38)
mumi
dark

soa-5
Still-NONASP

ha
sii
while COtton

tho-kò
CL-DL

kleno
Untie.lDEO

kleno
kleno
tolo
tolo
untie.lDEO untie.lDEO put.into.lDEO put.into.lDEO

‘While it is still dark, they take down their hammocks and put them
into (their packs).’
(39)

Sanuma (B 1990:38)
...I
KĽL

naha
like

häwä
bat

ku-a
no-ka
be-DUR SEQ-THEME

pò
3PL

pata
AUG

kaka=kaka-ma
tear=tear-VRBLR

klan
klan
eat.IDEO eat.IDEO

klan
kletiti
tear.apart.lDEO eat.lDEO

'...having torn apart the bats like that, they eat and eat them and tear
them apart and eat them.’
In (38) and (39) the ideophonic verbs kleno ‘untie’ and klan ‘eat’ are each repeated
three times and tolo ‘put into’ occurs twice. The verb root kaka- 'to tear’ (39) has only
one contiguous copy and a verbalizing suffix -m a is added to the resulting nominal
stem to produce an iconic reduplicative construction. Repetition of the forms kleno,
klan, and tolo, on the other hand, is best categorized as recurrence, not reduplication,
of individual words in this context. For the narrator, the recurrence of these
The syllable structures of individual Yanomami languages are described in Borgman
(1990:222), Gômez (1990:34-35), Migliazza (1972:153-154, 186, 201, 205), and Ramirez (1994:57).
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ideophones imitates the ongoing, repeated movements and the sounds of the actions
as they take place, recreating for the listener the immediacy of the event.
A common strategy for adding new vocabulary in the Yanomami languages,
especially words for newly-acquired concepts and manufactured objects, involves
ideophones. This process is consistent with the sound symbolic repetition that is the
basis for a substantial number of animal and plant names. The sounds of helicopter
blades (40), filing or sawing with a metal tool (41) and (42), and digging soil with a
hoe (43) are clearly conveyed by neologisms in Yanam and Yanomae.
(40)

thoko.thoko
‘helicopter’

Yanam (GG 1990:36-37)

(41)

kiri.kiri
‘file for sharpening knives’

Yanam (GG 1990:36)

(42)

kiri.kiri
a
handsaw CL.SG
‘handsaw’

Yanomae (AGG in prep.)

(43)

pore.pore a
hoe
CL.SG
'hoe'

Yanomae (AGG in prep.)

(44)

tire.tire
moku
Yanomae (AGG in prep.)
jingle.lDEO CL.seeds
jingling seeds’ [small seeds attached to a woman’s loincloth]

In the same manner, the jingle of the seeds on a woman’s traditional woven covering
/ loincloth as she walks provides the name of the ornamental seeds (44). In Yanomae,
nominal classifiers like moku ‘seeds’ accompany words based on inherently
repetitive, onomatopoeic formatives in the same way as the classifiers (i.e. a
‘SG/unitary,’ pë ‘PL’ and kiki ‘aggregate’) accompany reduplicative constructions in
(3) through (6). A substantial number of animal and plant names are formed in the
same manner from lexical formatives of apparent sound symbolic origin, and each
has one or more classifiers associated with it. A few examples (45-54) from the
Yanomae thematic lexicon (Albert and Gômez, in prep.) are listed below to illustrate
the general structure of these inherently repetitive, lexical formatives and the
diversity of associated classifiers. A future publication will explore the nature and
structure of Yanomae ethnobiological terminology in detail.
(45)
(46)
(47)
(48)

hâo.hâo-ma a
ohaha.ohaha-ma si
,h ,h
t oo.t oo-ma a
kuu.kuu moxi

‘hawk’ Accipter sp.
‘cotinga bird’ Xipolena punicea
‘giant spiny tree rat’ Echymis grandis
‘night monkey’ Aotus sp.

Examples of ethnobiological terminology in Yanomami can be found in Ramirez (1994:136151), in Yanomae in Goodwin-Gomez, G. (2000), and a few examples in Yanam are in Gômez
(1990:36-37). An excellent description of Yanomami ethnobotanical knowledge and practice is
Milliken, W. & Albert, B. with Goodwin Gômez, G. (1999).
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(50)
(51)

hrae.hrae-ma a
krii.krii usiki
rasi.rasi t ot o

(52)

xiri.xiri athe

(53)
(54)

hato.hato koxihi
xo.xo mohi

34
‘small frog’ Otophryne robusta (Boulenger)
‘dragonfly sp.’
‘liana sp.’ Philodenderon surinamense (Miq.)
Engl.
‘liana used for fish poison’ Banisteriopsis
lucida (Richard) Small
‘forest tree’ Hymenaea courbarilL.
‘forest tree’ Caryocar pallidum A.C. Smith

In describing human organs, movements involving body parts, and bodily functions,
verbs formed with inherently repetitive ideophones are especially prominent. It is not
difficult. even cross-culturally, to understand that the intended meanings of the
synonymous onomatopoeic verbs in (55) and (56) are the sounds of a beating heart.
(55)

tuku.tuku-mu
beat.IDEO-VBLZR
‘to beat (as a heart)’

Yanomae (AGG in prep.)

(56)

yutu.yutu-mu
beat.iDEO-VBLZR
‘to beat (as a heart)’

Yanomae (AGG in prep.)

A series of derived intransitive verbs of onomatopoeic origin effectively convey the
contrast between normal (hereku ‘breathe normally’) and abnormal breathing in (57)
through (60). Because the root of the intransitive verb here-ku can be identified as the
original simplex of hereheremu, the construction (57) is considered to be an example
of full reduplication. The other three (58-60), however, do not have identical
unrepeated simplex forms so they do not qualify for status as full reduplicative
constructions, following Stolz’s (2008) restricted definition.
(57)

here=here-mu
breathe=breathe-VBLZR

Yanomae (AGG in prep.)

‘breathe with rapid rhythm, panting/gasping’
(58)

keere.keere-mu
breathe, irregularly-vblzr
'breathe irregularly’

Yanomae (AGG in prep.)

(59)

pari-kt xeere.xeere-mu

Yanomae (AGG in prep.)

chest hissing-VBLZR

‘breathe with a hissing, creaking (sound in the) chest’
(60)

ureme hro.hro-mu
Yanomae (AGG in prep.)
throat pulsing-VBLZR
‘breathe rapidly with a pulse beating (at the base of the) throat’

Clearly, there is a close connection between the reduplicative simplex root here- and
the individual forms keere ‘breathe irregularly’ (58) and xeere ‘hissing’ (59), which
appear to be derived from here- by lengthening the first vowel and changing the
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initial consonant. These forms may reflect some type of partial reduplicative process,
which requires further investigation into this phenomenon within a broader study of
both partial and full reduplication in Yanomae. One last observation concerns the
phonotactics of example (60). While not strictly prohibited in Yanomae (although
phonologically aberrant in Sanuma), the initial consonant cluster hr- is rare and
occurs in only a few words. This illustrates a cross-cultural property of ideophonic
words to behave differently from normal words (Kilian-Hatz 2006:509).

5. Conclusion
This brief study of reduplication, ideophones, and onomatopoeic repetition in the
Yanomami languages of Amazonia is not intended to be comprehensive or
exhaustive. It is an initial attempt to bring together and evaluate a range of examples
from disparate sources on four languages of the Yanomami family. The examples
cited in this paper are expressly limited to full rather than partial reduplication.
Nevertheless, it is possible to make several generalizations based on the data
presented here. There is strong evidence of both arbitrary and iconic reduplication in
the Yanomami family of languages. Only one type of arbitrary reduplication was
found, and its function is de-verbalization. It results in the derivation of nouns by the
contiguous copying of (uninflected and occasionally inflected) verb stems. The
nominal nature of such reduplicative expressions is confirmed by their co-occurrence
with nominal classifiers and noun suffixes (especially the verbalizer mV-) and by the
fact that they appear to the left of a predicate, the position normally assigned to
nouns.
A substantial number of the examples presented in this paper involve
ideophones and onomatopoeic expressions, which are frequently ignored or given
minor consideration in linguistic descriptions. Further study of these phenomena,
particularly in lesser known languages, may contribute significantly to a better
understanding of iconic reduplication and repetition and how to distinguish between
them. A sampling of the data on plant and animal names in Yanomae suggests that
onomatopoeia plays an important role in the lexicon and in building new vocabulary.
The meanings expressed in the Yanomami languages by iconic reduplication at the
morphological level and by recurrence at the syntactic level fall clearly within Stolz’s
(2007) broad cross-cultural categories of plurality, duration, and intensity. The
evidence examined here confirms that reduplication is a productive, morphological
process that should be included in any complete grammatical description of a
language within the Yanomami family.
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8. Abbreviations
AGG in prep.
AGG 1997
AUG
B 1990
CL
DIR
DL
DUR
DYN
EMPH
EXT
GG 1990
IDEO
LOC
MID
NONASP
PAST
PERF
PL
R 1994
R 1999
REL
SEQ
SG
TEL
THEME

Albert & Gomez (in prep.
Albert & Gomez (1997).
augmentative
Borgman (1990)
classifier
directional
dual
durative
dynamic
emphatic
extent of action
Gomez (1990)
ideophone
locative
middle voice
nonaspectual
past
perfective
plural
Ramirez (1994)
Ramirez (1999)
relativizer
sequential
singular
telic
theme, thematic
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V
VBLZR
1

3

supportive /thematic vowel
verbalizer
1st person
3rd person
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Enhancem ent and D iachrony
in Reduplication
Jason D. Haugen
Oberlin College, USA
Abstract. This paper argues that, in addition to the well-known process of
phonological reduction (grammaticalization), phonological enhancement is also a
possible path of development for new reduplicative morphemes. By tracing the
historical development of a new reduplicative morpheme in Tohono O’odham (UtoAztecan), it is shown that a novel reduplicant was innovated by means of vowel
lengthening (mora augmentation) for a special culturally-important class of “marked”
plurals. The enhancement strategy of vowel lengthening for plurals allowed the
marked class to be maintained in contrast to unmarked short vowel plurals on the
one hand, but also maintained an inherited contrast with a heavy syllable reduplicant
that triggers gemination in order to indicate ‘distributive’ or ‘repetitive’ on the other.
Thus, this paper supports Urbanczyk (2005)’s contention that the notion of contrast
enhancement can be extended to the morphological domain of reduplication, and
shows how such enhancement serves as a means of avoiding homophony.
Keywords. Reduplication, diachrony, contrast enhancement, homophony, Tohono
O’odham, Uto-Aztecan

1. Introduction
While the phenomenon of reduplication has received much attention from various
(primarily synchronic) theoretical viewpoints in recent years, relatively little work
has explicitly addressed the issue of the diachronic development of reduplicative
morphemes. In such work that does address diachrony the prevailing view seems to
be that reduplicative morphemes (hereafter, reduplicants) typically reduce (i.e.
phonologically erode) over time. The prototypical proponents of this view, Bybee,
Perkins and Pagliuca (1994), regard the development of reduplicative morphemes to
be just another instantiation of grammaticalization more generally, so I will refer to
this view as the grammaticalization approach to diachrony in reduplication.' In
Bybee et al.’s original formulation, the phonological reduction of reduplicants
coincides with the broadening (or bleaching) of their semantic functions over time.
For example, Bybee et al. hypothesize the “fullest, most explicit form of
reduplication, total reduplication, to be the originating point for all reduplications,1
1 In subsequent work others have applied Bybee et al.’s grammaticalization approach in
discussions of the diachronic development of reduplicative morphemes, including Niepokuj
(1997) for Indo-European and other language families.
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with the various types of partial reduplication as reductions and thus later
developments from this fullest form” (p. 166). In support of this claim they present
evidence from multi-pattern reduplication in Trukese (Austronesian) which purports
to show a fossilized continuum of relative reduction of form: total reduplication,
syllabic reduplication, and initial consonant doubling. They claim that the oldest
form, total reduplication, retains the original semantic function of marking iterative
or continuative aspect. The second historical stage, a syllable reduplicant reduced
from total reduplication, marks habitual aspect, and the third stage, which involves
the most reduced form, is an initial consonant doubling that functions as an
intransitivizer. Bybee et al. thus claim that “the modern situation in Trukese suggests
that reduplication can grammaticize more than once in the history of a language, and
that forms produced by successive waves of grammaticization can co-exist, although
the form and meaning of each one identifies its age” (p. 173).
We will discuss problematic cases for this particular view below.2 However,
there are clear cases of reduplicants reducing in form without concomitant semantic
bleaching. Garrett (2001), for example, presents a historical analysis of the
development of variation in the reduplication patterns of Yurok (Algic), and
reconstructs a CVCV- reduplicant for the morpheme called the repetitive. The other
attested reduplication patterns used for the repetitive (CVC or CV:) are shown to
derive from the historical loss of the second vowel. In word forms that retain the
CVCV- pattern this syncope process has been blocked in a predictable environment:
namely, contexts where the syncope would result in an otherwise illicit word-medial
cluster of two sonorant consonants.
Similarly, semantic bleaching can occur without reduction of form. Shibasaki
(2005) accounts for decategorization of reduplicated forms in the history of Japanese,
where full reduplication transitioned from a verbal to an adverbial function, with an
overlap in the two functions in Early Old Japanese but a predominance of the
adverbial function in Late Middle Japanese. (Both functions are rare in Modern
Japanese).
Finally, some comparative studies have proposed a reduction in reduplicative
form without any reference to semantics at all. For example, in the most
comprehensive survey of the comparative morphology of the Uto-Aztecan languages,
Langacker (1977: 129-30) notes a variety of reduplication patterns in these languages,
including CVCV-, CVC-, CV?-, CV:-, and CV, each of which are attested for different
functions in various Uto-Aztecan languages. Langacker conjectures that the CVCVreduplicant may have been the original form, with the reduction of this leading to
smaller reduplicants in different Uto-Aztecan languages over a period of time.
All of the studies above fall under the rubric of what I am calling here the
grammaticalizcition approach because they account for the development of new
reduplicative morphemes by invoking either phonological reduction or semantic

See also Hurch and Mattes (2005), who question Bybee et ai.’s proposal that all partial
reduplication must derive from full reduplication. The account of the enhancement of
reduplicative forms that I will sketch in section 3 below could be taken to support Hurch and
Mattes over Bybee et al. on this point.
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bleaching or both. The purpose of the present paper is to make two new contributions
to our understanding of the diachronic development of reduplicative morphemes.
First, in contrast to cases like Trukese, where different reduplicants have developed in
order to mark new semantic contrasts, I will show that different reduplicative
morphemes can converge in a process that I will call functional reduction. In such
cases, a semantic contrast between multiple reduplicative morphemes is lost, and the
reduplicants thus may appear in free variation for a single function. This is the
subject of Section 2. Then, in Section 3 I will show that in addition to
grammaticalization, as discussed above, another strategy is available for languages to
exploit in creating new reduplicants to mark novel semantic contrasts. I will call this
strategy enhancement of form, as it involves expanding the phonological shape of an
existing reduplicant, rather than reducing it, in order to mark a new semantic
category. In this section I will illustrate the multi-pattern reduplicative system of
Tohono O’odham (Uto-Aztecan), which includes two distinct patterns of heavy
syllable reduplication. I will argue that the heavy syllable reduplicant that triggers
gemination is inherited from an earlier stage of Uto-Aztecan reduplication, while the
long vowel heavy syllable reduplicant for a special class of “marked plurals” was an
O’odham-specific innovation involving the addition of a second mora to a short
vowel plural reduplicant. The development of the O’odham long vowel plural thus
serves as an example of an enhancement of reduplicative form. Section 4 concludes.

2. Reduction of Reduplicative Function
One consideration in the diachronic development of reduplication, which is possibly
concomitant with but also potentially separate from phonological reduction, is the
reduction of reduplicative function(s). Functional reduction involves the loss of
previous distinctions that were once made in the complex reduplicative system of an
earlier incarnation of a given language. To put it succinctly, functional reduction
involves the simplification of reduplicative systems.
One example of such reduction of function can be seen in the free variation that
exists for speakers of Mayo, a Taracahitic language of Southern Uto-Aztecan.
Reduplication is ubiquitous in the Uto-Aztecan (UA) family, and UA languages
typically contain multiple patterns of reduplication for a variety of different functions
(Langacker 1977, Haugen 2005, 2008). Further, there is often a lack of form-function
correspondence in the different patterns of reduplication that a UA language
contains. For example, Yaqui, another Taracahitic language and Mayo’s closest
known linguistic relative, has a variety of reduplicative patterns serving a variety of
functions but with no clear correlation between the form and function of the various
patterns (Harley and Amarillas 2003). Which reduplicant goes with which pattern
seems to be lexically listed for each stem (Haugen 2003). For example, three of the
reduplicants are: a copy of the first syllable of the stem; a CVCV reduplicant (for
some but not all stems of at least three syllables); and a heavy syllable reduplicant
triggering gemination. These reduplicative forms are illustrated in examples (l)-(3),
respectively. Each of these reduplicative patterns can indicate the notions of habitual
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or progressive action, or be used in the imperative, as illustrated in examples (a)-(c),
respectively, in each of (l)-(3).
( 1)

( 2)

(3)

Yaqui Syllabic Reduplication (Harley and Amarillas 2003)
a. Aapo pahkowa-u
hiva
kit-kitte
S/he fiesta-at
always
RED-knead
‘She always makes dough at fiestas’

Habitual

b.

Aapo papa-m
bwia-po
yeu
bwak-bwakta
S/he potato-PL earth-in
out
RED-pluck
‘S/he is plucking potatoes out of the soil’

Progressive

c.

Kat
ae-t
NEG.IMP it-on
‘Don't step on it.'

Imperative

chep-chepte
RED-step

Yaqui CVCV Reduplication (Harley and Amarillas 2003)
a. Empo si manteka-ta tata-ta
chiha-chihakta
You
very lard-ACC
hot-ACC RED-splash
‘You (habitually) splash the hot lard too much’

Habitual

b.

Uu
uusi
muni-m
chive-chivehta
DET child
bean-PL
RED-spread.out
‘The child is spreading out the beans’

Progressive

c.

Kat
aa
kamu-kamukta
NEG.IMP 3.SG.ACC RED-hold.in.mouth
‘Don't keep it in your mouth’

Imperative

Yaqui Geminating Heavy Syllable Reduplication (Harley and Amarillas
2003)
a. Si=nee
kowi-m
hah-haita
Habitual
Very=I
pig-PL
RED-hate
‘1 get very disgusted with pigs.’
b.

Vempo huunum hoh-hoteka-su
saha-k
They
there
RED-sit.PL-COMPL go-PERF
‘They started to sit there and finally left’

Progressive

c.

Kat
a'avo
am
kik-kima
Don't there
them RED-bring.in
‘Don't bring them in (there)’

Imperative

Similar examples exhibiting a lack of form-function correspondence are discussed in
detail for another Southern UA language, Nahuatl (Corachol-Aztecan), by Tuggy
(2003). Such examples call into question Bybee et al. (1994)’s strong claim that the
synchronic forms of multi-pattern reduplicative systems evince the historical
semantic changes that must have occurred in those systems (Haugen 2003, 2005).
Returning to the multi-pattern system of Mayo, the point that I would like to
make here is that such semantic distinctions can be lost over time, in a process that I
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am calling functional reduction. Mayo has at least two reduplicants, a light syllable
and a heavy syllable, but there exists a functional semantic distinction between these
reduplicants only for the eldest generations of speakers. There are two word classes
in Mayo that are differentiated in how the second syllable is formed, either through
copying into the second syllable of the stem (in the “accented” class), as in (4), or
through gemination of the onset of the stem into the coda of the reduplicant (in the
“accented” class), as in (5). The distinction between these classes is not relevant for
our purposes here; for discussion see Hagberg (1993) and Haugen (2004). I will refer
to the Mayo light syllable reduplicant as “Re d i ” and the heavy syllable as “RED2 ”.
(4)

(5)

Mavo “unaccented” words (Hagberg 1993)
Stem
Re d i =g ,,
RED2=G1111
a.
bwa.ná
bwa.bwá.na bwan.bwá.na
b. bwi.ká
bwi.bwí.ka bwik.bwi.ka
C.
om.té
o.óm.te
om.óm.te
d. no.ká
no.nó.ka
nok.nó.ka

Unattested
*bwab.bwa.na
*bwib.bwi.ka
‘o ’.'om.te
*non. nó.ka

Gloss
‘cry’
‘sing’
‘hate’
‘speak’

Mavo “accented” words (Hagberg 1993)
Stem
Red i =g „
RED2=Gml
a.
yú.ke
yú.yu.ke
yúy.yu.ke
b. worn.te wó.worn.te wóm.wom.te

Unattested
“yúk.yu.ke
*wów.wom.te

Gloss
‘rain’
‘be
frightened’
'known
language’
‘know a
language’

C.

nók.wa

nó.nok.wa

nók.nok.wa

"nón.nok.wa

d.

nó.ka

nó.nó.ka

nón.nó.ka

*nók.nó.ka

The point here is that the semantic distinction between RED1 and RED2 (in both word
classes) has been lost for all but the eldest generation of speakers. Thus, for the
younger generations there has been a recent development of free variation between
light and heavy syllable reduplication forms.3

3. Enhancem ent of reduplicative form—Evidence
from Uto-Aztecan
While reduction in form seems to be quite common as a general process of diachronic
change for reduplicative morphemes cross-linguistically, in this section I will argue
that the enhancement of form is also a strategy available for languages to develop
new reduplication patterns. I will support this contention based on comparative
evidence from the Uto-Aztecan language family that suggests that such a process
occurred in Tohono O’odham.
Campbell and Muntzell (1989) discuss morphological reduction, category loss, and the
leveling of allomorphy in languages undergoing severe shift and/or death, and the semantic
reduction seen in Mayo reduplication might well be a consequence of its endangered status
(see Moctezuma Zamarron 2001).
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3.1. Reduplication in Tohono O’odham
Tohono O’odham, formerly known as “Papago”. is a Southern Uto-Aztecan language
in the Tepiman sub-group which is indigenous to southern Arizona, USA and
northern Sonora, Mexico.
Tohono O’odham has three distinct and productive patterns of reduplication.
The first is a light syllable (i.e. CV) prefixal reduplicant used to mark the majority of
plural nouns of the language. Some examples are provided in (6):
(6)

CV reduplication for Tohono O’odham unmarked plurals (Hill and Zepeda
1998)
plural
singular
a. bitokoi
bi-btokoi
‘Pinacate beetle’
b. ce:kol
ce-ckol
‘squirrel’
C U :W 1
C U -C U :W 1
C.
‘jackrabbit’
go-gogs
'dog'
d. gogs
e. mkstol
mi-mstol
‘cat’

I follow Fitzgerald (2000)’s analysis of these data, wherein the reduplicant is viewed
as a CV prefix which in some contexts triggers syncope in the base (cf. 6a, b, and e;
see Fitzgerald 2000 for a full account of the conditions on the application or non
application of this syncope, which is beyond the scope of our concern here).
A second pattern of reduplication is a long vowel reduplicant that is used as the
plural morpheme for a culturally significant class of less than 100 noun roots (Hill
and Zepeda 1998). A sample is provided in (7):
(7)

Tohono O’odham C W reduplication for marked plurals (Hill and Zepeda
1998)
singular
plural
ba;-ban
‘coyote’
a. ban
‘woman’s child, younger sister’s child
b. mad
ma:-mad
c.
ñem
ñe:-ñeni
‘liver’
d. bahi
ba:-bhai
‘tail’
e. §on
§ O :-§ 0 1 1
’trunk of a plant

Henceforth we will refer to this class as “the long-vowel plurals”. It is important to
note that the appearance of the long vowel is not predictable based on any intrinsic
properties of the nominal stems which take this plural. ' Rather, the members of this
nominal class are semantically-motivated; see Hill and Zepeda (1998) for discussion4
4 This alternation between long and short vowel may not be limited to O’odham within
Tepiman. Kager (1997) discusses the selection of long vowel reduplicants in Southeastern
Tepehuan as being neither phonologically nor morphologically conditioned. Although Kager
does not propose a semantically-based account of reduplicative allomorphy in Southeastern
Tepehuan, its close familial relationship to O’odham makes the retention of a shared nominal
classification system not unlikely. However, we will leave this important point for future
research.
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of the abstract conceptual schema and various metaphorical extensions that form the
basis for this nominal classification. If this class was not marked with the long vowel
reduplicant it would be indistinguishable from (i.e. homophonous with) the unmarked
class in the plural. We return to this point below.
The third pattern of reduplication in O’odham is a heavy syllable that triggers
gemination of the onset consonant of the base into the coda of the reduplicant. This
pattern of reduplication is used either for marking distributivity of nouns and some
verbs (8), or repetition in some verbs (9):
(8)

(9)

Tohono O’odham heavy syllable distributives
singular
plural
distributive
a. nowiu
no-nowiu
non-nowiu
b
na-nhagio
nahagio
nan-nhagio
C. hódai
hó-hodài
hoh-hodai
d. ?a:g
?a-?ag
?a?-?ag

(Fitzgerald 2003)
‘ox’
‘earring’
‘rock, stone’
a pair of animal horns’

O’odham heavy syllable répétitives (Fitzgerald 2003)
unitative
repetitive
a.
giw
gig-giw
‘hit something’
b. hihim
hih-him
‘laugh’
C.
huhulgat
huh-hulgat
‘menstruate’
d
kow
kok-kow
‘dig something out of the ground’
e. jila
jiin-na
‘look in a certain direction’

The existence of two realizations of heavy syllable reduplication (i.e. as a heavy
syllable either inducing gemination or appearing with a long vowel) raises an
interesting issue for the Correspondence Theory of reduplication (McCarthy and
Prince 1995), which posits that the emergence of a reduplicant should be based on a
single ranking of markedness and faithfulness constraints. For example, in the early
version of the theory both of the heavy syllable reduplicants of Tohono O’odham
would have been specified with a template constraint like that in (10c), which would
yield a heavy syllable reduplicant contrasting with a light syllable reduplicant, itself
created with a different template (10b). Both (10b) and (10c) would be languagespecific template constraints. (10a) gives the generalized definition of template as
proposed by McCarthy and Prince (1993);5
(10)

Template Constraints
a.
Mcat = Pcat - A morphological category is realized as a prosodic
category.
b. Re d I = Oj - Re d I is a light syllable (i.e. composed of one mora).
c.
RED2 = ow - RED2 is a heavy syllable (i.e. composed of two rnoras).

' Although subsequent approaches to Correspondence Theory have abandoned templates in
favor of other size restrictions on reduplicative forms (e.g. alignment to one edge of a prosodic
category like “heavy syllable”, as in Hendricks 1999), the general point about the categorical
ranking of the markedness constraints would still hold for these alternative approaches.
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With all else being equal, two markedness constraints would have to be crucially
ranked in order to derive a heavy syllable reduplicant with the second mora being
realized as either a long vowel or as a geminated consonant. For this purpose we can
propose such constraints as *LONGv and *LONGc, defined in (11) and (12),
respectively:
(11)

*LONGv - Long vowels are prohibited.

(12)

*LONGc - Long consonants are prohibited.

A ranking of *LONGy » *LONGc would yield a reduplicant with gemination (as in 13),
whereas the opposite ranking would yield a reduplicant with a long vowel (as in 14):
(13)

*LONGv » *Longc

/b a n / + R e d 2
a.
b.
c.

/ b a n / + RED 2
a.

C.

b a -b a n
€

_______________
*LONGv
Red 2 = a ,,

*Lo n g c

*Lo n g v

*?
*

b aa-b an
b a b -b a n

*Lo n g c

*!

b a b -b a n

*LONGc »

*Lo n g v

*1

b aa-b an
€

(14)

b.

Red2 = 0 U

b a -b a n

*!

Since both the (b) and (c) candidates can surface in O’odham (depending on the
meaning of the Red morpheme), it is not clear how we should rank the markedness
constraints *Lo n Gc and *LONGv- If all else is equal and if one of these constraints is
categorically ranked higher than the other, then a heavy syllable template should
yield either long vowel reduplicants or geminating reduplicants.
This synchronic puzzle only arises given one particular synchronic theory of
phonology and morphology interaction, but since my focus here is on the diachronic
development of these patterns I will raise but not answer the following synchronic
question: how do we account for a long vowel heavy syllable reduplicant in a
grammar that prefers to create reduplicants by means of gemination? (Because the
geminating heavy syllable appears for multiple reduplicative functions, i.e.
distributive and repetitive, and since the long vowel reduplicant is limited to a
relatively small sub-group of culturally-important nouns in this language, I take it to
be the case that gemination is the default, i.e. productive, way to create a heavy
syllable reduplicant in Tohono O'odham). See Haugen (2008) for a proposed solution
to this synchronic problem within Correspondence Theory.
Our focus in the remainder of this section will be on the diachronic explanation
for the rise of the long vowel plural reduplicant in Tohono O’odham. Given the
comparative Uto-Aztecan evidence to be presented below I will argue that this long
vowel plural was an innovation. In brief, my claim is that Tohono O’odham is the
daughter of a proto-language that had a heavy syllable distributive reduplicant (as I
will argue in section 3.2), as well as at least two classes of plural nouns (§3.3). A
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reconstruction of the stages of the development of the long vowel plural will be
detailed in section 3.4.

3.2. A Heavy Syllable Reduplicant as ‘D istributive’ in
Proto-Uto-Aztecan
I argue that a heavy syllable reduplicant can be reconstructed as a Proto-Uto-Aztecan
morpheme marking 'distributive’. Heath (1977, 1978) has previously argued for two
patterns of reduplication for ‘distributive’ in earlier stages of Uto-Aztecan. These
were a *CV- préfixai reduplicant concurrent with a thematic suffixal morpheme
tai-6 for the Northern Uto-Aztecan (NUA) languages, and a *CV?- préfixai
reduplicant (without a thematic suffix) for the Southern Uto-Aztecan (SUA)
languages.
The evidence for a difference between the préfixai distributive reduplicants in
the two major sub-groups is not compelling; in fact, to the contrary, the evidence
suggests that they were the same, either a geminating heavy syllable or a CVLheavy syllable, where “L” is a laryngeal consonant ([?] or [h]). (I will not be
addressing the presence or absence of a co-occurring thematic suffix here).
The division of Uto-Aztecan into the major sub-groups of “Northern” and
“Southern” is traditional, but there is dispute as to whether these indicate descent
from a particular proto-language after the split of PUA or whether they should be
regarded as simple areal designations with no cladistic implications; see the Appendix
for a UA family tree with points of contention highlighted. Some scholars hold that
NUA was derived from a “Proto-Northem-Uto-Aztecan” (PNUA) (e.g. Manaster
Ramer 1992, based on a shared phonological sound change of intervocalic **-c- > *-y), while others maintain that the SUA languages were derived from a “ProtoSouthern-Uto-Aztecan” (e.g. Miller 1984, based on shared cognate density). Both
camps deny the likelihood of both PNUA and PSUA as having been post-PUA
daughter languages. In any event, heavy syllable reduplicants containing both
laryngeals and geminates exist in both of these sub-groupings, and Occam’s razor
suggests reconstructing such reduplicants for PUA, a position which would render
one’s opinion on later UA sub-grouping irrelevant with respect to this issue.
Haugen (2005, 2008) reconstructs the PUA ‘distributive’ as a heavy syllable
reduplicant, where the second mora was underdetermined by the grammar. It could
have been realized as gemination, a laryngeal (via consonant epenthesis), or a long
vowel, depending on the relative rankings of markedness constraints in a given
language. Each of these possibilities is attested in extant UA languages. One1
11The superscript /'/ here indicates that this suffix would have triggered ablaut in the stem to
which it attached.
Two anonymous reviewers object to the employment of Optimality Theoretic notions here
and in the following discussion. We can remain agnostic on important questions in modern
phonological theory while still maintaining that OT machinery proves to be exceedingly useful
for our purposes below. The central concern of OT. i.e. the delineation of a universal set of
markedness constraints which must be ranked relative to one another in the grammar of any
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advantage of this approach is that it allows us to reconstruct cognate reduplicant
morphemes even without identity of surface realization. For example, the
‘distributive’ is realized as a geminating heavy syllable in Tohono O’odham, as in (8)
above, but it can also be realized as a CVL- reduplicant in Guarijio numerals (15) and
Nahuatl verbs (16) and numerals (17):
(15)

Guarijio heavy syllable distributive reduplication (Miller 1996)
a. nao
‘cuatro/four na?-nao
‘de cuatro en cuatroVfour by four’
b. mariki ‘cinco/five’ ma?-marigi ‘de cinco en cinco’/Tive by five’

(16)

Nahuatl reduplication for distributive action (Canger 1981: 37)
a. ni-k-te:-teki in
tlaskalli
b. ni-k-te?-teki in
tlaskalli
I-it-RED-cut the bread
I-it-RED-cut the bread
‘I cut/slice the bread’
'1 cut the bread to pieces’

(17)

Xalatzala (Central Guerrero) Nahuatl distributive reduplication (Canger
1981)“
a. oh-o:me
‘two at a time’
‘three at a time’
b. yeh-ye:yi
nah-na:wi
‘four at a time’
C.
‘five at a time’
d. ma:-ma:k"ili

Although the CV?- pattern is only used for distributivity on numerals in Guarijio, the
CVL- reduplicant is completely productive in Nahuatl, and Canger (1981) reconstructs
a *CV?- pattern for ‘distributive’ in Proto-Aztec.
Recall that Heath reconstructs *CV?- pattern for PSUA. This reconstruction does
not directly account for the geminating heavy syllable reduplicant form found in
O'odham distributives. However, both patterns can be accounted for if we reconstruct
a heavy syllable reduplicant for the proto-language, and then allow the languagespecific ranking of markedness constraints to determine the output realization of the
second mora. For example, let us suppose that this heavy syllable distributive
reduplicant was realized via gemination in PUA. This would imply that the constraint
given language, was originally designed to capture typological generalizations in synchronic
grammar(s). This concern can be straightforwardly applied to questions of diachrony in closely
related languages through re-ranking certain of the universal constraints. Outstanding
problematic issues that have been raised for OT, such as what the nature of the universal set of
constraints might be or whether a single input-output mapping is sufficient or whether several
mappings occur in different levels (as in. for example. Kiparsky 2000’s Stratal Optimality
Theory) are completely orthogonal to our discussion here. The basic approach of employing
relative rankings of universal constraints is maintained in any version of OT, and it has even
been adopted in other modern frameworks (e.g. Morphological Doubling Theory as proposed
by Inkelas and Zoll 2005). For a more extended defense of this approach to comparative UtoAztecan morphophonology see Haugen (2008).
" In some varieties of Nahuatl. the laryngeal consonant is realized as /h/. 1 assume that the
laryngeal is epenthetic in the environment of heavy syllable reduplication for both dialect
types (i.e. whether the laryngeal is glottal stop or /h/).
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*LONGc would have been ranked lower than ’ LONGv or DEPio, the constraint
prohibiting epenthesis of a laryngeal into the coda position. The effect of this
constraint ranking is shown in (18), with the hypothetical stem noka:

(18)

*L0NGv , DEPio >>*L0NGc

/n o k a / + Re d 2
a.

n o -n o k a

b.

n o o -n o k a

c.

©

d.

R e d 2 = O j,

*Lo n g v

D E P io

*LO N G c

*!

*j
*

n o n -n o k a
*!

n o ? -n o k a

(18a) does not create a heavy syllable and is ruled out by the RED2 template
constraint. The relative ranking of *L0NG v and DEP]o is not determined, but
candidates with a violation of either, (18b) and (18d), are less optimal than the
winning candidate, (18c), which violates neither. Thus, the crucial ranking here is
that of *LONGc, which must be lowly ranked so that a single violation of it is
acceptable in the optimal surface candidate. (Underlying long vowels, of course,
would be allowed to surface in stems given a sufficiently high ranking for MAXio).
If correct, this hypothetical constraint ranking would have been retained from
PUA by the UA languages that continue to use gemination as the default for creating
heavy syllable reduplicants. This is in fact the most common way for Uto-Aztecan
languages to create heavy syllable reduplicants; such extant languages with this
pattern include Tohono O’odham, Yaqui, and Mayo (in the accented class of words).
Now let us suppose that some languages, such as Guarijio, have promoted the
constraint *LONGc higher in the overall constraint hierarchy, thus creating a
dispreference for geminates. If *LONGc were to be re-ranked higher than DEP|0 , then
the insertion of a laryngeal would become the preferred manner of creating the heavy
syllable reduplicant. This new state of affairs is illustrated in (19):
(19)

*LONGv , *LONGc » DEP iq

/n o k a / + Re d 2
a.

n o -n o k a

b.

n o o -n o k a

c.
d.

n o n -n o k a
©

n o ? -n o k a

Red2 = a ,,

*Lo n g v

*Lo n g c

D E P io

*!
*!
*!
*

The heavy syllable template constraint and *LONGy are still highly ranked, so
candidates that violate those (19a and b) are eliminated. Now that "LONGc has been
promoted, the violating candidate (19c) is now sub-optimal, and it is eliminated.
Candidate d now only violates the lowest-ranked constraint and thus becomes the
optimal candidate.
The advantage of this approach over other conceivable alternatives is that the
ranking of constraints is not unique to the process of reduplication, but apply to the
phonology of the language as a whole. We find positive evidence in favor of a
constraint ranking like (19) holding in Guarijio by noting that there is a general ban
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on geminates across the Guarijio language (Miller 1996). This can be clearly
demonstrated by comparing Guarijio roots with those in Mayo, where the latter have
a geminate consonant but the former has a laryngeal:
(20)

Guarijio Roots with a laryngeal in correspondence to Mayo geminates
Guarijio
Mavo
gloss
a. ehté
étte
‘louse’
b. ehka-ni
hékka
‘shade’
c. kahti
káttek
"to be seated'
måtta
d. mahtá
‘metate’
e. tehté
tétte
‘stone’

The discrepancy between the geminates in Mayo and the [h] in Guarijio can be
straightforwardly explained by stating that debuccalization occurred in Guarijio. The
development of a general ban on geminates in Guarijio explains why the distributive
reduplication in (15) above (and the plural nouns in Guarijio that will be discussed
below) also involves the pattern of CV?-, rather than the normally expected pattern
of Uto-Aztecan heavy syllable reduplication triggering gemination.
Under the hypothesis that a heavy syllable distributive is reconstructable for
PUA, it is clear that this reduplicative morpheme must have developed in different
ways in different UA languages. In some languages, e.g. Tohono O’odham, its form
and function have remained largely intact. In other languages, it retains the form but
has taken on a new function (or functions), as in Yaqui and Mayo (1-5 above). In yet
other UA languages, this reduplicant has maintained its form but taken on a new
function and lost its productivity, as in some non-productive forms for plurals and
duals in Tiimpisa Shoshone (NUA, Central Numic) (21):
(21)

Tiimpisa Shoshone (Central Numic) number marking (Davlev 1989)
‘older brother’ pa.pi. am. mü
a. Pa.pi
‘older bro. (pi.)’
pap.pa.pi.nan.ku
'older bro. (dl.)’
b. pat.si
"older sister’
pap.pat.si.am.mü
‘older sister (pi)’
c.
pe.tü
‘daughter (pi)’
‘daughter’
pep.pe.tüm.mü
d. tangum.mü ‘man’
tat.tangung.ku
‘man (dl)'
e.
tokkwapü "aunt'
tot.tok.kwapüammü ‘aunt (pi.)’
f.
tua
‘son’
tut.tu.am.mu
‘son (pi.)’

In the case of Guarijio and Nahuatl, the form has changed (with debuccalization of
the geminate leading to a laryngeal consonant), but the function remains the same
(15-17). Another language which seems to have a CVL distributive is Comanche
(NUA, Numic), although it does not seem to be productive in this language. CV
reduplication is used for plural in Comanche, although sometimes this reduplicant
also has a laryngeal ([h]), and in some cases this seems to yield a distributive
meaning (22d):
(22)

Comanche number marking (Charney 1993)
a. nam.mi
‘sister’
na.na.na.mi
b. pi.a
‘big’
pi.pi.a [pi.via]

‘sisters’
‘big group’
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d.
e.

ta.ka
ten.séé
pi.e.ti

‘relative’
‘ten cents’
‘elderly person’
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tah.ta.ka.nii
téh. ten.séé
pili.pie.ti.nii

‘relatives’
‘ten cents apiece
‘group of elders’

In sum, the claim here is that Tohono O’odham retains an old UA pattern for creating
the distributive morpheme; i.e. the use of a heavy syllable reduplicant triggering
gemination. We now turn to a consideration of the system for marking plurals in
PUA.

3.3. Two Classes of Plurals in PUA: Marked and
Unmarked
Special morphological marking for plurals in two different noun classes can be
reconstructed for PUA, although the daughter languages differ with respect to how
this marking occurs, and in which nouns fall into the relevant classes (Hill and Hill
2000). Hill and Hill refer to these classes as “marked” and “unmarked”, respectively,
and the difference typically involves some kind of distinction along the lines of
animate/inanimate, human/non-human, etc.
According to Hill and Hill, UA languages typically use suffixation for the
unmarked class, and some process of reduplication for the marked class. For example,
unmarked nouns in Cupeno (NUA, Takic) take the suffix -m , as with kaxa-l ‘quail’ >
kaxq-l-im ‘quails’ Q. Hill 2005). Human nouns and certain nominals that have been
given importance through semantic extension, on the other hand, typically show
reduplication in addition to this suffixation. For example, puu-l ‘doctor’ > pu-vu-l-im
‘doctors’. A few Cupeno nouns are attested with reduplication only. Reduplication
co-occurring with suffixation is also displayed in the human nouns in the examples
from Tiimpisa Shoshone and Comanche in (21) and (22) above.
Similarly, in Guarijio most nouns are not marked at all for the plural (Miller
1996). However, human nouns are reduplicated, and some of these are reduplicated
with a glottal stop, and some are optionally reduplicated with a glottal stop. Some
examples are given in (23):
(23)

Guarijio (Taracahitic) “marked heavy syllable" = “marked plural”
Gloss
Stem
Red w/out ?
Red w/ ?
—
ku?.ku.ci
‘son, daughter'
a.
ku.ci.ta
ma?.ma.la.la
‘daughter’
b. ma.la.la
ma.ma.la.la
se.pu.ri
se.se. pu. ri
se?.se.pu.ri
‘uncle, aunt’
C.
—
pa?.pa.mi.la
‘boss, govenor
d. pa.mi.la
‘son’
no?.no.la
e.
no.la
no.no.la

As mentioned above, Tohono O’odham indicates a contrast between marked and
unmarked plurals with a vowel-length distinction in the prefixal reduplicant:
unmarked plurals have a short vowel reduplicant and marked plurals have a long
vowel reduplicant.
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Following the discussion of Hill and Hill (2000) as well as previous work in PUA
morphology like Langacker (1977), we can reconstruct at least one plural morpheme
along the lines of *-m for unmarked plurals in PUA.’ In the next section I will
propose a series of stages which led to the marked plurals having long vowel
reduplicants in Tohono O’odham. Crucially, this reconstruction will involve the
enhancement of the short vowel reduplicant with an extra mora; this is akin to the
process of mora augmentation discussed by Davis (2001).

3.4. An Historical Account of the Long Vowel Plurals in
Tohono O’odham
The preceding sections have supplied the backdrop that we need in order to return to
our central issue of enhancement of form as a mechanism for the development of
new reduplicative morphemes. I suggest that the long vowel reduplicant for the
Tohono O’odham marked plurals was developed by the enhancement of a
phonological contrast in a particular reduplicative morpheme, a light syllable plural
reduplicant, motivated by the maintenance of the inherited semantic contrast of
“marked” vs. “unmarked” plural. This development plausibly occurred in the
following stages.
First, Early Tohono O’odham would have inherited a marked/unmarked plural
distinction from PUA. By hypothesis, this could have been much like the extant
system of Cupeno and other NUA languages, where unmarked plurals were created
with a suffix and the marked plurals were created with reduplication in addition to
that suffix. If PUA also had a heavy syllable reduplicant for distributive (as was
argued to be the case in section 3.2 above), this plural reduplicant was probably a
light syllable, as is currently typical across the family in those languages that have
plural reduplication. This first stage was presumably paralleled by Guarijio, another
SUA language:
(24)

Stage 1: Inheritance of marked/unmarked distinction from early UtoAztecan
Singular
Plural
Marked Plural
Early O'odham: noun.stem
noun.stem-SUFFIX
RED-noun.stemSUFFIX
Early Guarijio: noun.stem
noun.stem-SUFFIX
RED-noun.stemSUFF1X

Over time there was a tendency toward the loss of the plural suffix in some SUA
languages, including O’odham and Guarijio. In this second stage, Middle Guarijio
would have lost its plural suffix in both the unmarked and marked plurals. This led to
the lack of contrast between unmarked plural and singular nouns that is retained in
the modern language:
K. Hill (2001) reconstructs two plural suffixes for PUA: **-mi and **-ti. A detailed
reconstruction and historical account of the plural and its development in the various sub
groups of UA has not been worked out, and goes beyond the scope of the present paper.
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Stage 2: Tendency toward loss of plural suffix in some Southern UtoAztecan languages
Singular
Plural
Marked Plural
noun.stem
noun.stemRED-noun.stemEarly Middle
O'odham:
noun.stem
noun.stem
RED-noun.stemMiddle
Guarijio:

For O’odham, the tendency toward the loss of the plural suffix might have led all the
way to a loss of the singular/plural distinction, as it did in Guarijio, or, as was the
case for Yaqui, the loss of the marked/unmarked distinction itself.10 However, it
seems that speakers of O’odham made sure to maintain both the singular/plural
distinction, on the one hand, and the marked/unmarked plural noun distinction on
the other. This might have led to a conflict like that depicted below as Stage 3:
(26)

Stage 3: Conflict between reduplicated prefixes for unmarked/marked
plurals
Singular
Plural
Marked Plural
Later Middle
noun.stem
)-noun.stemRED-noun.stem
O'odham:

At this hypothetical Stage 3 there would have been a tension between either using
the inherited suffix or reduplication to indicate the unmarked plural. Phonological
reduction is a general feature of the Tepiman languages, as seen in such borrowed
stems as Tohono O’odham cikpan ( < Nahuatl tekipanoa ‘work’), and in their
containing the productive morphological process of truncation (for the perfective).
However, just reduplicating a CV, as normal for marked plurals, would have lost
the marked/unmarked distinction. Therefore, I claim, speakers employed the strategy
of mora augmentation (Davis 2001), a kind of morpho-phonological enhancement, to
create a new pattern of reduplication. The usual pattern of mora augmentation in this
language would have led to gemination, but reduplication with gemination would
have conflicted with the distributive and repetitive reduplicative morphemes that
were inherited from the proto-language (cf. §3.2). So, contrast was maintained for the
marked plurals via the alternative strategy of mora augmentation through vowel
lengthening, as in (27):
(27)

Stage 4: development of prefixal reduplicant to maintain contrast between
SG/PL in O’odham. enhancement of animate prefix with an extra mora
Singular
Plural
Marked Plural
Late O’odham:
noun.stem RED-noun.stem
REED-noun.stem

The shift to use of CV reduplication in the plural would have led to paradigmatic
pressure for the marked plural to be enhanced somehow in order to maintain the
semantic distinction of marked/unmarked.
10Yaqui kept the -m plural suffix and lost nominal reduplication and the marked class.
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Under the scenario sketched here, the process of vowel-lengthening would have
served as such a phonological enhancement strategy to perform two morphological
functions. First, it maintained an inherited contrast between marked and unmarked
plurals, but second, it also maintained the contrast between the marked plurals and
the distributives. If the surface contrast had not been enhanced (i.e. changed in some
way, e.g. by lengthening the vowel through nrora augmentation), these nouns would
sound just like any other plural noun and they would thus have lost their “marked"
status. If the otherwise default mechanism of gemination was used, though, the
semantic notion of plurality would have been overridden by the already expected
notion of ‘distributivity
This historical development suggests that enhancement of form is a viable
mechanism for creating a new reduplicative morpheme. It also suggests that
homophony avoidance was a motivating factor in the phonological enhancement of
the long vowel reduplicant in Tohono O’odham.11

4. Conclusion
In conclusion, this paper has proposed two different possible diachronic paths of
development for reduplicative morphemes that are distinguishable from the more
common path countenanced in the grammaticalization approach (i.e. reduction of
form with or without semantic bleaching).
The first, functional reduction, involves the simplification of reduplicative
systems through the loss of semantic contrasts concurrent with the maintenance of
differences in reduplicative forms, thus resulting in free variation where different
forms can serve the same function.
The second involves the complexification of reduplicative systems, where new
reduplicants are created through enhancement of form in order to mark a new
semantic contrast. Urbanczyk (2005) attempts to extend recent approaches to
phonological “contrast enhancement” to the domain of morphology by discussing
instances where contrasts are enhanced in the morphological process of reduplication.
This paper thus supports Urbanczyk’s claims by arguing that enhancement of form is
a possible path in the development of new reduplicative morphemes. Central to the
enhancement strategy reconstructed above was homophony avoidance (i.e. the
maintenance of paradigmatic contrasts).

11 The historical development of long vowel reduplicants is proposed here for Tohono O’odham
(and possibly some other Tepiman languages, cf. footnote 4) only. There are some other UtoAztecan languages that also contain long vowel reduplicants (e.g. Hopi and Nahuatl), but.
under the assumption that long vowel reduplicants have not been retained from PUA, the
historical development of those particular morphemes will have to be left to future research.
What is important here is that the comparative evidence suggests that the long vowel
reduplicants for marked plurals in O'odham (and perhaps Tepiman more generally) were a
unique innovation, and it is that innovation that the account sketched above has been proposed
to explain.
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6. Appendix: The Uto-Aztecan languages & m ajor
sub-groups
Northern Uto-Aztecan (?)
Numic
a. Western Numic: Mono, Northern Paiute
b. Central Numic: Panamint, Shoshone, Comanche
c. Southern Numic; Kawaiisu, Ute (Chemehuevi, Southern
Paiute, Ute)
Tubatulabal
Tiibatulabal
Takic
a. Serrano-Gabrielino
(1) Serranan: Serrano, *Kitanemuk
(2) *Gabrielino (Gabrielino, Femandino)
b. Cupan
(1) Cupeno, Cahuilla
(2) Luisefio
Hopi
Hopi
Southern Uto-Aztecan (?)
Sonoran (?)
a. Tepiman: Upper Piman (Tohono O’odham, Akimel O’odham,
*Nevome), Pima Bajo, Northern Tepehuan, Southern Tepehuan
b. Taracahitan
(1) Tarahumaran: Raramuri (Tarahumara), Guarijio
(2) Opatan: *Opata, *Eudeve
(3) Cahitan: Yaqui, Mayo
c. Tubar
Tubar
Corachol-Aztecan
a. Corachoh Cora, Huichol
b. Aztecan
(1) ‘Pochutec
(2) General Aztec: Pipil, Aztec (many varieties)
* = an extinct language
(adapted from Miller 1984)
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VC Reduplication in Sayula Popoluca
Richard A. Rhodes
University of California, Berkeley
Abstract. Sayula Popoluca, a Mixe-Zoquean language of southern Mexico, shows
three types of reduplication, two which use full or only slightly modified copies of the
root and one which copies only the final VC of a CVC root. The three types of
reduplication are outlined. The synchronic pattern of VC reduplication is complicated
by morphophonemics that renders the pattern opaque in many cases. As a result
many of the tokens have not previously been recognized as examples of VC
reduplication. The pattern of VC reduplication is fully explicated, inlcuding all its
interactions with the morphophonemics of the language, including those that apply
primarily only in reduplication, and those that apply optionally.
This pattern of reduplication is more widespread in Sayula Popoluca than in any
related language. The history of VC reduplication throughout the Mixe-Zoquean
family is discussed including an examination of the evidence that VC reduplication
spread independently in specific subbranches of both Zoquean and Mixean. A
proposal is put forward that VC reduplication, which is never productive, spreads by
analogy.
Keywords. Sayula Popoluca, Mixe-Zoquean, reduplication, language history
1.
Sayula Popoluca is a Mixe-Zoquean language of Mexico. The languages of the MixeZoquean family fall into two branches which occupy a sizeable portion of southern
Mexico around the Isthmus of Tehuantepec. The Zoquean branch is found on the
north side of the Isthmus on or near the Gulf of Mexico in the states of Veracruz and
Tabasco and stretching southeastward into neighboring Chiapas. The Mixean branch
lies to the south and west of the Zoque languages and stretches west to east from the
central highlands of Oaxaca and northeastward down into Veracruz. In the rainforest
lowlands at the northeastern edge of the Mixe territory are two small languages,
Sayula Popoluca and Oluta Popoluca.
This paper explores the synchronic and diachronic aspects of an often highly
opaque reduplication pattern in Sayula Popoluca roots in which the reduplication
runs rightward by adding a copy of the final VC of the root. Some examples are given
in (1).(l)
(l)

tsumum-p
tfinin-w
holol-p

‘it rattles’
‘it dangles’
‘it [clothing] is loose’
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pijij-p
kasas-p
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‘it [powder] runs through a small opening’
‘he slips on gravel’

Reduplicated stems of this sort are fairly common in Sayula Popoluca. Almost 3% of
the nearly 3000 known lexical roots of Sayula Popoluca undergo this reduplication,
and most of them do so obligatorily. From a diachronic perspective this reduplication
is interesting because VC reduplication has spread dramatically in the Mixe branch of
the family of which Sayula Popoluca is a member.

2.
Sayula Popoluca and Mixe-Zoquean languages in general show three distinct of types
of reduplication.

2 . 1.
Both branches of the family have full reduplication as a common lexical construction.
The meanings of these full reduplications are typical of the meanings of
reduplications cross-linguistically: intensificational, pluractional (in a loose sense),
and names of flora and fauna. Some representative examples are given in (2 ).

(a) Sayula Popoluca
(b) other Mixean
Totontepec Mixe
(c) Zoquean
Copainalà Zoque

tsàntsan
pispis

‘foul odor’
‘sp. cowbird’

tuktuk

'it inflated'

taketake
t'iitii

‘spider web’
‘very small’

The details of the patterns of full reduplication vary slightly from language to
language across the Mixe-Zoquean family. In Sayula Popocula full reduplication
includes the neutralization of vowel nucleus type in the righthand member. Sayula
Popoluca has three types of vowel nuclei, short, long, and laryngeal (written V. V:,
and V? respectively). In full reduplication, the righthand member of the reduplicated
form neutralizes these distinctions in nucleus type to short. Examples are given in (3).
(3)

tfé:ktfek
wi:kwik
ki?skis
tfu?ntfun

‘algae’
‘sp. of curassow’
‘scrawny, emaciated
‘grasshopper’

2. 2.
The second type of reduplication in Sayula Popoulca is also found widely in MixeZoquean. Type II reduplication is full reduplication in specialized construction. The
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construction in question has reduplicated stems suffixed with the locative
derivational suffix -na(j)-. In its most basic use the morpheme -na(j)~, which has no
semantics of its own, is added to a large number of positional morphemes, many of
which do not occur unsuffixed. This type of morphological construction is areal in
Meso-America. Some examples are given in (4), where the (i)’s show a simple -na(j)construction and the (ii)’s show type II reduplication.
(4)

(a) Sayula Popoluca
(i) te:n‘stand’
té:-na-p
has‘lying face down’ hás-na-p

(ii)

ko-

‘squatting’

kó-na-p

ko?-p

‘he crawls’

kó7wko7w-na-p

tsut-p
we?ts

‘he hops’
‘wide-hipped’

tsúhtsut-na-p
wé7tswe?ts-na-p

‘he stands’
'he lies face
down’
‘he is squatted
down’
‘he crawls all
over’
‘he hops around’
‘she walks
swaying her hips’

(b) Copainalá Zoque
(i) te‘standing’
te-na-pja
hap‘lying face down’ hap-na-pja

(ii)

wohmiha
sik-pa
jos-pa

‘open’
‘big’
‘he laughs’
‘he works’

‘he is standing’
‘he lies face
down’
woh-na-pja
‘it is open’
mihamiha-na-pja ‘he is proud’
siksik-na-pja
'he smiles’
jofjof-pa-pja
‘he does work’

Notice that in Sayula Popoluca Type II reduplication does not entail any
neutralization of vowel nucleus type, as can be see in (4af ii]).

2.3.
The third and last type of reduplication in Sayula Popoluca is a rightward
reduplication of the final VC of a root. Examples are given in (5) (cf. also the
examples in [1] above).
(5)

tsámam-p
hinin-w
tfólol-p
hójoj
?ósos

‘it oozes up from the ground’
'it decomposed'
‘it makes the sound of water falling’
‘round’
‘sweat’

Rightward reduplication of the final VC is found elsewhere in the family, but it is not
as common in the other languages as it is in Sayula Popoluca.
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( 6)

(a) Mixean
Totontepec Mixe
Oluta Popoluca
Sayula Popoluca
(b )

Zoquean
Copainalâ Zoque
Soteapan

vjidit
komoTm'
hasas-w
jimim-w

‘(that) he walked’ (cf. vitp ‘he walks’)
‘post, pole’
‘he slipped on gravel’
‘it drizzled’

tonon-u
tokok
majaj

‘it drizzled’
‘dry corn husk leaf
'tilin’

I will devote next two sections of this paper to exploring this type of reduplication in
Sayula Popoluca. I will then conclude with a discussion the historical spread of this
reduplication in Sayula Popoluca.

3.
The basic pattern of VC reduplication is given in (7).
(7)

VC reduplication

CV,C,

>

C V A V jC ,

Some examples are given in (5) above.

3.1.
But the examples in (5) don’t tell the whole story. Most of the instances of VC
reduplication in Sayula Popoluca show a further modification of the medial
consonant. The examples in (l) and (5) were chosen because their consonants cannot
generally undergo any modification. The one exception is that most of the
reduplicated forms in s have a variant with the medial consonant appearing as h, as
in (8 ).
(8 )

?osos ~ ?ohos
kasas-p ~ kahas-p
?i keses-p ~ 7i kehes-p
posos ~ polios
but not
f»s4s-p
hasas-p

‘sweat’
‘he slips on gravel’
‘he slides it’
‘guayaba (sp. of fruit)’12
‘it disintegrates into a powder’
'he makes the sound of slipping on gravel’

When the reduplicated consonant is a stop, the medial instance is voiced. Some
examples are given in (9).
1 Oluta regularly adds a glottal stop in a dosed second syllable of disyllabic roots. More on this
later.
2 Like pogok mentioned in (9) below, Clark (1981) cites this form with long vowels, but he does
so inconsistently, and only forms with short vowels were collected independently by more
than one fieldworker in connection with the PDLMA.
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(9)

7âbap-w
7i kébep-w
tidit-p
jàdat-p ' jârat-p
7i kéret-p
négek-p
hógok-p
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‘it [plant] extended itself
'lie dragged it’
’it is thundering’
‘he is shivering’
'he scratches it’
‘he is loading firewood’
'he snores'

In the case of the apical, the voiced version can also appear as a flap. It depends on
the particular word whether it has d or r or either. A complete list of the forms based
on roots in t is given in (1 0 ).
(1 0 )

(a) only d
?i kadat-w
tidit-p
(b) either d or r
jddat-p -jarat-p
(c) only r
horot
hurut
hirit-w
?i keret-p
larat-p
murut-p
?i mirit-w
nurut
sirit-w

‘he scratched [his head]’
'it is thundering’
‘lie is shivering’
'wide hole’
'the sound of diarrhea’
‘he dragged himself across the gravel’
‘he scratches it’
‘it’s thundering’
'it is spurting’
‘he crunched down on it’
‘squeaky clean [skin]’
‘a lot of it fell’

Voicing in obstruents is marginally contrastive in Sayula Popoluca. There are some
near minimal pairs as in ( 1 1 ), but clear instances of contrast are very few. With the
exception of g, voiced obstruents are uncommon in native words outside of VC
reduplication.
(1 1 )

uncommon

normal

hóbom

'tomorrow

hâpam-p

mûrut-p
tûkun

‘it is spurting’
hiituk-p
‘amuchi (sp. of fruit)’ migik

‘he kneads with the heel
of the hands’
‘he is awake’
‘hard’

VC reduplication of a stop obstruent always feeds voicing. The details of obstruent
voicing in Sayula Popoluca are discussed in Rhodes (2004).

3.2.
The connection between VC reduplication and voicing is interesting in that it renders
the reduplication opaque, in an intuitive (i.e., non-OT) sense. Sayula Popoluca has
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been under study since the 1950’s and VC reduplication has gone largely unnoticed.
The opacity effect is even more dramatic in the case of affricates. Sayula Popoluca
has two affricates, ts and t f In VC reduplication the medial consonant is reduced to
its unmarked counterpart, i.e. f, and undergoes voicing like underlying f s. Some
examples are given in (12).
(1 2 )

CV,C,
7i hits-p
kats-p

>
‘he grinds it’
‘he slips’

C V A V ,^
?i hidits-p
kddats-p

‘he handles it’
‘he slips (but doesn’t fall)’

This analysis is supported historically in that the few VC reduplications in Oluta
involving affricates do not show medial consonant neutralization, and at least one is
cognate with a Sayula form.3
(13)

Oluta
mo7tsots
7i hitsits-pe

‘curled up’
‘he handles it’ (cf. Sayula 7i hidits-p ‘he handles it’)

There are many more forms that show the same pattern of dVts/rVts or dVtf/rVtf but
which don’t have allomorphic support. A list is given in (14).
(14)

7adats-p - 7arats-p
huduts-w - huruts-w
kidits-w
pùduts
nórotf
miritf-p
kiritf-w
7i kiritf-w
wiritf-w

‘[the fire] crackles’
'it slid quickly down a hole’
‘it sounded like cloth ripping’
‘pot-bellied’
‘wrinkled [brow]’
‘he crunches his food’
‘[the leather] squeaked’
‘he put a scratch on it’
‘his stomach growled’

Because the pattern is clear from cases like those in ( 1 2 ), we treat all the cases in (14)
as instances of VC reduplication.
In cases of VC reduplication, the vowel nucleus type is neutralized. As we
discussed in connection with full reduplication (§2 .1 ) above, Sayula Popoluca has
three types of vowel nuclei, short, long, and laryngeal. The same neutralization to the
least marked vowel nucleus type, i.e., short vowel, that we saw in the second syllable
of full reduplication in the forms in (3) above also takes place in the first vowel of VC
reduplicated forms, as the examples in (15) show .'1
3It is possible that medial neutralization and voicing are not historically tied to VC
reduplication as shown by the cognates 01. katsu?s ‘sour’ (< pre-Oluta *
*katsuts ), Say. kaduts
‘sour’, but cf. Soteapan ka:tsu, Copainala katsu ‘sour’. The other possibility is that kaduts is
from pMZ *katsu by a version of VC reduplication at the devoiced vowel stage: pMixe katsU >

*katsU-atsU > katsuts.
4 There are two forms that do not undergo this neutralization, both have long vowels, ma:gak
‘sterile adj; a sterile person’ and pusis ‘fulvous tree duck’.
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né?tf-p
7ó?ts-ik
wé7ts

‘it is grazing’
‘butter’
‘wide-hipped’

CVAV.C,
néretf-p
7órots-p
wédets-na-p

tà-.ts-p '

‘he urinates’

tâdats-p

‘it is grazing’
'the hot grease crackles’
‘he is seated on the floor
cross-legged’
'it’s dripping’

4.
The last feature of VC reduplication that needs discussion is that it is lexical and not
inflectional. This can be seen in that it precedes all the morphophonemic rules that
apply in inflection, as we will now show. All of the following rules have complexities
that we will not show here because they do not interact with reduplication. The first
rule is nasal assimilation. Only n assimilates, but n s from VC reduplication all
assimilate in the appropriate environments.
(16)

nasal assimilation
tinin-w
‘it was burning’

tinim-p

‘it’s burning’

The second rule is sonorant deletion. When two identical sonorants are adjacent only
one appears on the surface. (For convenience in presentation we will treat this as
deleting the first sonorant.) Sonorants from VC reduplication all delete in the
appropriate environments.
(17)

sonorant deletion
kay-p
‘he is eating’
tinin-w
‘it was burning’

kày-nu-p
tini-nu-p

‘he is eating now’
‘it’s burning now’

The next rule is p deletion. The independent incompletive suffix, -p, triggers the
deletion of a stem final p. (This rule bleeds the next rule.)
(18)

p deletion
7i ?é?p-vi
7i kébep-w

‘he saw it’
‘he dragged it'

The next rule is geminate preaspiration. When
articulation are adjacent the first appears as an
(19)
geminate preaspiration
pi-t-p
‘he is afraid’
négek-p
‘he is loading firewood’

?i 7é?-p
7i kébe-p

‘he sees it’
‘he is dragging it’

two obstruents with the same point of
h.
p»:t-ka-p
négeh-ka-p

‘they re afraid’
‘they are loading
firewood’3

3 This form belongs to a class of morphemes that alternates between V: and V?, ta:tsp 'he
urinates’, tcrttsah 'he will urinate’. Historically these forms contained a long vowel as argued in
Rhodes (2005) (contra Wichman 1995). This data provides some further support for the analysis
of the ? as synchronically syllable internal in Sayuleno alternating verbs, in that the vowel
neutralization to non-glottal short vowel applies here too. If the glottal were, as Wichmann
posits, after the consonant, an extra rule would be needed to delete it.
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The next rule is h metathesis. An h preceding an unstressed vowel metathesizes
around a preceding consonant. (Because glottal stop is part of the vowel nucleus, h
does not metathesize around a glottal.)
(2 0 )

h metathesis
7aje?
horot

‘that’
‘wide hole’

7aje?-hat
horoht-at

'those'
‘wide holes’

But VC reduplication must actually be pre-lexical, because in addition to feeding all
the inflectional morphophonemics, it feeds type II reduplication, as discussed in §2 .2 .
above. The product of VC reduplication can be reduplicated in construction with naj-, as show in (2 1 ).
(2 1 )

tsibi-p
tsibip-tsibip-na-p

‘it drips from an edge’
'it drips from time to time’

5. Diachrony
Now we turn to the question of how VC reduplication developed in Sayula Popoluca.
From the outset one thing is clear: VC reduplication is more widespread in Sayula
Popoluca than in any other Mixe-Zoquean language. The data in Table I shows that
Sayula Popoluca, by percentage has more than twice as many VC reduplicants as any
other thoroughly documented sister language. 6
Table

1

Branch
Mixe

Zoque

Language
Sayula Popoluca
Oluta Popoluca
Totontepec
Copainalá
Chimalapa
Soteapan

Approx, no. of
known roots
3000
3500
3000
3500
3500
3500

No. of roots with VC
reduplication
81
42
17
38
14
7

5.1.
The first thing we will show about VC reduplication Sayula Popoluca is that most of
the instances are innovated rather than inherited. This is potentially controversial
because Wichmann (1995) reconstructs a large number of VC reduplicants for various
stages stages of Mixe-Zoquean development, 32 on the most generous reading,
including 14 for proto-Mixe-Zoquean. But on close inspection all his reconstructions
of VC reduplicants have problems. Leaving aside the four that have problems with
segmental correspondences, the remaining ten all have VC reduplicant cognates in
6 All the word lists in question encompass about 3000-4000 roots. Some are from the Summer
Institute of Linguistics, and some are from the Proyecto para la Documentación de las Lenguas
de Mesoamérica which employs a very aggressive approach to finding all possible roots.
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Mixe but unreduplicated cognates in Zoque, and thus are not candidates for the
reconstruction of VC reduplication back to proto-Mixe-Zoquean. Wichmann’s
reconstructions are included in an appendix so the reader can see what the problems
are. In fact the three best candidates for reconstructable proto-Mixe-Zoquean VC
reduplicants Wichmann doesn’t even list as Proto-Mixe-Zoquean. They are given in
( 22 ).
(22)

(a) ‘tool; spindle, spit’ proto-MZ *petet-an
proto-Zoquean *petet
proto-Mixean *petet-an
Copainala
Atitlan
Guichicovi
Sayula
petet
-beehin
-beht
peretan
‘spindle’
'instrument' ‘instrument’
‘spindle’
(b) ‘hang down’ proto-MZ *tsinin
proto-Zoquean *tsinin
Francisco Leon
tfininey
‘be hanging’

proto-Mixean *tsinin
Sayula
tfinin‘dangle’

(c) ‘pile’ proto-MZ *tunun
proto-Zoquean *tunun ‘pile up’
Francisco Leon
tunun-

proto-Mixean *tunun ‘hill’
Totontepec
Guichicovi
tun-in
tun:

Even though few VC reduplicant cognates survive, there is evidence that VC
reduplication was present in proto-Mixe-Zoquean, since there are examples of
reconstructable VC reduplication in both branches, as indicated in (23).
There is also evidence that VC reduplication spreads, to a greater or lesser
extent, in all the branches of Mixe-Zoquean except in Gulf Zoque. The following
sections give evidence for the spread in Chiapas Zoque, in common Mixean, in
Oaxaca Mixean, in Veracruz Mixean7, and finally in Sayula Popoluca.

The existence of a branch of Mixean that consists of Oluta Popoluca and Sayula Popoluca is
controversial. Wichmann (1995) asserts that proto-Mixean split into three branches Oluta,
Sayula, and proto-Oaxaca Mixean, but then he proceeds to reconstruct 59 proto-VeracruzMixean forms. In Rhodes (2006), 1 propose, without extensive argument, that Oluta and Sayula
form a distinct branch. The argument is based on a single sound change and some crucial
semantic innovations. The sound change is the loss of w in the future, innovated in protoMixean from wa:7n- ‘w ant’. The most telling semantic innovation is the use of ?e:?p- ‘divert
oneself to replace 7if- ‘see’ in most environments. Missing from the argument at the time was
the number of VC reduplicants reconstructable to proto-Veracruz-Mixean. Also missing from
the argument is the fact that Oluta and Sayula are 7 km apart in flat land and that they have,
in all likelihood been in those locations for 1000 or more years, it would be surprising if they
weren’t a single speech community for some significant portion of that time. Given that both
are phonologically very conservative varieties of Mixe, it is not surprising that there is only a
single common phonological innovation to point to.
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(a) protoSoteapan
Zoquean
*kamam ‘hard’ kámam
*harjarj ‘fever’ háwarj18

Francisco León

(b) protoMixean
*m4k4k ‘hard’
*wit it ‘walk’
*tu?ts tsumum
‘rattle snake’

Guichicovi

Totontepec

Copainalá

kamam
[liav-ay- ‘burn’] hawatj

mik:
mik ’
vidit\idittv?ts tsvmin tSlim:

Chimalapa
kama?m
—

Oluta

Sayula
Popoluca
migik
vitit[witwit-naj-]
tu?stsumu?m tu?htsúmum

5.1.1.
Let us start with instances of spread in Zoquean. Chiapas Zoque, particularly
Copainala, provides us with the best evidence that the VC reduplications found there
are due to spread of the pattern rather than a loss of the pattern on the part of the rest
of Zoquean. Copainala has two examples with segments that are new developments
in Zoque and Copainala. As we noted above Zoquean turned syllable final w’s into
tj's. Therefore reflexes of VC reduplications from proto-Zoquean would have medial
w and final rj, but a VC reduplication created in the daughter languages after w and rj
have become separate phonemes would have rj in both places. Copanaila and
Chimalapa have examples of the former, as shown in (24a), but only Copainala has
examples of the latter as in (24b).
(24)

(a) old reduplicants
(i) Copainala
howotj
mjats-kiwiij-ba
(ii) Chimalapa
hawaq

‘stove’
‘he dunks it’ (cf. kiij-ba ‘it cooks, ripens’)
‘fever’

(b) neologisms (both Copainala)
kjorjoij-ba
‘he makes it stiff
pirjiij-ba
‘it inflates’ (cf. ptrj-ba ‘it inflates’)
Similarly, p is a new phoneme in Copainala arising originally in certain palatal
environments, so any VC reduplication with phonologically unmotivated p 's must be
a Copainala or pre-Copainala neologism. There is one such.
(25)

kjipipu

‘he desires it’ (Copainala)

This brings us to proto-Zoquean *jik 'black'. Wichmann reconstructs a VC reduplicant for proto-Mixe-Zoquean, because there is a VC reduplicant in Santa Maria
Chimalapa, jikik ‘obscure’ next to jik ‘black’. But since no other Zoque has a89
8 Intervocalic *rj becomes w in Zoquean.
9 The evidence that the reflexes of VC reduplicated forms in some Oaxaca Mixe languages are
CVC monosyllables will be discussed in detail in §5.1.2. below.
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reduplicated form for this item,10 VC reduplication for it is not reconstructable to
proto-Zoquean.

5.1.2.
There are at least four forms with VC reduplication reconstructable to proto-Mixean
whose Zoquean cognates are unreduplicated. They are give in (26).1
(26)
Proto-Mixe-Zoquean
Proto-Zoquean
Copainalá
Zoque
Soteapan
Zoque
Proto-Mixean
Oaxaca Mixean
Totontepec
Mixe
Coatlán
Mixe
Veracruz Mixean
Oluta
Popoluca
Sayula
Popoluca

‘black’

‘post, pole’
*kom
*kom
kom

‘bottle
gourd’
*pok
*pok
pok

‘that he took a
walk’
*?i-wit-i
*7i-wit-i
wjit-i

*ßk
*fik
ßk
ßk

kom

pok

7i-witj

*ßkik
*ßk(a)k
jak

*komom
*kom(a)m
—

*pokok
*pok(a)k
pak

*?i-witit-hi
*7i-witat-i
vjidit-j

ßk

kup

pok

j-widit-j

*ßkik
ßki?k

*komom
komoŸm

*pokok
poko?k

*7i-witit-hi
?i-vit-e/?i-vitit-e

ßgik

kómom

pógok

[7i witwit-naj]

At first blush it looks like the spread is in Veracruz Mixean except for the one verb.
However a closer inspection shows that the Oaxaca Mixean reflexes for the adjective
and nouns are unexpected. The normal Mixean reflex of Proto-Mixe-Zoquean CVC
words is CV/jC (Oluta CVCf), as the cognate sets in (27) attest.

Proto-Mixe-Zoquean
Soteapan Zoque
Copainalá Zoque
Totontepec Mixe
Coatlán Mixe
Oluta Popoluca
Sayula Popoluca

‘house’
*tik
tik
tik
tahk
tihk
tiki
tihk

‘nose. tip’
"hip
hip
‘mouth’
—
hahp ‘nose, tip’
hihp
‘tip’
hipi
‘nose’
hihp
'nose, tip’

‘eye’
*wi:n
wip-pak
win
vi:hn
wi:n
vini
wi:hn

111Wichmann (1995:514) lists jihkihk for Rayon ‘black’ next to Jikpi, apparently in support of an
optional proto-Zoquean reconstruction as a VC reduplicant. However, the fact is that jihkihk
and jikpi are both adjectival derivations, jihk-ihk and jik-pi. -pi is widespread in Zoque, for ihk
cf. in ?uf-ang ‘little’, ?uf-ti ‘tiny’, ?uf-ihk ‘little, a little’.
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The fact that the Oaxaca Mixean reflexes of the nominal monosyllables in (26)
contain no h, shows that the history must be different. Consider the reflexes of protoMixean bisyllabic verb root inflections, exemplified in (28).
(28)
Proto-Mixean
Oaxaca Mixean
Totontepec
Mixe
Coatlan Mixe
Veracruz Mixean
Oluta
Popoluca
Sayula
Popoluca

‘he leaves’

‘that he left'

*pitsim-pa

*7i-pitsim-hi

‘he takes ‘that he took
a walk'
a walk’
*witit-pa *?i-witit-hi

pitsim-p

pjitsim-j

vit-p

pitsim-b

j-pitsim-j

widiht-p j-widit-j

pitsim-pa

?i-pitsim-i

vitit-pa

7i-vitit-i

pitfim-p

?i-pitfihm

-

-

vjidit-j

The inflection of bisyllabic VC reduplicants shows that when the final two
consonants are identical, the vowel deletes in at least some varieties of Oaxaca
Mixe." This is general in Totontepec, as examplified in (29). 12
(29)
(a) ‘change’
‘be happy’
(b) ‘drag’
‘take a walk’

‘he ...s’
tiktsp
s5:ndkp
hósp
vitp

‘that he . ..s’
tjikits
sjó'-ndik
hjésis
vjidit

The Oaxaca Mixe forms in (26) are actually reflexes of earlier VC reduplicants with
this vowel deletion. Thus the data in (26) constitutes evidence that VC reduplication
spread in proto-Mixe.

5.1.3.
There are three forms reconstructable to proto-Oaxaca Mixe with VC reduplication.
Only one, *tunun ‘pile; hill’ has a known cognate outside of Oaxaca Mixean. (See
[2 2 (c)] above.) The forms are given in (30).1

" As mentioned above all the Mixe languages except Oluta show the loss of final unstressed
vowels. (I will not argue here that 1 believe Oluta did, too, but then resupplied them by
analogy.) The Oaxacan varieties extend this reduction to post-tonic vowels. In slightly
different environments in each, the different languages suffer the loss of post-tonic reduced
vowels in syllables where coda h’s are expected. (Cf. Tot. vitp 'he walks’ [UL vid-it-] with Coat
widihtp cited in (30). Wichmann (1995:128) discusses this general deletion pattern.)
1" However, some lexemes in Totontepec have restored the lost vowel analogically.
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ProtoOaxaca
Mixe
*mopop
*sukuk

Totontepec Jaltepec

Camotlån Guichicovi

—
sügik

mibohp
sigûhk

mobôp

mibohp
siguhk

*tunun

tûnin

tum

tun:

tun:

‘that it flaps’
‘that she makes
tortillas’
‘hill’

*tunun is inherited from proto-Mixe-Zoquean, but *mopop and *sukuk are Oaxaca
Mixean innovations.

5.1.4.
There are more VC reduplicant cognates between Oluta and Sayula than between
any other two languages, suggesting that there was further spread of VC
reduplication in proto-Veracruz Mixe. The forms are given in (31).
Proto-Veracruz
Mixe
*kapap
*ma.kak
*tatsats*tsekek

Sayula

Oluta

kåbap
må:gak
tådatsp
tségek

kapa?p
ma:ka?k
tatsats-pa
tsekek-pa

*ßmim-

jimimp

ßmim-pa

‘side’
‘sterile’
‘it drips
‘sound of strangling’ (Say),
‘cluck’ (Olu)
‘it is drizzling’

It is this spread which continued into Sayula Popoluca and accounts for the much
higher occurrence of VC reduplicants there.

5.1.5
Finally, as pointed out above, Sayula has many more VC reduplicants than any other
Mixe-Zoquean language. Most of these must be innovations, but only a few have
likely cognates with Sayula’s closest relative, Oluta Popoluca. Part of the difficulty of
identifying cognates is that the semantics of VC reduplications are often quite
specialized, and therefore often a step or two away from the original meaning of the
root. The five most likely cognates are listed in (32).
Proto-Veracruz
Mixe
*hi:ts- ‘loosen’

Sayula

?i hidits-p ‘he massages
it'
'it falls apart’
*him- ‘scrub’
hinin-p
*tsa:?m- ‘swell up’ tsàmam-p '[water] oozes
up’

Oluta
?i hi:ts-pe
?i hi.n-pe
tsam-pa
tsa?m-àm

‘he loosens/
unties if
‘he scrubs it’
‘it swells
up/ri pens’
‘it will well
up/ripen’
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7i:k ‘guácimo’

Kgik

‘guacimo’

7i:ki

hkt- ‘saw v.’

7i hirit-p

‘he drags it
across gravel
noisily’

7i hkt-pe

'guácimo
(fruit or tree)’
‘he saws i f 13

5.2.
We have shown in this section that VC reduplication is more prominent in the
history of Mixean that it at first appears. Although there are good cognates showing
that VC reduplication was present in proto-Mixe-Zoquean, they are few, in part
because of its rarety in the Gulf Zoque. The history of the family is that VC
reduplication spread in the various branches of the family, but particularly from
Proto-Mixe-Zoquean into Proto-Mixe and continued to spread in both branches of
Mixe, and it continued to spread in Sayula Popoluca, so that Sayula now has, by far
the most instances.

The question then arises: since VC reduplication is never productive in any
reasonable sense of the term, how is it that it spreads to apply to new roots?
First, let us observe that the kinds of meanings associated with VC reduplicants
reappear across the family even where the reduplicants themselves are not cognate,
as exemplified in (33).
’drizzle’
Zoquean
Soteapan
[miktuh]
Zoque
Copainalá tononba
Zoque
Chimalapa [tuh
Zoque
fi?kfi]
Mixean
Oluta
jimimpa
Popoluca
jimimp
Sayula
Popoluca

‘cold’

’hard’

pagaku

kamam

‘fall/burst out
[of powder]’

‘shake’

fitjipa
"

pakak

[paki]

sititpa

wajaj?

[walwT]

tononpa

pagikpa

pakpa7k

—

—

[pájik]

migik

Jinimp

járatp

13 The basis of the semantic shift for this pair comes from the sound of sawing and the sound of
dragging something across gravel. Meso-American languages often label sound images rather
than visual images. (David Tuggy, p.c.)
14 It is very difficult to work out the history of this word. The first guess would be to say that
the Oluta form is old, and that Zoque restructured it as if it were a VC reduplication, but that
leaves a problem with the medial consonant in both Oluta p a g ik - ‘be cold’ and Sayula p a jik . In
any case the Zoque cognates show VC reduplication.
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This means that the process connecting VC reduplicants to these kinds of meanings is
natural in the Mixe-Zoquean context. (See Mayerthaler 1987 for a discussion of
universal vs. language specific naturalness.) This encompasses meanings that are
consistent with reduplications, intensive, pluractional (in the loose sense), and names
of flora and fauna. Also included are positionals, a highly marked class of words that
specify bodily positions or the orientation or objects in space. Roots having these
meanings are available for the extension of the applicability of VC reduplication to
them. I propose that the mechanism is Trubetzkoyan analogy, by a logic like that in
(34).
(34)

‘sp. plant (guâcimo)’
‘sp. plant (bottle gourd)’

:
:

?
pôgok

< *?4:hk (pre-Sayula)

Once created the forms can be in free variation like ne?tf- and néretf- in (15) above.
Then one of two things happens, either the simple form is lost or one of the forms,
simple or reduplicated, takes on extended meanings. An example of the development
of extended meanings is given in (35).
(35)

CV,C,
hot

>
‘hole’

CV.C.VjC,
horot
horot-na(j)~
horot-

‘wide hole’
‘have a wide hole’
‘drink noisily’

Most of the Sayula tokens are of the first kind, which have no available unredupli
cated version.

7.
We have seen in Sayula Popoluca a type of thoroughly opaque reduplication which,
in spite of being non-productive, has through at least a millenium of sound change
retained sufficient vitality to serve as the model for extension of the lexical resources
of the language. We have proposed to account for this array of facts by applying the
established theory of analogical change.
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9. Appendix
Below are given Wichmann’s thirteen reconstructions15 of proto-Mixe-Zoquean
forms with VC reduplication. They are presented in alphabetical order. *nakak ‘frog’
has inconsistent consonantism between proto-Mixe, where it has VC reduplication,
and proto-Zoque. *pakVk ‘cold’ has inconsistent vocalism in the second syllable
between proto-Mixe and proto-Zoque. Only the latter has VC reduplication. This
form looks like the proto-Mixe form is old and the proto-Zoque form was analogized
to VC reduplication. *pos ~ posos ~ pohos ‘guava sp.’ has a different medial consonant
in proto-Zoque. *pokok ‘cotton tree’ is not warranted in proto-Zoque, and the vowel
length in Sayula Popoluca shows that it is not a VC reduplication. *wonon ‘partridge’
is simply not warranted as a reconstruction. The rest of the reconstructions have VC
reduplication in proto-Mixe but not in proto-Zoque.
CA#024 pMZ *camam (n) ‘guelite blanco/a kind of edible green [probably
Chenopodium (G Martin p.c.)]' [pM *camam > pOM *camm; pZ *cam > pGZ
*ca:mam] NHM: cám'in ‘alache, quelite de espiga, quintonil [Amaranthus
hypocondricus]’ OIP; cama’m ‘quelite blanco’ SoZ: cá.mam ‘quelite blanco’
[Gutiérrez M. 1993] TxZ: ca:?ma? ‘quelite blanco’ [?]
KO#017 pMZ *kom(om) (n) 'horcón/house pole’ [pM *komom > pOM *kom\
pZ *kom] NHM: kom ‘palma coca, palma de coyol’ [According to G. Martin
kom is not a tree but refers to posts or poles.] OIP: komo'm SaP: kómom SoZ:
kom AyZ: [kom] ‘=poste’ TxZ: kom ChisZ: C kom ‘=poste’ N kom NE kop
‘=poste‘
NA#011 pMZ *nakak In) ‘rana sapo/fros toad’ [pM *nakVk > pOM *tuknakk (The meaning of the morpheme *tuk is unknown; it may be identical to
pOM *tuk ‘old’); . pZ *nahak.] NHM: tvk'inág'ik ‘sapo’ MM; Ja,Ct nak ‘sapo’
At tuknák ‘sapo’ LM: Cn <tuk> ‘rana’ SoZ: nak TxZ: dak ChisZ: C nak N nak
/ ca?nyak ‘rana’ NE nTa/i/c ‘rana’ ChZ: nak
PA#037 pMZ "pakVk (n) 'frio/cold' [ pM *pakik > pOM *pakyk: pZ, pGZ
*pakak] MM: Ma.Ja.Pu,At,Ct parAT LM: [LM forms seem to have had the
meaning ‘ice’.] Mz p é k l’i ‘luego, liso’ Gu pákyí ‘luego, liso’ OIP: pakik (vi)
SaP: páyik SoZ: págak ‘cold’ [Foster and Foster 1948] AyZ; [pága?k\ TxZ: pa:k
(adj) ChisZ: C pákak (adj, n) N pákak NE pákak (n) S [pakák] ‘frío’
PI#020 pMZ *pimim (vi) ‘tronar brotar/to burst’ OIP: pimim (vi) ‘tronar’
ChisZ; C pimi?(y'\) ‘brotar’
J Forms in the body of this paper are transcribed in IPA, but the forms in the appendix are
copied exactly from Wichmann (1995), and he uses an Americanist transcription.
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PI#039 pMZ *pitit (vi vt) 'rodar/to roll' MM: Ja <pidít, pyidíht, nipidít,
nyipidíhtypy> ‘enrollar’ LM: Gu <pidit> ‘enrollar’ SaP: pírat ‘enredar, dar
vuelta, enroscar’ [Clark and Clark 1960] [?] TxZ: pé:c (vt, vi-p) ‘remangar’
ChisZ: C piti? (vi) ‘rodar’ N piti? (vi) ‘rodar’ (vt) ‘rodarlo’ NE *piti [pidimi?n
(vi) ‘rodar; caerse de algo’, (vt) ‘rodarlo (como una piedra)’]
PO#018 pMZ *pok(ok) (n) 'tecomate/gourd' [ pM *pokok > pOM *pokk >
*pok; pZ, pGZ *pok] NHM: pok ‘jicara grande y gruesa; jicalpestle-fruto de
guaje’ SHM:
Tu,Tp pohk ‘bule’ Tm pok MM: Ju pok ‘jicalpestle’
Ma,Ja,Pu,At,Ct pok ‘^jicalpestle, chical, chical, batea’ LM: Cn <pok> ‘coco,
jicalpestle’ Ca pok ‘jicalpestle’ LM: SJ pok ‘bowl made from a gourd’ Gu pok
‘=chical, chical, jicalpestle’ OIP: poko’k SaP: pógok SoZ: pok TxZ: pok
‘tecomate (para llevar agua), bule’ ChisZ: C pok NE pohk ChZ: pok ‘tenate’ [?]
PO#Q2 2 pMZ *pokok (n) ‘poneolote/cotton tree’ [pM *pokok, with longdistance assimilation of final consonant in OIP; pZ *pokok > pGZ *po-k\ OIP:
cukpoko'p SaP: su:spógo:k *TxZ: po:k-ké?(m) (vi) ‘subirse (bola por calambre)’
PO#Q39 pMZ *pos ~ posos ~ pohos (n) ‘guayaba/ guava [Psidium guajava
and other species]’ [pM *pos ~ posos ~ pohos > pOM *pos\ pZ *pohos] NHM:
pos ‘[Psidium guajava]’ SHM: TI pus MM: Ju pos Ma,Ja,Pu,At,Ct pos LM: Cn
<pos> ‘[Psidium guajava]’ Ca pos Gu pos OIP: poso’s SaP: póhos ~ posos
ChisZ; C po?os ChZ: po?s
SH009 pMZ *sim(im) (vt) ‘calar/to pierce’ MM: ‘calofríos’ Ju nizimimyi Ma
nisimí-mip Pu,Ct mzimúmip At msimúmy ChisZ: C si?m (vt) ‘penetrarlo
(ejemplo: un frío), calarlo’ [?-phonologyl NE sim (vi) ‘calmarse (como un
dolor) [?-semantics]
TI#015 pMZ *tinin (vi) ‘crepitar/to crackle' NHM: tinn ~ tinyn ‘hacer ruido
(p.ej., un motor o un temblor de tierra)’ SaP: tinin (vi) ‘bum (fire)’ SoZ: tiñ
‘make noise’ [Foster and Foster 1948] [?] TxZ; ce.ñ (vi) ‘zumbar, sonar (hojas
del árbol, p.ej., cuando están secas), tronar’
WO#014 pMZ *wononr?J (n) 'perdiz/partridge' [Phonological developments
not well understood.] SaP: suwónon SoZ: wóhno ‘heron’ [Foster and Foster
1948] ChisZ: C wo?rjsoh
~V1#004 pMZ “viklik) (adi) ‘negro/black' [pM * 3 4 kik > pOM *yik\ pZ *yik(4k)]
NHM: yik ‘=prieto’ SHM: Ay vik MM: Ju yik prieto, negro’ Ma.Ct yik
‘moreno, negro prieto, trigueño’ Ja yik trigueño, moreno’ Pu yik ‘moreno’ At
yik ‘prieto, negro’ LM: Ca yik ‘negro’ OIP: yiki'k SaP; yigik SoZ: yik AyZ:
[ytk] TxZ: yik ChisZ: C,N.S yik NE yihkihk (adj) yikpi (adj) ‘negro’ ChZ: yik
‘moreno; gris’, yikik ‘oscura’
Wichmann’s abbreviations for locations.
Alixe:
Oaxaca M ixe (OM):
Northern Highland Mixe (NHM): To* Totontepec, Hu Huitepec
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South Highland Mixe (SHM): TI Tlahuitoltepec, Ay Ayulta, Tm Tamazulapan, Tu
Tepuxtepec, Tp Tepantlali, Mi Mixistlan.
Midland Mixe (MM): Ju Juquila, Cc Cacalotepec. Ja Jaltepec, Pu Puxmecatán, At
Atitlan, Ct Cotzocón, Ma Matamoros (El Chisme).
Lowland Mixe (LM): Mz Mazatlán, Ml Malacatepec, Ix Ixcuintepec, SJ San José El
Paraíso, Cn Coatlán. Ca Camotlán, Gu Guichicovi.
Veracruz Mixe (VCM): OlP Oluta Popoluca, SaP Sayula Popoluca.
Zoque:
Gulf Zoque (GZ): SoZ Sierra Popoluca, Tx Texistepec Popoluca, AyZ Ayapa
Zoque.
Chiapas Zoque (ChisZ): C Central: Co* Copainalá, Te Tecpatán; N Northern: M
Magdalena, FL* Francisco León; NE Northeastern: Ox Oxolotán, R*
Rayón; S Southern: Tu Tuxtla Gutiérrez, Cp* Copoya
Chimalapa Zoque (ChZ): StaMaCh* Santa Maria Chimalapa, SnMiCh San Miguel
Chimalapa.
The default locations are marked with an asterisk.
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Semantic C onstraints on the D iachronic
Productivity of Japanese R eduplication
Reijirou Shibasaki
Okinawa International University

Abstract.The five types of Japanese reduplication - i.e. verb, adjective, noun, adverb
and sound-symbolic words - have all gone through the similar diachronic pathway,
morphologically, syntactically and semantically, despite their different lexical origins;
however, their productivity varies from one type to another. Giving a diachronic
frequency survey, this study has reached two conclusions. Subjective meanings
implicitly or explicitly symbolized in the reduplicative expressions are highly
correlated with the diachronic productivity of Japanese reduplication: only soundsymbolic reduplication shows a steady increase. Lexicalization pattern is also in close
relation to the increase of sound-symbolic reduplication. The lack of specific
meanings of Japanese verbs typologically enables the emergence of manner
expressions through the iconic process of reduplication: the specific manner meanings
can be mostly related to sound-symbolic reduplication.
Keywords. Semantic constraints, subjectification, lexicalization pattern

1. Introduction
This study aims to examine the five types of Japanese reduplication - i.e. verb,
adjective, noun, adverb and sound-symbolic words - that had undergone various
vicissitudes of change since Old Japanese, and to unveil that there is a crucial
semantic constraint on the diachronic productivity of Japanese reduplication, despite
their similar morphological structures mostly common across time.
Along with the cross-linguistic interest in the linguistic phenomenon of
reduplication, Japanese reduplication has also been analyzed mostly in terms of word
formation (e.g. Syromiatnikov 1981. Hachiya 1998, Miyaoka 2 0 0 2 , Okamoto 1990;
1994); these studies have given insight into what the word formation of Japanese
reduplication is like to be from their respective theoretical points of view. This
present study is aimed to take these insights and observations one step further,
conducting a frequency-based investigation into the productivity of each type of
reduplication across time (e.g. Bybee and Thompson 2 0 0 0 , Bybee and Hopper 2 0 0 1 ).
Taking a frequency-based approach, I will present the vicissitude of their diachronic
productivity for each lexical type. The survey result serves for a deeper under
standing of Japanese reduplication.
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2. Data and Stages
The data for this study consists of written historical texts extending from Late Old
Japanese (late 9-12C) to Modern Japanese (20C); I have paid close attention to the
choice of texts that are considered to include colloquial expressions of those times. *1
Table 1 shows the stages of Japanese history, with approximate dates and genres of
texts examined at each stage. Note that texts in Early Old Japanese (before late 9C)
are not examined, because the majority of texts are not regarded as reflecting
colloquial expressions. Table 2 shows the number of reduplicative examples found
from these texts and summarized per century. In later sections, these are analyzed
morphologically, syntactically and semantically, divided into the following five types:
verbs, adjectives, nouns, adverbs and sound-symbolic words. Note that since I treat
this survey as a case study, I limit the findings and conclusions discussed in later
sections to the data examined.
Table 1 : Stages, Dates and Genres of Texts
Stages (abbreviations)
Late Old Japanese (Late OJ)
Middle Japanese (MJ)
Pre-Modern Japanese (Pre-Mod J)
Modern Japanese (Mod J)

Dates
late9-l2C
13-16C
17-latel9C
20C

Genres of texts
narratives, diaries
narratives, diaries, essays
narratives, novel, puppet play
novel

Table 2 : The Number of Reduplicative Examples per Century
Century
10C
11C
13C
14C
15/16C
18C
20C
Total

Number of examples
128
123
100
101
131
92
126
801

3. Aspects of Japanese reduplication
In this section, I will examine the following three aspects of Japanese reduplication:
morphology, syntactic position, and semantic change. As I have already set forth, this
1 Narratives: Taketori (late 9C), lse, Yamato, Heichuu and Otikubo (10C), Tutumichuunagon
and Genji vol.l (11C), Ookagami (12C), Heike vol.l and 2 (13C), Otogisausi vol. 2 (15/16C),
Manjiban Isopo (17C), Tuyudono, Denbu, Motonomokuami (17C); Diaries: Izumisikibu (11C),
Tofazugatari (14C); Essay: Turezureguza (14C); Puppet Play: Sayokoromo osidori no turugiha
(18C); Novel: Gin 'ga tetudoo no yoru (20C).
1 The texts in Early Old Japanese (7-9C) are almost exclusively verse; prose is restricted mostly
to Shokunihongisenmyoo (c. 679-789); therefore, I will not analyze texts from this stage in this
study.
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study takes a frequency-based approach to Japanese reduplication; therefore, the
following examples are all excerpted from each text unless otherwise specified.

3.1. M orphology
The majority of Japanese reduplication exhibits a morphological doubling of a base
such as iro-iro ‘variously’ (/ro=‘color’), miru-miru ‘in a short period of time’
(miru= ‘watch’), and osoru-osoru ‘carefully’ (osorn=‘fear’) (Iwasaki 2 0 0 2 : 79). The
observational base forms are equivalent to VCV, CVCV and VCVCV, all of which
generally correspond to Shibatani’s (1990: 167) remark that the basic syllable
structure of Japanese is CV. In what follows, I will examine the morphological
structures of Japanese reduplication of each lexical type.

3.1.1. Verbal reduplication
Formally, the bases of verbal reduplication can be divided into two major types:
sentence-final form (=SF) and linking form (=LF) , 3 as in ( 1 ) and (2 ) respectively.
(1)
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Verbal reduplication: Sentence final form (SF)
ka(f)esu-ga(f)esu ‘repeatedly’
(ka(f)esu ‘return’=SF)
(yuku ‘go’=SF)
yuku-yuku (iva)
‘in the future’
masu-masu
‘increasingly’
(masu ‘increase’=SF)
kawaru-gawaru
‘one after another’
(kawaru ‘change’=SF)
miru-miru
‘in a short period of
(miru ‘watch’=SF)
time’

(2)
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Verbal reduplication: Linking form (LF)
tiri-diri (ni)
‘separately’
‘in a gloomy mood’
kure-kure (to)
ta(f)e-da(f)e
‘discontinuously’
tugi-tugi (ni/to)
‘one after another’
ari-ari (to)
‘clearly’

(tiri ‘disperse’=LF)
(kure ‘get dark’=LF)
(ta(f)e ‘extinct’=LF)
(tugi ‘connect’=LF)
(ari ‘exist’=LF)

One of the characteristics of verbal reduplication is the duplication of a verb’s ‘non
past’ form, as in ( 1 ) and (2 ). Such reduced tense-aspect ranges of verbal reduplication
may have triggered their adverbial usage.4 According to my database, the number of
SF reduplication is more than twice as large as the number of LF reduplication across
time. However, both types of verbal reduplication are not productive in Modern
Japanese, as shown in Section 4; therefore, the inflectional difference in the formation
of reduplication seems not to be fundamental for their productivity. In fact,
3 Some scholars regard linking forms as ‘adverbial forms’ (e.g. Shibatani 1990: 223-224),
probably because of their ‘con-verbal’ function. In this study, I will use ‘linking forms’ for
these inflectional forms of both verbs and adjectives.
4 Japanese reduplication also creates adjectival expressions regardless of their original lexical
types. However, I will not examine that usage for reasons of space.
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morphological structures for other types are quite similar to those for verbal
reduplication, as illustrated later in this section.

3.1.2. A djectival reduplication
In the reduplication of an adjective, the root is duplicated to make the whole
expression, which lacks any possibility of tense-aspect like verbal reduplication. Look
at the following examples.
(3)
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Adjectival reduplication
koma-goma (to)
‘in detail’
(koma < komayaka ‘being fine’)
sira-jira (to)
‘faintly’
(sira < siro-si ‘being white’)
uto-uto(-siku/to)
‘distantly’
(uto < uto-si ‘being estranged’)
karu-garu(-siku/to) ‘carelessly’
(karu < karu-i ‘being light’)
odoro-odoro-siu
‘hyperbolically’ (odoro < odorosi ‘being hyperbolic’)

While some expressions are accompanied by particles like verbal reduplication as in
(3a) and (3b), others are followed by their inflectional ending -siku (linking form) in
the reduplicative forms as in (3c) and (3d); this inflectional part often undergoes
phonological reduction from -siku to -siu through repeated use, as in (3e). The
phonological structures of these base forms are VCV, CVCV and VCVCV all of which
are the same as those of verbal reduplication.*6 However, adjectival reduplication has
been quite marginal in number in the whole history of Japanese; therefore
morphonological structure is not directly related to the productivity of a given
reduplication type.
In addition to the major lexical categories such as nouns, verbs and adjectives,
Japanese has another relatively minor category related to this study; it is called
keiyoo-doosi ‘adjectival verb’ in traditional Japanese grammar. Examples from this
category describe the state of an entity semantically like adjectives, while they have
no inflections morphologically like nouns and require copulas to serve as either a
predicate or a noun modifier. Such lexical ambiguity has created at least three names
for this category: adjectival verbs, adjectival nominal and nominal adjectives. (I will
follow Iwasaki (2002) in this study and use the term nominal adjective for
convenience.) However, my database includes no reduplicative examples of nominal
adjectives. The reasons for this unproductivity may stem from the following two
characteristics of this category. One is that nominal adjectives have derived relatively
in later stages in comparison to adjectives (Uehara 1998). Therefore, it seems
reasonable that the relative frequency of reduplicative examples of this category is
lower than other older lexical categories. The other reason is concerned with the
well-known fact that this category is utilized for borrowing foreign adjectives into
Japanese words (Shibatani 1990: 217), seemingly after contact with Western
languages in the nineteenth century (e.g. Loveday 1996). These historical surveys
3 The older form of karui ‘being light’ is karosi, and the reduplicated form karo-garo-si(u)
carried the same meaning.
6 Of course, there may be certain more complex expressions of adjectival reduplication:
however, my database does not include such examples.
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may give plausible accounts of the fact that my database has no reduplicative
examples of nominal adjectives.

3.1.3 Nominal reduplication
In Japanese, nouns are part of non-inflectional categories, while verbs and adjectives
are part of inflectional categories; nominal reduplication is used to create the plural
form of a noun, as in (4a) and (4b).
(4)
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Nominal reduplication
yama-yama
‘mountains’
ki-gi
‘trees’
tokoro-dokoro
‘here and there’
toki-doki
‘sometimes’
iro- iro- nil to
‘variously’
yona-yona
'every night’

(yama ‘a mountain’)
(ki ‘a tree’)
(tokoro ‘place’)
(toki 'time’)
(iro ‘color’)
(yona < yo ‘night’ + na particle)

When the non-reduplicated forms yama and ki are used in discourse, they are
ambivalent between the singular and the plural meanings. However, those nouns that
indicate entities, when reduplicated, tend to be used as postpositional expressions like
yama-yama ni ‘in mountains’ or simply as plural nominal expressions. On the other
hand, when locative and temporal nouns are reduplicated, they prefer to be used as
adverbial expressions as in (4c) and (4d). In (4c), the locative noun tokoro ‘place’
renders ‘here and there’ through reduplication, while in (4d), the temporal noun toki
‘time’ renders ‘sometimes’ through reduplication. The noun iro ‘color’ is also
reduplicated to indicate ‘variously’ as in (4e). The reduplicative expression yona-yona
in (4f) is slightly different from others. The temporal noun yo ‘night’ is followed by
the particle na that indicates the repetition or the exaggeration of the head noun i.e.
yona-yona ‘every night.’ Although this type of reduplication is infrequent, we can
sporadically find similar expressions such as asana-asana ‘every morning’ (asa
‘morning’ + na) and yuuna-yuuna ‘every evening’ (yuu ‘evening’ + na); the latter
two are out-of-date expressions in Mod J.
As explained above, nominal reduplication is different from verbal and
adjectival reduplication in terms of inflection. Nevertheless, these look very similar in
the eyes of morphonological structure; we can see the base forms of CV, VCV and
CVCV in (4) and VCVCV in asana-asana 'every morning.’ Then, what about the
frequency of nominal reduplication? Although I do not get through the details (see
Section 4), nominal reduplication has been relatively productive across time, albeit
generally decreasing in number.

3.1.4 A dverbial reduplication
Adverbs comprise part of non-inflectional categories, and reduplicated forms
intensify the meanings of original non-reduplicated forms. Take a look at examples in
(5).
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(5)
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Adverbial reduplication
‘very fast’
toku-toku (to)
naho-naho (ni) 'more and more'
yoku-yoku
‘extremely’
‘how on earth’
ikani-ikani
‘very frequently’
siba-siba
iyo-iyo
‘moreover, finally’
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(toku ‘fast’)
(naho ‘more’)
(yoku ‘sufficiently’)
(ikani < ika ‘how’ + ni particle)
(siba ‘frequently, often’)
(iyo < iya < i- prefix + ya ‘more’

As shown in (5a) through (5e), the original adverbial meanings are emphasized in
their reduplicative expressions. In (5f), the expression iyo-iyo also renders the
emphatic meaning ‘moreover’ by way of reduplication. But importantly, the
reduplicated form iyo-iyo takes on an aspectual meaning ‘finally’. From this
perspective, the meaning of siba-siba ‘very frequently’ in (5e) could be close to
‘iterative’ (see Section 3.3 for more details). The possible morphonological bases are
VCV, CVCV and VCVCV all of which can be found common among the five types of
Japanese reduplication. In other words, the morphonological structure shows no
fundamental difference between the reduplication types. Likewise, the frequency of
adverbial reduplication is to be discussed in Section 4.

3.1.5 Sound-sym bolic reduplication
As pointed out in many proceeding works, reduplication is a very common wordformation for sound-symbolic, onomatopoeic or ideophonic words. In this study, I
chose ‘sound-symbolic words’ following Iwasaki (2002) as a matter of convenience.'
The sound-symbolic words (SSW, hereafter) can be subcategorized into three types: 1 )
phonomimes·· both onomatopoeic and sound mimicking words of human, animal or
living things; 2 ) phenomimes: manner depicting words such as look, shape, weight,
etc.: 3) psychomimes·· psychological-state depicting words such as internal feelings,
conditions, sensations, etc. (Shibatani 1990: 153-157). According to these definitions,
the numbers of SSW in each subcategory are approximately counted as follows:
phonomimes 60-70%, phenomimes 25-35% and psychomimes 2-3% in Japanese
(Shibasaki 2003). This description sounds reasonable, because the source sounds of
phonomimes are physically perceptible, while those of psychomimes are not
perceptible either visually or acoustically; phenomimes are situated in-between,
because some lack in visual stimuli and some are soundless. Consider the examples in
( 6 ).

It is immediately obvious that the base forms of phenomimes and psychomimes
cannot specify their etymological meanings more often than not. On the other hand,
the majority of Japanese SSW have various expressions with consonantal changes or
Kitahara et al. (2006: 943) include another possible morphological structure of siha. The base
siha may possibly be divided into si and ba: the former is the root of the verb siku or sikiru
'happen again and again’; the latter is the noun ha that indicates ‘edge.’
NOther well-known terms are as follows: Ecoism (by Otto Jespersen); Phonaesthetic (by John
Firth). Of course, these terms are slightly different in usage.
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vowel ablauts in order to depict the situation as closely as possible. For example, the
light boiling sound of poko-poko becomes the heavy boiling sound with the change of
the initial consonant from voiceless [p] to voiced [b]: boko-boko. See Hamano (1998)
and Iwasaki (2 0 0 2 : 46-50) for further details.
(6)

Sound-symbolic reduplication

A.
a.
b.
c.
B.
a.
b.
c.

Phonomimes
wan-wan
buu-buu
poko-poko
Phenomimes
mera-mera(to)
niya-niya (to)
sawa-sawa (to)

C.
a.
b.
c.

Psychomimes
ira-ira (to)
sowa-sowa (to)
moya-moya (to)

"the barking sound of dogs’
‘oink, oink’
‘a light boiling sound of water’
‘(burn) briskly or lively’
'(smile) ironically’
‘breezily’

(mera '?’)
(niya “?’)
(sawa < sawa ‘buzz’ +
verbal particle)

‘nervously’
’uneasily’
‘in the state of being
confused’

(ira “?’)
(sowa '?')
(moya < moya ‘haze’?)

Morphonologically, SSW are built on CVC, C W , CVCV or VCV according to the
examples in (6 ). Iwasaki (2 0 0 2 : 47) regards the basic morphonological structure of
SSW as either CV or CVCV, while stating possibility, for example, that another
identical vowel sometimes follows CV to produce a long vowel form CW . Even in
such cases, we cannot find any fundamental difference in morphonological structure
from other types of reduplication. Therefore, it can be concluded that contrary to
their different lexical origins, the five types of Japanese reduplication have some
morphonological structures in common, albeit accompanied by some possible minor
structures.

3.2 Syntactic position
As illustrated in the previous section, the similar morphonological structure is used
for each type of Japanese reduplication despite their different lexical origins; there is
no fundamental difference in the morphological template. Then, how about the
syntactic position of Japanese reduplication in discourse?
Japanese is considered as an ideal SOV (Subject-Object-Verb) language: the
language maintains dependent-head order consistently in regard to all types of
constituents (Shibatani 1990: 257). One might encounter flexible constituent orders in
colloquial speech; however, such ‘scrambled’ orders can be characterized as
responsive to certain discourse factors (e.g. Ono 2006). From this perspective, let us
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consider the following examples of each lexical origin. Expressions in focus are
boldfaced and/or underlined.
(7)

W -type (Taketori, Late 9/10C: 32)
yogoto
wo
fanati-te
tati-wi
naku-naku
yobafi-tamafu
prayers ACC say-and
stand-sit cry-cry
call-HON
‘(An officer) gave his prayers, standing and sitting, (and then he) cried
out (to God for help).’ [(lit.) ‘(he) called for God with crying]

(8 )

AA-type (Otogi. 15-16C: 173)
fumi
koma-goma-to mi-tamafi-kere-ba
letter
close-close-PT
see-HON-PST-when
‘(the officer) looked closely at the letter, and then...’

(9)

NN-type (Turezure, 14C: 1 0 0 )
fisasiku
fedatari-te
afi-taru
long.time separated-and see-PST

fito
no
person NOM

waga-kata-ni
self-place-LOC

ari-turu-koto
kazu-kazu-ni
nokori-naku
COP-PST-COMP number-number-PT exception-without

kataru
narrate

koso afinakere
PT
disappointing
‘It is disappointing that the person who has been separated for a long
time narrates all the things one after another that happened to him.’
(1 0 )

Adv-type (Heike 2, 13C: 171)
Heike no
yo
fa
iyo-iyo
sakan-nari
Heike GEN world TOP more-more thrive-PRES
‘The world of the Heikes thrives more than ever.’

(1 1 )

Sound-symbolic type (Gin 'ga, 2 0 C: 77)
susuki
ga
zawa-zawa
nat-te
Japanese.pampas.grass NOM wavering.sound whisper-and
‘Pampas- grasses whispered high, and then...’

It is obvious that the reduplicative expressions show a marked preference for the
position immediately before the main verbs. Example (9) is seemingly exceptional,
because the expression kazu-kazu-ni ‘one after another’ appears not immediately
before the main verb kataru ‘narrate’ but before another adverbial phrase
nokorinaku ‘entirely’; however, when more than one adverbial phrase occur in one
clause, the order of such phrases seems to be flexible. In (9), the author thus
juxtaposed these adverbial phrases simply in this alignment. The point of relevance
here is that any adverbial phrase has a strong tendency to appear right in front of
main verbs.
Table 3 summarizes the syntactic positions of reduplicative examples in each
clause accompanied by frequency. Since each historical division showed almost the
same rate, I took the average of each historical stage for convenience.
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Table 3: The Syntactic Positions of Reduplicative Examples in Japanese
clause-initial
VV-type
AA-type
NN-type
Adv-type
SS-type
Average

1.8%
0.0%
6.7%
14.8%
5.9%
5.8%

IO/DO
23.2%
22.2%
19.0%
24.1%
13.7%
20.5%

____V

V____(clause-final)

74.1%
77.8%
73.0%
61.1%
80.4%
73.4%

0.9%
0.0%
1.2%
0.0%
0.0%
0.4%

It is quite clear that reduplicative expressions show a skewed distributional pattern:
they appear predominantly before the main verb. In (di-)transitive clauses, reduplica
tive expressions sometimes appear before either direct or indirect objects; however,
even in such cases, they are most likely to appear before the main verb.
Considering that reduplicative expressions tend to become semantically adver
bial once they are reduplicated, this preferred syntactic position looks reasonable.
Givon (1984: 77-82) states that adverbs are typically a mixed and unrestricted lexical
category in comparison to nouns, verbs and adjectives; their syntactic position varies
according to their semantic type. For example, manner adverbs (e.g. fast, eloquently)
appear commonly closest to the verb, while sentential adverbs (e.g. temporal or loca
tive adverbs) display a more distributional freedom. It is true that from a semantic
point of view, the majority of Japanese reduplicative expressions have come to take
on the property of manner adverbs; their distributional patterns mostly fixed just in
front of the main verb reflect this semantic change. (See the next section for this
point.)
In this section, I have scrutinized the syntactic position of Japanese reduplicative
expressions and found that they appear predominantly before the main verb regard
less of their lexical origins. Therefore, we have found no crucial differences between
respective reduplicative types again.

3.3 Semantic change
Reduplication is a formal operation that typically yields various aspectual meanings
such as continuative, distributive, frequentative, habitual, imperative, iterative,
progressive, etc. (Moravcsik 1978, Bybee et al. 1994: 166-174). As illustrated in the
previous section, Japanese reduplicative expressions serve as manner adverbs and
modify main verbs immediately in front of them in discourse irrespective of their
original lexical types.
The five types of Japanese reduplication have no differences in this respect.
However, some of those render either aspectual meanings or (imperfective) future
when reduplicated. In what follows, I will show several examples that exhibit
aspectual meanings.
In ( 1 2 ), the adverb iyo ‘more’ is duplicated to render the inceptive meaning with
the past tense verb, while in (13), the noun tokoro ‘place’ is duplicated to render the
distributive meaning. In (14), the expression yukuyuku yields a kind of imperfective
future ‘in the future’ through the reduplication of the original lexical verb yuku ‘go’.
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Gin'ga (2 0 C: 75): Inceptive
sankaku-hyou no
retsu wa kemuru-youni
triangle-sign
GEN line TOP smoke-like

moeru
burning

youni
like

iyo-iyo hika-tte
tatta
no
desu
more-moreshine-and stand
NOML COP
‘A line of triangle-road-signs was about to/began to shine as if (they) were
smoking and burning.’
(13)

Gin'ga (20C: 80): Distributive
mukou-no
nagisa ni
over-there-GEN beach LOC

wa tokoro-dokoro hosoi
TOP place-pla
thin

tetsu
iron

no
monohoshi...
GEN Clothesline
‘(lit.)(There are) thin, iron clotheslines all over on the beach over there.’
(14)

Colloquial expression (elicited): Imperfective future
vuku-yuku wa
kekkon
suru
tsumori-desu
go-go
TOP marriage do
will-POL
‘(We) will marry in the near future.’

While some reduplicative examples are at the advanced stage to render certain
aspectual meanings as in these examples, not all of them have grammaticalized
enough to indicate aspectual meanings.
Furthermore, it is possible to see a more gradual pathway of semantic change in
some cases, and my database provides good examples for it. According to Kitahara et
al. (2006), for example, iyo-iyo ‘more and more’ (c. 905-914) expanded its semantic
range into ‘surely’ (early seventeenth century) and subsequently into ‘be about to’ (c.
1887-1889); naho-naho ‘still, yet’ (a. 970-999) changed into ‘at any cost’ (late tenth
century). Taking these examples into account, subjective meanings are all ultimately
grounded in speakers or writers (Traugott and Dasher 2 0 0 2 : 42 and elsewhere), i.e.
subjectification whereby meanings are recruited to encode and regulate the speaker’s
attitudes and beliefs towards the immediate situation (see Section 5.2).
Let us consider another case in the following examples of kafesu ‘return’ whilst
not necessarily in close association with subjectification.
(15)

Man ’yo vol. 4 (8 C: 777): Lexical verb usage
kedasi
kado yori kafesi-te-mu
kamo
probably gate from return-PERF-maybe PT
‘(lit.)Probably (you) would (make me) return from the gate.’

(16)

Taketori (Late 9/10C: 53): Adverbial usage
kafesu-gafflesu foinaku
koso obofe-fabere
extremely
unwilling PT
think-HON
‘(I) think (of it) very unwilling.’

(17)

Ise (1 0 C: 204); Adverbial/aspectual usage
miko Uta
wo
kafesu-gafesu zuji-tamafu-te
prince song ACC repeatedly
sing-HON-and
‘The Prince sings the song iteratively.’
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In the eighth century, the verb kafesu ‘return’ is used as an original lexical verb to
indicate ‘return’ as in (15). In the late ninth century, the verb began to be used as a
reduplicative expression kafesu-gafesu through intervocalic voicing; at this stage, the
expression kafesu-gafesu functions as a degree adverb meaning ‘very, extremely’ as
in (16). In the tenth century, it has almost been aspectual ‘iteratively’ as in (17).
However, kafesu ‘return’ still retains the usage of its original lexical verb even in the
twenty-first century. Grammaticalization is often accompanied by layering (Hopper
1991), and this verb gives evidence for the case.
Japanese reduplication becomes adverbial when reduplicated and certain
semantic type has further expanded its adverbial meaning into aspectual. Yet all the
reduplicative expressions in my database can be categorized the same in the sense
that they have all adverbial functions in their reduplicative forms.

4. Semantic constraints on the productivity of
Japanese reduplication
We have investigated the three aspects of Japanese reduplication so far and found
that the historical process of Japanese reduplication has undergone the similar
pathway morphologically, syntactically and semantically. Therefore, it is not
logically wide of the mark to think that Japanese reduplication has developed all in
the same way throughout history. However, in spite of these qualitative
resemblances, the diachronic vicissitude of Japanese reduplication varies from one
lexical category to another. Look at Table 4. Note that each percentage indicates the
proportional frequency in a given century; the numbers in parentheses mean tokens
of each reduplicative type per century.
Table 4: The Proportional Frequencies of Reduplicative Examples
C
oJ

W -type
23.4%

AA-type
7.0%

NN-type
39.8%

Adv-type
24.2%

SS-type
5.5%

Total

i iC

(30)
23.6%

(9)
6.5%

(51)
43.9%

(31)
20.3%

(7)
5.7%

13C

(29)
31.6%

(8)
5.3%

(54)
28.4%

(25)
24.2%

(7)
10.5%

14C

(35)
19.8%

(5)
3.0%

(27)
41.6%

(23)
24.8%

(10)
10.9%

-100%

15/16C

(20)
23.6%

(3)
6.9%

(42)
17.6%

(25)
32.0%

(11)
19.9%

-100%

18C

(31)
12.0%

(9)
9.8%

(23)
20.7%

(42)
9.7%

(26)
47.8%

20C

(11)
3.1%

(9)
2.4%

(19)
27.7%

(9)
5.5%

(44)
61.1%

Total

(4)
160

(3)
46

(35)
251

(7)
161

(77)
182

-100%
(128)
-100%
(123)
-100%
(100)
(101)
(131)
-100%
(92)
-100%
(126)
801
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At every synchronic stage, we can attest the five types of reduplication. In this sense,
each lexical type has certain productivity all through the history, and in fact, various
frequently-used reduplicative expressions have survived the history of Japanese even
from Old Japanese times such as kafesu-gafesu. However, taking a closer look at
Table 4, the diachronic productivity varies from one type to another; Chart 1
summarizes the vicissitude of Japanese reduplication based on the proportional
frequencies in Table 4.
Let us epitomize the historical transition of Japanese reduplication. Verbal
reduplication was relatively productive from OJ through MJ, but peaked out around
late MJ, decreasing to the present; this observation is congruent with Iwasaki’s (2 0 0 2 :
79) remarks on verbal reduplication (also see Shibasaki 2005). Since only verbs of
semantically weak contents tend to be reduplicated, such expressions cannot intensify
their original meanings enough to serve as manner adverbs even through
reduplication. This observation seems to be plausible, viewed from the perspective of
‘lexicalization pattern’ in Talmy (2 0 0 0 : 27, 49). In Tandy's framework, Japanese is
regarded as a language that verbs express motion along with paths, while English is
regarded as a language that verbs express motion in various manners. This crosslinguistic observation helps us understand that Japanese verbs, even if reduplicated,
rarely if ever create specific meanings of manner. The diachronic fading of verbal
reduplication may also be correlated with the dramatic increment of sound-symbolic
reduplication.
Chart 1: The Vicissitude of Japanese Reduplication

—

VV

—

AA

- a - “ NN
. X

ADV

SS

Adjectival reduplication has been very infrequent across time. Some researchers
argue that adjectives comprise part of the universal grammatical categories like
nouns and verbs (Croft 2003). However, from the perspective of reduplication,
adjectives have not been productive at any synchronic stage. Nominal reduplication
has fluctuated over time but generally more frequent than other types, partly because
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Japanese can make a plural form through reduplication and partly because nominal
reduplication tends to serve as either temporal or locative adverbs in a wider range of
usage. Adverbial reduplication had been stably productive until around late MJ; how
ever, it has been decreasing ever since the time. The reason why adverbial redupli
cation has decreased is not quite clear, but it seems that nominal reduplication could
have enlarged its semantic scope over adverbial reduplication. For example, when a
noun dan ‘step’ is reduplicated, the expression dan-dan indicates ‘step by step’; when
a noun ten 'point’ is reduplicated, the expression ten-ten (to) indicates ‘here and
there.’ Considering the overall high productivity of nominal reduplication, this func
tional extension is feasible.
Sound-symbolic reduplication has continuously developed despite its very low
frequency in OJ through MJ. Cross-linguistically, sound-symbolic words indicate
certain expressive or subjective meanings inherent to each language, which may pro
bably be related to the increment in the number of Japanese sound-symbolic redupli
cation across time. I will make an in-depth analysis of this point in the next section.
Put them all together, the three aspects of Japanese reduplication - i.e. morpho
logical structure, syntactic position and semantic change - make no fundamental dif
ferences regardless of their lexical origins. Then, what is the possible factor that trig
gers the historical transition as in Chart 1? I propose that the vicissitude of Japanese
reduplicative expressions is closely related to their semantic origins and subjectivity.
In the next section, I will probe deeper into this point.

5. Discussion
In the previous section, I have summarized the diachronic productivity of Japanese
reduplication and suggested that certain language-specific or subjective meanings
may be correlated closely with the growing number of sound-symbolic reduplication.
In this section, I will give possible two accounts of this phenomenon from the per
spective of lexicalization pattern and subjectification.

5.1 Lexicalization through category shift and language
contact
As I have already explained above, nominal reduplication has retained its high
productivity by expanding the semantic scope over adverbial reduplication, as shown
in the process from dan ‘step’ to dan-dan ‘step by step.’ Interestingly, sound-symbo
lic reduplication appears to have expanded the range of the category by accumulating
expressions from other lexical categories through reduplication. Let us consider two
examples: doki-doki and токи-токи. The expression doki-doki stands for ‘the
sound/state of heartbeats’, which may possibly have derived from its corresponding
noun dooki (or douki) ‘palpitation, pulsation.’ The other example of moku-moku
means ‘silently’, and this expression can still be written
in Chinese character.
While the original lexical usage of US could have been verbal and/or adjectival, the
reduplicated form can be categorized as an example of sound-symbolic expression.
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Furthermore, my Korean consultant (p.c. with Joseph Park 2001) told me that Korean
has the equivalent expression muk-muk ‘silently’ and that some skilled Hanja (i.e.
Chinese character) readers may still be able to write it IKIK. The original base form
Chinese mo IR ‘being silent’ was borrowed into Japanese with a different pronun
ciation moku and into Korean with another different pronunciation muk, respective
ly. The emergence of SSW through language contact can be found in other languages
likewise. For example, the Punjabi SSWs of trembling or shivering thar or tharaaqaa
are considered to have come from Arabic, as also seen in Persian (cf. Bhatia 1993; p.c.
Jees Tauber 2 0 0 1 ). I will not develop this analysis any further because it is beyond
this study/
Sound symbolism has long attracted the attention of anthropologists and
linguists at least throughout the last century. Roughly speaking, the main approaches
to sound symbolism are divided into the following two types.1" As an example of ex
treme ‘negativists,’ Newmeyer (1992: 758) argues that “the number of pictorial, imita
tive, or onomatopoetic words in any language is vanishingly small.” From a synchro
nic point of view, Newmeyer’s observation could be true because there were very few
examples of sound-symbolic reduplication in OJ through MJ according to my data
base. However, from a diachronic point of view, the steady increase of sound-sym
bolic reduplication cannot be explained in Newmeyer’s theoretical framework, be
cause certain subjective meanings have derived even through the reduplication pro
cess of nouns as in the above. With respect to the development of subjective mea
nings, I claim that positivists approaches can be more plausible. As an example of
‘positivists,’ Swadesh (1972: 162) states that SSWs “make language express many and
very important things that are not necessarily implicit in the words themselves.” Re
member the semantic change of dooki (or douki) ‘palpitation, pulsation’ to doki-doki
‘the sound/state of heartbeats’ via reduplication. Probably, either native speakers of
Japanese or quick-witted language learners can easily understand the metonymic ex
tension from a noun ‘palpitation’ to its corresponding sound-symbolic meaning ‘the
sound/state of heartbeats.’ However, what on earth enables us to predict this se
mantic change before this happens? Subjective meanings can emerge even from what
given words do not explicitly denote, as Swadesh clearly states. Therefore, we cannot
avoid any possibility that Japanese sound-symbolic expressions have derived more or
less from other lexical categories through reduplication or from other languages
through language contact even though their etymological origins cannot be attested.

5.2 Verbal semantics and subjectification
The other possible account of the increase of SSW is related to lexicalization pattern
(Talmy 2 0 0 0 ). In comparison to English, Japanese verbs tend to have general mea-

One of the reviewers pointed out that SSWs may arise at any synchronic stage not just
through lexical imitation: I am grateful for his/her comment. What 1 intended in this part was
that SSWs in East Asian languages have not come under close scrutiny from the perspective of
language contact.
10 In what follows, I use the terms ‘negativist’ and ‘positivist’ for the sake of simplicity.
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nings. Let us look at the following examples. The examples of (19) are excerpted from
Shibatani (1990: 155).
English
walk
limp
ramble
stride

Japanese
aruku ‘walk’
ashi о kabatte aruku
bura-bura aruku
oomatade aruku

English
cry
weep
sob
blubber
whimper
howl
pule
mew

Japanese
waa-waa naku ‘cry’
meso-meso naku
kusun-kusun naku
Oi-oi naku
siku-siku naku
wan-wan naku
hii-hii naku
een-een naku

In (18), the Japanese verb aruku may be equivalent to the English verb walk. How
ever, the verb aruku covers other types of walking that are expressed by different
English verbs, with each SSW to compensate for the lack of specific manner mea
nings. In (19) likewise, the Japanese verb naku is a general term for crying, and other
types of crying in Japanese are expressed with certain sound-symbolic and synaesthetic effects of SSW, while English has different verbs for each specific meaning. Accor
ding to Talmy (2 0 0 0 ), English is a ‘satellite-framed language’ that combines ‘manner’
with the verb, while Japanese is a ‘verb-framed language’ that combines ‘path’ with
the verb. Therefore, this typological difference might have correlated to some extent
with the diachronic increment in the number of SSW in Japanese.
In English, some verbs have already included those morphophonemes that are
considered to indicate sound-symbolic effects, as illustrated in (20) and (21). The defi
nitions of the following verbs are all by Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary
(1996); some etymological origins are added from Terasawa (1997).
(2 0 )

gru- < IE sound-symbolic word (Terasawa 1997)
grudge:
to do or give something very unwillingly.
grumble: to complain or protest in a bad-tempered way, usually not
loudly.
grunt:
to make a similar sound expressing pain, annoyance,
disapproval or lack of interest, or when making a physical
effort.

(2 1 )

fl- < sound-symbolic effects on words (Terasawa 1997)
flap:
to move, swing, wave, etc. up and down or from side to side,
usually making a gentle noise (< ME flappe(n)).
flash:
to give or produce a brief bright light (< ME flashe)
flatter:
to make somebody look particularly attractive or seem more
attractive than they really are (< ?ME flatere(n)).
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It is obvious that both gru- and fl- symbolize unwillingness, gentleness, softness, etc.
Of course, the sound-symbolic morphophonemes or sequences of sounds that are
etymologically attested in such as gru- and fl- may not be the only source from which
SSWs were derived. However, considering Talmy’s (2000) lexicalization patterns,
these typological differences turn out to be feasible, as shown in (18) and (19).
In this section, I have discussed two characteristics of Japanese reduplication.
One is the category expansion of SSW by accumulating expressions from other lexi
cal categories via reduplication or from other languages through language contact.
The semantics of Japanese verbs is related to this point. Many Japanese verbs are se
mantically light; therefore, to compensate for the lack of semantic specificity, a num
ber of sound-symbolic expressions may have developed over time. Importantly, the
similar diachronic pathway can be witnessed in Mandarin Chinese and Korean. Since
the historical semantic-pragmatic process whereby meanings have been grounded in
the speaker’s subjective belief towards what is uttered, seen or heard, i.e. subjectification, has received considerable attention in recent years (Traugott 1989, Stein and
Wright 1995, inter aha), the development of subjective meanings in the process of re
duplication proves to be worth further investigation. The other characteristic of Japa
nese reduplication related to the productivity is a type of lexicalization pattern. Refer
ring to Talmy’s typology, I have demonstrated the semantics of English and Japanese
verbs and suggested that the lack of specific manner meanings of Japanese verbs have
triggered the rise of sound-symbolic expressions through reduplication.

6. Conclusion
Reduplication, as in many other languages, symbolizes the repetition of sounds, the
degree of manners, or psychological conditions; reduplication is often considered to
be iconic in one way or another. In Japanese, the five types of reduplication have
gone through the similar pathway, morphologically, syntactically and semantically,
despite their different lexical origins. However, their productivity varies from one
type to another. Giving a diachronic and frequency survey, I have reached two con
clusions. Subjective meanings implicitly or explicitly symbolized in the reduplicative
expressions are highly correlated with the diachronic productivity of Japanese redu
plication: only sound-symbolic reduplication shows a steady increase. Lexicalization
pattern is also in close relation to the increase of sound-symbolic reduplication. The
lack of specific manner meanings of Japanese verbs typologically enables the emer
gence of manner expressions through the iconic process of reduplication: the specific
manner meanings can be mostly related to sound-symbolic reduplication. As I have
already stated, this survey result cannot go beyond the realm of case study. Neverthe
less, I will claim that this frequency-based analysis, diachronically or cross-linguistically, can give a fresh insight into reduplication studies.
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Total reduplication: syndetic vs
asyndetic p attern s in E urope 1
Thomas Stolz
University of Bremen
Abstract. The paper reviews the distribution of syndetic and asyndetic reduplicative
patterns in the languages of Europe. It is argued that there is an areal logic behind the
distribution as languages in the south and west behave differently from the languages
in the north and east of the continent.
Syndetic and asyndetic reduplicative patterns are shown to be largely
functionally equivalent although syndesis is far less grammaticalised than asyndesis.
The data are drawn from two large parallel literary corpora. The evaluation
procedure is based on statistics.
Keywords. Areal linguistics, asyndesis, Europe, functional equivalence, parallel
corpora, syndesis

1. Introduction
For two centuries, the term reduplication has been used in general-comparative
linguistics and many other philological disciplines without ever being defined
explicitly in such a way that the adherents to different schools-of-thought agree with
the definition wholeheartedly. In point of fact, the relatively recent attention paid to
reduplication phenomena by linguists of all kinds of scientific convictions has revea
led that there still is a great deal of uncertainty and disagreement as to what
phenomena count as instances of reduplication and what others fail to qualify for the
status of reduplication. This incertitude is amply documented by the many
contributions to the collection of articles edited by Hurch (2005)z. The problematic12

1 This study forms part of the project on “Totale Reduplikation - die Areallinguistik eines
Universales” (“Total reduplication - the areal linguistics of a universal”) financed by the
Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG) at the university of Bremen. I am grateful to the
organisers of the 2nd Conference on Reduplication in Graz to suggest to me the publication of
my paper in Grazer Linguistische Studien. 1 also feel ingratiated to my discussants who made
me reconsider a number of issues of my original presentation. The members of my projectteam -Andreas Ammann, Tamar Khizanishvili, Nataliya Levkovych, Aina Urdze, and
Elisabeth Verhoeven - helped me count the instances of syndesis and asyndesis in our parallel
corpus - a tedious task for which they deserve a word of thanks, too. Nevertheless, the
contents of the final version of my paper are entirely my own responsibility.
2 The various hypotheses are taken up in Stolz (2007a) where I review them critically and
suggest that a prototype definition of reduplication is the best solution.
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points are among others the proper way of distinguishing reduplication from
repetition and the minimal degree of (phonological and/or semantic) similarity that is
required of segmental chains to justify their being classified as reduplicative patterns
(Stolz 2007a). Total reduplication poses the additional problem of whether the
construction is a (morphologically complex, compound-like) word or a syntagm of
sorts. In this contribution, I highlight an interesting but hitherto largely neglected
aspect associated with total reduplication, namely the co-existence of two different
construction types which, for convenience, are labelled asyndetic and syndetic pat
terns (their definitions are given in section 2 below). The two constructions differ
such that asyndetic patterns are generally more in line with the prototype of
reduplication whereas syndetic patterns deviate from this yardstick especially as to
the formal criteria applying to the expression side. As a rule of thumb, I assume that
asyndetic patterns instantiate reduplication while the proper place of syndetic
patterns in the phenomenology of reduplication remains doubtful. Syndetic patterns
behave like borderliners, in a manner of speaking. In what follows, I look at the
differences and similarities of the two patterns and discuss their implications for the
theory of reduplication. With a view to have a handy empirical basis for my line of
argumentation, I restrict my study to the languages of Europe and draw my examples
from a large (literary) parallel text corpus3.

2. Asyndesis vs syndesis
Be asyndesis the label used to identify those putatively reduplicative constructions
which consist ideally of
• two syntactically adjacent phonologically, morphologically and semantically
identical chains of segments
• each of which is a fully acceptable word-form or syntagm when used in
isolation and
• between which there is no (major) syntactic boundary and
• their combination is assigned a meaning which is not absolutely identical
with the one associated with the individual components of this combination
Example (1 ) illustrates the use of an asyndetic pattern in Maltese4, the Afro-Asiatic
language of Malta5 (Maltese [Ba 81]):

’ The relevant information about the parallel corpus is provided in Stolz (2007b).
4 My Maltese colleagues Ray Fabri and Anna Zammit confirmed that my reading of the
Maltese example is correct.
5 In the sentential examples, boldface marks the relevant parts which represent syndetic or
asyndetic patterns. Throughout the exemplification 1 use the spelling conventions of my
sources or the commonly accepted systems of transliteration for languages written with a nonLatin-based alphabet. The abbreviations used in the transmorphemisations are spelled out in
the appendix. The square brackets contain the identification of the literary text from which the
example is drawn.
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(1 )

Kienet
be.Perf:3.S.F

qieghda
Prog:F

tirrakkuntalu
3.S.F:tell.Imperf:10.3.S.M

dak
Dem.M.D

li
Rel

kien
ghadda
minn ghaliha ghodu
ghodu
be.Perf pass.PA from for:3.S.F morning morning
'She was telling him what he went through on her behalf very early in
the morning.
The construction ghodu ghodu consists of two syntactically adjacent phonologically,
morphologically and semantically identical chains of segments. In isolation, ghodu is
a fully acceptable word-form with the meaning ‘morning’. Between ghodu ghodu,
there is no (major) syntactic boundary. Together, the two instances of ghodu
constitute an adjunct phrase with the function of a time adverbial. The combination
ghodu ghodu is assigned a meaning (Aquilina 1990: 1 0 0 2 ) which is not absolutely
identical with the one associated with the individual components of this combination
(‘very early in the morning’ vs ‘morning’).
Be syndesis the label used to identify those putatively reduplicative con
structions which consist ideally of
• two phonologically, morphologically and semantically identical chains of
segments
• each of which is a fully acceptable word-form when used in isolation and
• which are connected to each other by additional phonological material to
form a bipartite syntactic unit and
• their combination is assigned a meaning/connotation which is not absolutely
identical with the one associated with the individual components of this
combination.
The Latvian example (2 ) contains a construction of the syndetic kind6 (Latvian [HP I
Latvian, 81]):
(2)

Jaunais
new:NOM.M.DEF
m a z-ak
little-COM P

pazipa
acquaintance:NOM

vinam
he:DAT

patika
appeal:PRET.3

arvien
alw ays

un
an d

m az-ak
little-COMP
‘He liked his new acquaintance less a n d le ss.’

The combination mazak un mazak comprises two phonologically, morphologically
and semantically identical chains of segments (mazak and mazak) which are
connected to each other by additional phonological material (un) to form a bipartite
syntactic unit (an adjunct phrase with the function of a manner adverbial). The two
items mazak and un are each fully acceptable word-forms when used in isolation
(m azak = ‘less’; un = ‘and’). The combination mazak un mazak is assigned a
6 Aina Urdze - a native-speaker linguist of Latvian - kindly discussed my interpretation of this
example with me whereby she corroborated my intuition.
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meaning which is not absolutely identical with the one associated with the individual
components of this combination (‘ever less’ vs ‘less’).
The two examples differ from one another in the following ways: In the Maltese
example (1), it is not possible to use only one component of the asyndetic
reduplication alone: *ghodu on its own would produce an ungrammatical sentence fil-ghodu ‘in the morning’ would be the correct form which then invites a slightly
different reading. In the Latvian example (2), the conjunction and the second co
ordinated comparative form are optional i.e. one m a za k alone would not alter the
meaning of the sentence because of the presence of arvien ‘always’; without arvien
however, m azak cannot be used on its own - only m a za k un m a za k makes sense
in the absence of arvien.
These observations suffice to help me develop a working hypothesis. Asyndetic
and syndetic reduplicative patterns differ from each other as to their affinity to
strictly rule-dependent phenomena and stylistic devices, respectively. Asyndetic
reduplicative patterns associate more directly with grammar whereas syndetic
reduplicative patterns have more in common with figures of speech. The two patterns
fulfil the parameters of grammaticalisation differently, too. As to their degree of bon
dedness, asyndetic patterns are more closely bonded whereas syndetic patterns tend
to be only loosely bonded, if at all. Thus, in terms of Walchli’s typology (2005
[developed for “co-compounds”]), asyndesis represents tight reduplication whereas
syndesis is an instance of loose reduplication. The question arises whether or not
syndetic patterns can be subsumed under the heading reduplication. If treating them
as (perhaps only atypical or “bad”) reduplication makes sense, it remains to be seen
whether or not all kinds of syndetic patterns behave the same.
With a view to contributing to the clarification of these questions, I have a
closer look at the relation of asyndesis and syndesis in Europe in section 3.

3. Europe - paradise of syndesis
According to Rubino (2005a-b), Europe is the only reduplication-free area on the
world map. However, total reduplication of the asyndetic type is common especially
in southern Europe and tends to be employed for grammatical purposes there (Stolz
2002, 2004). Moravcsik (1978) considers asyndetic total reduplication a universal
phenomenon - and Rubino (2005a-b) corroborates the near-ubiquity of asyndetic total
reduplication without specifying whether asyndetic total reduplication is part of
grammar or of style. In this contribution, I cannot make the necessary adjustments
for all languages of the world. What I can ask nevertheless is the following pair of
questions: What happens in those parts of Europe where asyndetic total reduplication
is indeed rare? Does syndetic reduplication take over there? If it can be shown that
there is a division of labour among the two patterns along the lines of European subareas, chances are that asyndesis and syndesis are two functionally equivalent ways
of expressing a given concept.
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3.1. A provisional test case
The above questions call for a study based on a parallel corpus because asyndetic and
syndetic patterns are often left unmentioned in the extant descriptive material and. in
addition, working with questionnaires dealing with reduplication has been too
frustrating. At the university of Bremen, we usually work with a collection of texts
comprised of the original and the translations of Antoine de Saint-Exupéry’s Le Petit
Prince. For the present purpose, I rely on a European sample of 82 languages and
regional varieties for which versions of Le Petit Prince were handy. Note that my
“interpretation” of Europe includes the entire national territory of Turkey, the
Transcaucasus and the westernmost part of Kazakhstan.
As starting point, I have chosen a sentence from the French original in which a
typical case of syndesis is employed. The English translation of (3) follows the French
lead in so far as the French syndetic pattern is translated by an English syndetic
pattern (French [LPP French, VI.2]):
(3)

Petit prince
Little Prince

j’
I

ai
have:lSG

compris
understand:PP

p eu
little

à
to

peu
little

ainsi
ta
petite
vie
mélancolique,
thus
younF little:F life
melancholy
‘Little Prince, b it by b it I came to understand the secrets of your sad little
life.’
French peu à p eu and English bit by bit are candidates for being classified as
instances of syndetic reduplication as the constructions fulfil the basic criteria: they
consist each of two phonologically, morphologically and semantically identical chains
of segments which are connected to each other by additional phonological material to
form a bipartite syntactic unit; each of the components is a fully acceptable wordform when used in isolation and their combination is assigned a meaning which is
not absolutely identical with the one associated with the individual components of
this combination.
With these observations as background information, I can tackle the following
empirical question: Do the languages of Europe translate French peu à peu by (a)
similarly syndetic constructions or (b) asyndetic reduplicative patterns or (c) units
which escape being classified as reduplications (even in the most tolerant reading of
the term)?

3.2. The data
I begin with the documentation of those languages which deviate from the syndetic
pattern exemplified by French in (3) above. For the sake of brevity, I refrain from
illustrating those cases where neither syndesis nor asyndesis applies as the solutions
are too variegated to allow a clear-cut definition of the class itself. Table I surveys the
languages of my sample which opt for asyndetic patterns in their translations of
French peu à peu. The languages are presented in alphabetic order. The relevant
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construction is given in the centre column. In the rightmost column, the genetic
affiliation of the sample language is specified. The three stars *** indicate where the
classification of a language is controversial in terms of the syndesis-asyndesis
opposition.
Table I: Asyndetic patterns translating peu à peu
language
Abkhaz
Aramaic (Turkey)
(East) Armenian
Azeri
Basque
Bergamasco
Bolognese
Bosnian***
Chechen
Corsican
Croatian***
Georgian
(Modern) Greek
Hungarian
Italian
Kurdish
Lovari
Maltese
Moldavian
Sardinian
Surmeiran
Turkish
22 languages

construction

xdyc 'y-xayc ’(-la)
hedí hedí
k ic -k ’ic '
yava§ yava§
poliki poliki
a poc apoc
(d)in man in man
malo-pomalo
zim-zim(-a)
piano-pianu
malo-pomalo
nel-nel(a)
sigá-sigá
egy-egy
a poco a poco
hin hi hin bi
jek-jek
(b)il-mod il-mod
trepat-trepat
abellu abellu
plang plang
yava$ yavaf

phylum
Northwest Caucasian
Afro-Asiatic/Semitic
Indo-European/Armenian
Turkic
Isolate
Indo-European/Romance
Indo-European/Romance
Indo-European/Slavic
Northeast Caucasian
Indo-European/Romance
Indo-European/Slavic
South Caucasian
Indo-European/Greek
Uralic/Ugric
Indo-European/Romance
Indo-European/Iranian
Indo-European/Indic
Afro-Asiatic/Semitic
Indo-European/Romance
Indo-European/Romance
Indo-European/Romance
Turkic
7 major phyla + 1 isolate

In table II, I present the data from those languages w hose structural solutions are in
line w ith the French pattern as they instantiate syndesis. Single underlining
highlights the elem ent w hich serves as connector of the tw o segm entally identical
parts of the construction.
Table II: Syndetic patterns translating peu a peu
language
Albanian (Gheg)
Albanian (Tosk)
Aranese***
Asturian
Breton
Catalan
Czech
Danish
English
Extremadura
French

construction

pak nga pak
pak nga pak
poga poc
pasu ente pasu
tamm-ha-tamm
de mica en mica
kousek po kousku
lidt efter lidt
bit by bit
pocu a pocu
peu a peu

phylum
Indo-European/Albanian
Indo-European/Albanian
Indo-European/Romance
Indo-European/Romance
Indo-European/Celtie
Indo-European/Romance
Indo-European/Slavic
Indo-European/Germanic
Indo-European/Germanic
Indo-European/Romance
Indo-European/Romance
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Galego
Gascon
German
(Swiss) German (Berne)**
Gherdeina
Kölsch
Languedocien
(South) Limburghian
Letzebuergesh
Macedonian
Norwegian
Provençal
Rumanian
Spanish
Surselvan
Vallader
27 languages
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pouquino a poco
chic a chic
nach und nach
naadisnaa
do y do
noh un noh
pauc a pauc
(zoe) mit en mit
lues a lues
malku po malku
litt etter litt
pau à cha pau
pufin cite pupn
poco g poco
plan a plan
plaun a plaun

Indo-European/Romance
Indo-European/Romance
Indo-European/Germanic
Indo-European/Germanic
Indo-European/Romance
Indo-European/Germanic
Indo-European/Romance
Indo-European/Germanic
Indo-European/Germanic
Indo-European/Slavic
Indo-European/Germanic
Indo-European/Romance
Indo-European/Romance
Indo-European/Romance
Indo-European/Romance
Indo-European/Romance
1 major phylum

The 33 languages w ith “alternative solutions” i.e. w hich em ploy neither syndesis

asyndesis are:
• Indo-European (= 26 languages)
• Germanic (= 9): Alsatian, (West) Frisian, Dutch, Faroese, Icelandic,
(North) Limburghian, Low German, Swedish, Yiddish
• Romance (= 4): Aragonese, Franco-Provençal, Friulan, Portuguese
• Slavic (= 10): Bielarusian, Bulgarian, Croatian (Burgenland), Polish,
Russian, Serbian, Slovak, Slovenian, (Upper) Sorbian, Ukrainian
• Baltic (= 2): Latvian, Lithuanian
• Celtic (= 2): Irish, Welsh
• Non-Indo-European (= 6 languages)
• Uralic (= 4): Estonian, Finnish, Saami, Udmurt
• Turkic (= 2): Kazakh. Tatar
The distribution of languages over types - with a type being defined by the kind of
construction that is employed to translate French peu à peu - is such that asyndesis
occurs in 27% of the sample languages, syndesis applies in 33% of the languages
whereas 40% of the languages do not make use of reduplication-like constructions.
This translates into a 60% majority of reduplication-like constructions i.e. there is a
tendency for European languages to prefer syndesis/asyndesis over alternative
solutions. Syndesis is the more frequent of the two reduplication-like options
although asyndesis is numerically rather strong.
The next question to be addressed is the genealogical correlations of the above
statistics. In table III, I check which construction type occurs with what frequency in
the languages of a given phylum. In this way, it can be decided whether or not the
preference for a construction type is a potential candidate for a heritage from the
common past, in a manner of speaking. I use boldface to mark “interesting” absolute
values.
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Table III: Distribution of patterns over phyla
phylum
Indo-European

Caucasian

Afro-Asiatic
Turkic
Uralic
Isolate
Sum

subphylum
Romance
Slavic
Germanic
Armenian
Greek
Indie
Iranian
Albanian
Celtic
Baltic
Northeast
Northwest
South
Semitic
Ugric
Finnic

asyndetic
7
2
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
2
2
1
0
1
22

syndetic
14
2
8
0
0
0
0
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
27

other
4
to
9
0
0
0
0
0
2
2
0
0
0
0
2
0
4
0
33

sum
25
14
17
1
1
1
1
2
3
2
1
1
1
2
4
1
4
1
82

Asyndesis occurs in the largest number of genetic groups (13 out of 18), whereas
syndesis (with 5) and absence of reduplication-like patterns (with 7) are minority
solutions. Asyndesis occurs in all Caucasian and in all Afro-Asiatic languages of the
sample. Syndesis is attested exclusively in members of the Indo-European phylum.
Absence of reduplication-like patterns is preponderantly an Indo-European affair but
occurs also quite often in Uralic and Turkic languages. Phyla with more than two
members may behave heterogeneously: Romance and Slavic languages have
representatives in all three categories. Germanic, Turkic and Uralic distribute their
members over two categories. Asyndesis is overwhelmingly associated with Romance
languages (asyndesis is attested for 56% of all Romance languages and of all
languages attesting asyndesis 51% belong to the Romance phylum). Absence of redu
plication-like patterns is typical of Slavic (71% of the Slavic languages avoid re
duplication, Slavic languages account for 30% of all reduplication avoiding languages)
and to a lesser degree also of Germanic languages (53% of the Germanic languages
lack reduplication, Germanic languages have a share of 27% in the category without
reduplication), too. The highest score of absence can be ascribed to Finnic languages
( 1 0 0 % of all Finnic languages), though.
Thus, there is a certain genetic component to the distribution of construction
types over languages. However, the phyla do not always behave homogeneously as
they often attest splits, meaning members of one and the same phylum may opt for
different solutions. If these differences escape an internal genealogy-based
explanation, areal factors are to be taken into account.
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3.3. Geography
If one divides the European map very superficially into four quadrants according to
the major directions, the following picture emerges:
• practically all languages equipped with asyndesis are located in the south,
• the vast majority of the languages which attest syndesis are located in the
west, whereas
• the bulk of the languages without reduplicative patterns is found in the east
and the north.
This geolinguistic situation is captured by map I. Abbreviated glossonyms7 printed in
boldface and positioned between the dotted lines indicate languages which employ
asyndesis. Underlining marks languages which have syndetic patterns. Their area is
additionally bounded by the simple line. The remaining languages are in italics w ith
out additional boundary symbols because the constructions are too heterogeneous to
make these languages form a class.
Map I: Geolinguistic distribution
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Areal clustering is potentially indicative of diffusion via language contact or conver
gence. The preference for certain construction types or expressions is diachronically
explicable as the result of the constant interaction of speakers of different but geogra
phically neighbouring languages independent of their genealogical and typological
background. Even closely related languages or regional varieties may differ as to
their preferences. According to my above findings, this applies inter alia to North vs
South Limburghian, German and Low German, Norwegian and Swedish, Czech and
Slovak, Croatian and Burgenland Croatian, Croatian and Serbian, Bulgarian and
Macedonian, Portuguese and Spanish, Moldavian and Rumanian, Breton and Welsh,
etc. Where unexpected divergence of this kind occurs, it is very often the case that
The glossonyms are given in full in the appendix.
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the genetically related languages which are at odds with each other associated with
their genetically less closely related or unrelated next-door neighbours, for instance:
North Limburghian fits in with Dutch whereas South Limburghian behaves like the
Rhenish neighbour Kölsch. Breton follows French (and thus deviates from Welsh),
Czech goes along with German but Slovak is in line with Polish, Bulgarian agrees
with Serbian whereas Macedonian is similar to the two Albanian varieties. Thus,
areality may be held responsible for the disagreement between languages which
otherwise share a common genetic background.

3.4. Equivalence
The fact that some languages employ asyndetic patterns to translate what in other
languages is expressed by syndetic patterns suggests that the two types of redupli
cation-like constructions are potentially functional equivalents of each other and thus
both varieties belong to the continuum of the formal means used to express a given
meaning (in the above case: extension over time of a process which develops stepwise
in relatively small intervals). Does this potential equivalence translate into statistical
equivalence?
A check of 38 European languages for which a version of Joanne Rowling’s Harry-Potter vol. 1 (usually some 225 pages long) was available is meant to reveal
whether or not asyndesis and syndesis are just two sides of the same coin. In table 4,
I provide the absolute number of attestations and percentages of syndesis and asynde
sis in the translations and the original of the sample text. The languages are ordered
according decreasing syndesis. Where the percentages are identical, the language
with the higher absolute number of attestations precedes the language with the
corresponding lower ones. Boldface singles out the languages with a percentage for
syndesis up to 29%, italics are used to identify languages whose share of syndetic
constructions is located between 30%-59%.
Table 4: Syndesis vs asyndesis in Harry Potter vol.
language

relative
100%
oo

English
Faroese
Norwegian
Danish
Swedish
Dutch
Icelandic
Portuguese
Finnish
Croatian
Slovenian
Spanish
Polish
German
Low German

syndesis
absolute
64
47
38
37
35
29
23
17
15
15
15
15
7
4
71

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
98.61%

1

asyndesis
absolute
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

relative
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
1.39%

total
100%
64
47
38
37
35
29
23
17
15
15
15
15
7
4
72
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French
Latvian
Serbian
Rumanian
Czech
Estonian
Galego
Bulgarian
Albanian
Irish
Macedonian
Catalan

41
43
11
55
27
9
34
8
50
25
4
53

97.6%
93.5%
91.66%
90.12%
90%
90%
83%
80%
74.62%
67.56%
66.66%
61.27%

1
3
1
6
3
1
7
2
17
12
2
33

Lithuanian
Georgian
Ukrainian
Russian
Italian
Welsh
Slovak

19
59
12
19
16
5
12

59.37%
53.63%
44.44%
44.18%
37.2%
31.25%
30.76%

13
51
15
24
27
11
27

Greek
Hungarian
Basque
Turkish

7
5
12
1

29.1%
17.85%
3.44%
1.13%

17
23
337
88

2.4%
6.5%
8.34%
9.88%
10%
10%
17%
20%
25.38%
32.44%
33.34%
38.73%
41.63%

42
46
12
61
30
10
41
10
67
37
6
86

46.37%
55.56%
55.82%
62.80%
68.75%
69.10%

32
110
27
43
43
16
39

70,90%
81.15%
96.56%
98.87%

24
28
349
89

These values can be used as the input for another European map. Map II reflects the
areal distribution of the three groups distinguished above according to the percentage
calculated for syndesis. The three groups are high-degree syndesis (= 100%-60%),
middle-degree syndesis (= 59%-30%) and low-degree syndesis (= 29%-0%). The langua
ges belonging to the group characterised by high-degree syndesis are surrounded by a
line (“isogloss”) on the map. The two other groups are not separated from each other
by lines. However, italics are used to mark middle-degree syndesis and boldface iden
tifies low-degree syndesis.
Map II: High (100%-67%), middle (66%-34%), low (33%-0%) syndesis
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Map II clearly shows that the percentages do not distribute randomly over languages.
There is a pronounced difference which separates languages located on the margins
of the continent from those which are spoken in the centre. The 25 languages with
high-degree syndesis cluster in the centre where they cover a large and uninterrupted
area which reaches from the European north down to the Balkans in the southeast
and to the Iberian peninsula in the southwest. With the exception of Finnish and
Estonian, all of the languages with high-degree syndesis happen to be members of the
Indo-European macrophylum (Germanic, Romance, Slavic, Celtic and Baltic). The
languages with high-degree syndesis are always neighbours of other languages with
the same property whereas some of their genealogical next-of-kin may belong to a
different group (this applies to Latvian and Lithuanian, Bulgarian and Macedonian,
Czech and Slovak, Irish and Welsh, for instance).
Languages which display middle or low degrees of syndesis are found on the
margins of the continent. This division into a rather large nucleus and a relatively
tiny periphery is reminiscent of many other maps drawn by students of European
areal linguistics (e.g. Haspelmath 2 0 0 1 , Stolz 2006). There usually is an extended area
in the centre surrounded by a varying number of smallish sub-areas or individual
solutions on the outskirts. Thus, the above observations as to the preferences and
dislikes of my European sample languages corroborate the general tendency for the
linguistic landscape of Europe to split into various sub-areas with a relatively
constant (but internally variable) core-periphery dichotomy. Mutatis mutandis, a high
degree of syndesis might turn out to be a characteristic feature of Standard Average
European languages and their immediate neighbours.
Apart from these areal-linguistic assumptions, what we can see from the above
is the following:
• For all languages of my European sample which instantiate asyndesis, there
is also evidence for the use of syndesis.
• For all languages of my European sample which avoid reduplication-like
constructions in the test case, there is also evidence for the use of syndesis
elsewhere in the corpus.
• The reverse of these patterns does not hold, thus:
• The use (or occasional avoidance) of syndesis does not allow us to
conclude anything about the presence or absence of asyndesis.
• Syndesis tends to be the less restricted phenomenon and is thus perhaps
entitled to the status of a potential universal.
The status of potential universal of syndesis does not tell us exactly what kind of
universal we are facing. Owing to the reported functional equivalence of syndesis
and asyndesis, it looks like both are entitled to the label of grammatical construction.
Whether this is valid for each and every instance of syndesis/asyndesis is a matter to
be discussed on another occasion. For the present purpose, it is important to note that
syndesis seems to be particularly easy to accommodate to any kind of morphosyntactic structure. At the same time, the syntagmatic dimension of syndesis especially of those cases which operate on the basis of and-conjunction - allow for a
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certain degree of disposability (at least of parts of the whole construction) and thus
make syndesis stylistically employable.

4. Outlook
This paper has not solved the problems posed by the potential functional equivalence
of syndesis and asyndesis. Reduplication researchers are required to investigate more
closely the relationship, the functional domains and the distribution profiles of both
patterns. For the presence or absence of asyndesis for instance, it is additionally
important to see whether juxtaposition is a legitimate means of “encoding”
grammatical relations at all in the languages which avoid asyndesis. Moreover, the
cartography of the features under review calls for two necessary follow-up studies,
namely one which relates the above findings directly to isoglosses postulated in other
areally-minded projects and the other dedicated to the diachronic developments
which have yielded the present situation. Clearly, these and other related
investigations must be based on a quantitatively more solid empirical foundation.
One sentence surely is not enough to enable the linguist to build an entire theory
upon. Nevertheless, section 3 suggests that it makes sense for areal linguists,
typologists and reduplication researchers to continue this kind of study to gain
valuable insights into the nature of reduplication as an areal and as a universal
phenomenon.

5. Sources
[Ba] = Pawlu Mifsud.
Enterprises Group.

1998. Il-Bambin ta

Sant‘ Antnin. Malta: Publishers

[LPP French] = Antoine de Saint-Exupéry. 1946. Le Petit Prince. Paris: Gallimard.
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7. Appendix
7.1. Transm orphem isation
Comp = comparative, D = distal, Dat = dative, Def = definite, Dem = demonstrative, F
= feminine, IO = indirect object, M = masculine, Nom = nominative, PA = active
participle, Perf = perfective, Pret = preterit, Rel = relative, S = subject

7.2. Glossonyms
Abk = Abkhaz, Alb = Albanian, Als = Alsatian, Aram = Aramaic, Ara = Aragonese,
Aran = Aráñese, Arm = Armenian, Ast = Asturian, Azeri = Azerbaidjani, Bas =
Basque, Berg = Bergamasco, Bern = Berne German, Bie = Bielarusian, Bol =
Bolognese, Bos = Bosnian, Bre = Breton, Bui = Bulgarian, Burg = Burgenland
Croatian, Cat = Catalan, Chech = Chechen, Cor = Corsican, Cro = Croatian, Cz(e) =
Czech, Dan = Danish, Du(t) = Dutch, Eng = English, Est = Estonian, Ext = Extremaduran, Far = Faroese, Fin = Finnish, FP = Franco-Provencal, Fr = French, Fri = Frisian.
Friu = Friulan, Gal = Galego, Gas = Gascognian, Geo = Georgisch, Ger = German.
Gheg = Gheg Albanian, Gher = Gherdeina, Gr = Greek, Hun = Hungarian, Ice =
Icelandic, Ir = Irish, It(a) = Italian, Kaz = Kazakh, Köl = Kölsch, Kur = Kurdish, Lan =
Languedocien, Lat = Latvian, Letz = Lethebuergesh. LG = Low German. Lit =
Lithuanian, Lov = Lovari, Mac = Macedonian, Mai = Maltese, Mol = Moldavian, NL =
North Limburghian, Nor = Norwegian, Pol = Polish, Por « Portuguese, Pro =
Provencal, Rum = Rumanian, Rus = Russian, Saa = Saame, Sar = Sardinian, Sel = Surselvan. Ser = Serbian, SL = South Limburghian, Slk = Slovak, Slo(v) = Slovenian, Sor
- Sorbían, Sp = Spanish, Sur = Surmeiran, Swe = Swedish, Tat = Tatar, Tosk = Tosk
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Albanian, Tur = Turkish, Udm = Udmurt, Ukr = Ukrainian, Val = Vallader, W =
Welsh, Yid = Yiddish
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Reduplication in Tibetan
Ralf Vollmann
Un i versity of Graz
A b strac t. Reduplication in Tibetan is a mainly lexical operation, but there are also

some inflectional functions (intensity of action, distributive, numeral formation).
Additionally, lexical - not ‘lexicalized’ - reduplication plays a much bigger role in Ti
betan grammar than is generally assumed. It forms part of the wide range of possibi
lities of endo- and exocentric compounding and clipping of words; i.e., reduplication,
just like all other compounds and derivatives, always remains open to subtractive
operations as part of further morphological treatment of the word. This can be exem
plified with the comparative of a reduplicative adjective: nyang nyung ‘few’ - nyung
ba ‘fewer’.
K ey w ords. Tibetan, morphology, reduplication, word formation, clipping

1. Introduction
Reduplication is usually defined as a morphological process which repeats the mor
phological base entirely or only partially (cf. Haspelmath 2 0 0 2 : 274), e.g. Indonesian
kanak kanak ‘children’ (full reduplication), or Latin te-tig-i 1 have touched’ (partial
reduplication from / ta]n[g- ‘touch7). Nonetheless, reduplication is often a word for
mation device which makes it also a lexical phenomenon, often (but not always) lea
ding to lexicalized forms, e.g. Tibetan chung chung 'small' (lexicalized), as opposed to
snying pa snyingpa 'very old' (elative).
Additionally, repetition of elements is observed in other parts of grammar as
well. For syntactic repetitions, e.g. in German “Reiten, reiten, reiten, durch den Tag,
durch die Nacht, durch den Tag. Reiten, reiten, reiten.” (Rilke 1899), or Tibetan
“hthung hthung ” 1 [thuij thur)], ‘Drink, drink!’. At the text level, partial recurrence (cf.
de Beaugrande & Dressier 1981: 60f.) is a frequent cohesive pattern, as in German
“Sie w a n d e rte n viele Stunden [...]. Von der langen W a n d e re i ermüdet [...]”, or in
English “Fie c a u g h t many fish [...] Tired from fish -c a tc h in g [...]”. Reccurrence is
even more acceptable and more used in other languages, such as in Maltese and other
Semitic languages (cf. Maas 2005), but also in Tibetan, cf. chos kyi hkhor lo skor ba
[tfto-ki kho:lo korwa] ‘turn the wheel of dharma) (lit. ‘dharma-wheel-turn’), bskor ra
bskor [kora kor] ‘encircle’ (lit. ‘turn(n)-turn(v)’).
It will be shown that reduplication in Tibetan is neither merely a lexical pheno
menon nor unrelated to these repetitive constructions. On the other hand, reduplica
tion will be compared to other morphological devices for word formation in Tibetan
1 Throughout this paper, transliteration (close to Wylie 1959) is used for Tibetan examples,
with the exception of dialect forms which ‘cannot’ be put into written form.
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which are equally difficult to separate from grammatical operations, such as various
forms of exocentric compounding. In other words, Tibetan word formation, including
lexical reduplication, will be shown to be very close to inflection and syntax in Tibe
tan, in accordance with its typological (Sino-Tibetan) and areal (Indo-Tibetan) cha
racteristics.

2. Formal types of reduplication in Tibetan
Reduplication in Tibetan has been described so far extensively in Uray 1954 (Written
Tibetan, WT), but also in Vittrant & Robin 2007 (Modern Tibetan, MT), and partly in
Vollmann 2001a, 2006a, Vollmann & Wagner 2006 (both WT and MT); it is also men
tioned in various other publications, such as Volkart 2003 (as a word formation type),
or Zeisler (2004: 315). As will be shown later, lexical reduplication plays in important
and interesting role.

2.1. Overview
According to Uray's (1954) descriptive approach, we find the following types of redu
plication in Tibetan:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
7.1.
7.2.
7.3.
7.4.
7.5.
7.6.

7.7.

stem duplication, e.g. thib thib Very dark'
word duplication, e.g. ge ru ge ru hgro ba 'grow old'
stem gemination with alternating vowels, e.g. khrag khrug 'confused' <
'khrug 'be:disturbed'
word gemination with alternating vowels, e.g. ya nge ye nge 'doing
anything uncertainly' < g.yeng ba 'disturb the mind'
gemination with alternating initials, e.g. car mar 'always, continually' < car
'at once'; cf. holiday schmoliday
triplication, in onomatopoetic words only, e.g. hu ru ru 'a whizzing sound' <
hur 'noise'
other forms of repetition
Coordinative structures, e.g. mjes kyang mjes 'very beautiful' (kyang
'CONC'); lo dang lo 'yearly' (dang 'SOC)
Positive/negative oppositions, e.g. chos dang chos rned 'doctrine and non
doctrine'; gya ma gyu 'quiet, calm'; hdra mi hdra 'like and unlike'
Epenthetic -e -, e.g. shigs se shigs 'rocking'; mal le mul 'resting [in a specific
way]'
here and there, e.g. phar slob tshur slob 'who are mutually scholars of each
other' (lit. 'hence and forth learning')
Ablative - illative sequences, e.g. gong nas gong du 'higher and higher,
more and more'; zhag nas zhag du 'from day to day'
N+V (?), e.g. phung po spungs nas 'zu Häufen aufgehäuft'; chibs la chibs pa
'riding on a horse'; mchog gi mchog 'the most excellent, the best of best1
(with varying particles: NS, ABL. DAT. GEN).
Other types, e.g. res ... res ... 'at one time. ..., at another time, ...'; yang ...
yang 'both ... and ...'; cf. French n i ... n i ..., etc.
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This list already gives structures which are by definition considered reduplications or
repetitions, respectively.
01.

lexical red u p licatio n

(a)
(b)

lexicalized
with change in meaning

02.

g ram m atic al red u p licatio n

(a)
(b)

distributive meaning
with verbs

03.

rep e titio n

04.

re c u rre n c e s, etc.

chung chung 'small'
myur ba myur ba 'very quick' (elative)
gnyis gnyis 'two by two'
modal function (?)
yin dang yin 'Surely!' (lit. 'Is and is'), hthung
hthung ‘(Please) drink!'
za rna za 'eat [food]'; syntactic patterns

In the following sections, semantic, formal, and typological aspects will be discussed

2.2. Lexical reduplication - stem vs. word
The most frequent form of reduplication in Tibetan are those of stems and words,
whereby originally (and in WT), only stems were reduplicated, e.g. thib thib 'very
dark' < thib 'dark'. As Uray puts it, “the suffix of the reduplicated word disappears,
that is, the stem alone is repeated and the phonetic form of both parts is identical.
This description is, however, incomplete and needs further specification”(Uray 1954:
180). The repetition of entire words, without deletion of suffixes, usually has an ela
tive meaning, e.g. snying pa snying pa 'very old' < snying pa 'old'; this type of redu
plication is identified as an ‘earlier development’ (cf. Uray 1954: 2 2 0 ).
Most reduplicated forms in Tibetan are lexical reduplications. The formation of
adjectives by reduplication is unproductive, but they often share a semantic feature denoting some kind of smallness, cf. chung chung [tjhy:tj1'y:] ‘small’, thung thung
[thu:thu:]‘shorf, snyung snyung [pu:jiu:] ‘few’, leb leb [leble[>] ‘flat’, bsdus bsdus [$y:$y:] ‘briefly’, etc.. Nonetheless, there is a productive formation with intensive mea
ning (elative), e.g., dgon pa snying pa snying pa zhig [gorrjba piqbajiiqba jjik'] ‘a very
old monastery’; bsos pa bsos pa [so:bas0 :ba] ‘very fresh’ (‘fonction qualifiante”, cf.
Vittrant & Robin 2007: 82); this function is reported for various dialects, e.g., Dege
(Kham): [ri:bo ri:bo] ‘very long’, beside an elative suffixation [ri:bo:ma] (Hasler 1999;
WT ring po). Formally, we find a difference here: unproductive lexical reduplication
concerns single syllables, whereas elative meaning seems to coincide with (bisyllabic)
word reduplication. Another pattern involving adjectives and reduplication is the fol
lowing: che ru che ru [tjherutjheru] ’become stronger’ (lit. ‘big-ILL big-ILL’), mang ru
rnang ru [maqrumaijru] ‘become more’ (lit. ‘much-ILL much-ILL’), again involving
bisyllabic bases. Uray mentions the (Western Tibetan) form marj-rja maij-pa 'little
more (every day)' < marj-pa 'much/many' < CT mang ba 'more' < mang po ’much /
many' (Uray 1954: 217).
To sum up. stem-based reduplication is usually lexicalized, whereas word-based
reduplication produces new derivatives, usually with a pragmatic meaning such as
elative.
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2.3. Other types
Other types of reduplication are variants of stem-based reduplication (see 3., 5.) or
treat words in a syllabic way (see 4., 6.). Contrary to these rare forms, repetitive pat
terns play a larger role in Tibetan (see 7.); these patterns often involve the repetition
of semantic elements with changing grammatical elements (particles), both inflectio
nal and derivative (7.1., 7.2., 7.4., 7.5.); sometimes, epenthetic, but otherwise unmoti
vated material is added, such as in (4.) and (7.3.) or ‘similar’ syllables in the case of
number formation (explained below). Finally, similar or identical N/V pairs are used
(7.6.).
Additionally to Uray's classes, we may add cardinal number formation and a
few reduplicative syntactic patterns (usually) with a pragmatic meaning, as well as
(stem-based) verb reduplication. Some loanwords, such as mog mog 'Momo' < chin.
H i l mo2 (mo2) ‘small loaf of steamed bread'; tsha tsha ‘small clay buddha figures’
[cf. phyag tsha ’HON', tsha khang ‘place where tsha tsha are kept’] < skt. *sacchaya
= sad ‘gut, heilig’ (good, holy) + chaya ‘Abbild’ (image) (Tucci 1932: 54f.; quoted in
Uray 1954: 184).

2.4. Cardinal number form ation
A very specific type of reduplication is found in cardinal number formation (cf. Vollmann & Wagner 2006); all numerals based on 30, 40, and so forth contain a dissimilative reduplicated form (the ‘numerical connector particle’, ‘NCP’, Vollmann &
Wagner 2006)2 of the decadic base, cf. (9).
(1)

sum cu
zhi bcu
Inga bcu
dgu bcu

'30'
'40'
'50'
'90'

sum cu so gcig’
bzhi bcu zhe gcig
Inga bcu nge gcig
dgu bcu go gcig

sum-tJu-so:-tJik
3 i-ptju-3 e:-tjik
i]a-ptju-ije:-tfik
ku-ptJu-ko:-tJik

'31' (etc.)
'41' (etc.)
'51 ’ (etc.)
'91'

Since these forms are somewhat redundant, it comes as no surprise that they can be
abbreviated (‘clipping’, see section 6.3.), cf.
(2)

so gcig
nge gcig

so:-tJik
qe:-tjik

'31'
'51'

zhe gcig
go gcig

3 e:-tjik
ko:-tfik

'41'
'91'

Thus, counting of numbers has been recorded like that: “sum-tfu-so.-tfik so-pi: so-sa:
... ”, i.e., with the omission of ‘30’ after the first number. Higher cardinal numbers
allow one more degree of partial reduplication with distributive meaning; in this case,
only the last part of the numeral is reduplicated (cf. Jaschke 1865: §21, Uray 1954:
182), cf.
" This term shall replace the somewhat vague terminology 'connecting syllable' (Francke 1972
[1929]: 124, 1979 [1901: 19]) and 'grammatical morpheme' (Parfionovich 1982: 86).
’ literally: ‘3-10-NCP-one’, and so on.
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mi
re re la
mi
kormo
rere-la
man
each-ALL
money
‘Give each man 34 rupees.’ (Bell
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suM cu so bzhi so bzhi
sumtju-so-pji-so-pji
30-NCP-4-NCP-4
1977 [1919]: 87)

sprod/
t?0:
give

2.5. A-NS A-CONC, NEG-X 9-X, and similar patterns
Furthermore, Tibetan has many expressions which might be considered as a kind of
‘word play’, such as gang byung mang byung (byed) ‘(do) unre-strained (speech)’ (lit.
‘whatever-got much-got’), or ci mgyogs gang mgyogs ‘as fast as possible’ (Vittrant &
Robin 2007: 95; ci and gang being wh-words - ‘what’), i.e., these are not reduplica
tions. More regularly, mi V dgu V (lit. ‘not-V 9-V’) expresses that the process took
place in an “unorderly” manner (“que le procès est fait n'importe comment”, Vittrant
& Robin 2007: 90) (pejoratively), cf. (12).
(4)

mi
'dis
mi dran
dgu dran
byed kyi yod pa red/
mi
di;
mi-drè:
ku-drf:
tJe:-ki-jo.n.re:
make-VC-EX:GEN
man DEM:ERG NEG-think 9-think
‘This man thinks too much [= in an unordered way].’ (Vittrant & Robin
2007: 90)

A productive pattern of reduplication (or repetition) has the pattern A-NS A-CONC,
such as Ikugs pa Ikugs rkyang [kuk-pa kuk-kJaq] ‘completely idiotic’ (Vittrant & Ro
bin 2007: 96). Another frequent pattern is X-ABL X-ILL (7.5.).

2.6. Frequency
In order to estimate the amount of (lexical) reduplication in Tibetan, a digital dic
tionary of Written Tibetan was searched.4 namely an older version*3 of the Rangjung
Yeshe Dictionary with 55.788 entries (at the moment of the analysis); this digital dic
tionary is a compilation of the important dictionaries of Written Tibetan (Jaschke
1881, Das 1902, etc.) and is thus quite representative for the Written language. Few
examples for reduplications had been added from textbooks as well.
This digital dictionary contains (approx.) 844 doubling forms (1,51%), of which
767 tokens can be considered reduplicated forms (1,37%), with 125 echo words (16,29%
of the reduplicated forms), and 642 ‘proper’ reduplications (83,7%).
Furthermore, a Tibetan book (Pabongka Rinpoche 1921) was searched for redu
plications (cf. Fessl 2006); it revealed 488 reduplications among 782 Tibetan bookpages
with estimated 55.000 words, which is 0,88% of all words in this text.
Finally, an ongoing analysis of a Northern Kham dialect shows that re
duplication seems to be as frequent in this spoken variant as we can see from the
written sources.
4 Programmer: Dieter Schicker, University of Graz.
3 This comparison was performed earlier, additions and changes to the dictionary are constant
ly made, therefore, numbers may slightly diverge from the CD version.
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3. Full vs. partial reduplication
3.1. 'Syllabic' reduplication
Except for cardinal number formation, all Tibetan examples seem to be full reduplica
tions; cf. chung chung ‘small’, from WT chung ‘(be) small’, thung thung ‘short’, from
WT thung ‘(be) short’; the base forms appear in other words, such as che chung ‘size’
(lit. ‘big-small’) and gos thung ‘shirt’ (lit. ‘short clothes’). Furthermore, reduplicated
adjectives have unreduplicated comparatives and superlatives, such as chung ba
‘smaller’, chung shos ‘smallest’ and thung ba ‘shorter’, thung shos ‘shortest’. In other
words, although the reduplicated form is lexicalized, the base stem is still the basis for
other morphological operations (for inflection and word formation).
If a word is bisyllabic, reduplication is working on a syllabic basis, cf. ngam
ngam shugs shugs, ‘spontaneously’, from ngam shugs, ‘reluctantly’; yam yam shig
shig tu g.yo ‘swirl’ (ADV+V). The counterexamples to this pattern are the abovementioned elative forms: nying pa nying pa ‘very old’, ring po ring po ‘very long'.1’
This syllable-based reduplication of bisyllabic words is shared with Chinese, where
we find similar forms, e.g., f tltf fti Ira taoJ taoJ lun lun4 ‘discuss a little’, from I'ttii
taoJ lun4 ‘discuss’ (Paris 2007: 63).
This has to do with the typological characteristic which poses some problems to
the concepts of ‘word’ and ‘base of morphological operations’; Tibetan (together with
Burmese or Chinese) often deals with seemingly autonomous syllables and a some
what underspecified notion of ‘words’ (cf. Vollmann 2006a).

3.2. M orpheme-based reduplications 1
Beside cardinal number formation, possible candidates for partial reduplication in the
dictionary always involve the full reduplication of one morpheme of a multi-morphe
mic word; this clearly is one aspect derived from the ‘syllable-based approach’ of Ti
betan morphology, cf. bio bio mang [lo lo map] ‘many ideas’ (intellect:REDUP-many), phar phebs + phebs [pha: phep' phep'] ‘coming and going’ (going there + going),
yer yer po [je: je: bo] ‘scattering’ (only 1 NS), phung phung po [p'Tip phup bo] ‘heap’
(phung po ‘heap’, ‘skandha’), che che snyan snyan [tf’e tf’e pen pen] great & famous
(che = big, snyan = hear). In Tibetan morphology, it is common that grammatical par
ticles remain independent entities and therefore do not participate in reduplication as
well - with the exception of the above-mentioned elatives, however.
Further candidates found in the dictionary are not (partial) reduplications, but
morpheme-based reduplications, and of the above-mentioned plurisyllabic type, cf.
bya byehu [tf’a tf’i.u] ‘all kinds of birds’ (lit. bird-bird:DIM, or ‘hen-sparrow’), rjes
rjes la [tf’e tf'e la] ‘well after’ (from rjes la ‘after’; /a=LOC), bde bde Idan Idan [te te
" Vittrant & Robin (2007: 82), however, do not make a functional distinction between syllablebased and word-based reduplications.
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të: tè:J ‘sure, certain’ (from bde ¡dan, lit. ‘luck-possess’) (see section 3.1.). Such forms
are conceptually related to other (frequent) types of exocentric compounding (see
section 6.4.).

3.3. Dialect data
In spoken variants of Tibetan, however, dissimilation processes (for vowels) are
found; consider these examples from Nangchen (Northern Kham; cf. Causemann
1989: 97ff.): dze ‘speak’ > dzebdza ‘constant speaking'**; dan ‘fly, swim’ > dinddn
‘constant flying around’; thaik ‘drop’ > thikthdik ‘constant dropping’; son ‘go’ > sunson ‘constant running around’. In Western Tibetan variants (i.e., Ladakhi, Purik, Balti), under the influence of Indian languages (Dey 1975), there are partial reduplica
tions in which the reduplicated element gets a labial plosive or nasal onset, cf. kharjibarji 'food’, yos-mos 'roasted barley’, and a labial fricative, if the original onset is la
bial (dissimilation), cf. palang-walang 'cow' (< tib. ba glang ‘cow-cow’); furthermore,
the syllable mi is sometimes replaced with khi, cf. mipsat khipsat 'murderer’ (< tib.
mi ‘man’, bsad ‘kill’), milak khilak 'helper' (mi ‘man’, lag pa ‘hand’) (Bettina Zeisler,
pers.comm.). There are no systematic studies so far on reduplication in Tibetan varie
ties.

3.4. Morpheme-based reduplications 2
ADV:RED+V constructions can be explained by the autonomy of the adverb: phyogs
phyogs su phebs [tj1’ok'tJ1’ok-su phelj'] ‘wandering from place to place’ (phyogs ‘direc
tion’; cf. also phyogs phyogs rgyal khams ‘different places’, (lit. ‘places [in all] direc
tions’), etc.); sib sib thib ‘vanish’ (‘slowly’ + ‘obscure’), sib sib thim, ‘dissolve’ (‘slow
ly’ + ‘dissolve’); gzab gzab byed ‘be careful’ (lit. ‘carefui:RED+do’); gya gyu hgro ‘ser
pentine-motion’ *(lit. ‘gya-gyu going’).
Whether N+ADJ-ADJ constructions are words or word groups may be answered
differently in dependence from a morphosyntactic theory: bio chung chung ‘narrow
minded’ (lit. ‘mind-small:RED’; cf. [bsam [bio [chung chung]]] ‘childish, timid’, with
bsam ‘thought’), sna khug tilling thung ‘short-tempered’ (nose short:RED), so sgra
tog tog ‘chattering teeth’ (lit. ‘tooth sound tok-tok’) (cf. also snying tag tag ‘heartbea
ting’ as a further onomatopoietic example).

3.5. Echo words and other cases
Tibetan also knows a number of echo words; many of these are vowel changing echo
words, such as yam yom byed ‘waver, flicker’, rgan rgon ‘old man + woman’ (from
rgan po ‘old’). With bisyllabic morphemes, there are some recurrent patterns, such as
ha re hit re ‘careless’; cha(b) be cho(b) be ‘mixed up food’ (no taste) - in short, there
7 This is tlie transcription used by Causemann.
R The -b- (and -n-) is an interfix in compounds; it reflects diachronically lost sounds, but is
inserted also in new compounds.
*e.g., of a frog, snake, smoke, river.
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are several types with -se-, -be-, -re-; f.ex. Idems se Idem ‘swing from one side to ano
ther'; chag se nyag se ‘just anything’; ya se yo se 'careless', etc.. Finally, reduplication
occurs in a number of onomatopoietic words and exclamations (A tsa tsa ‘ouch', hu
ru ru ‘a sound’).

4. Recurrences
4.1. N+V
There are quite a few constructions of the type N+V in which the noun and the verb
express the same meaning; these kinds of ‘pleonasms’ are normatively dispreferred in
European rhetoric studies (‘flumen fluit’, etc.), but are also quite ‘normal’ in Arabic,
Hebrew, or Maltese (Maas 2007: 13, 23). Consider these Tibetan examples: za ma za
‘eat’ (lit. ‘food-eat’), khur po khur ba ‘carry a burden’ (lit. ‘burden-carry’), chos kyi
hkhor lo skor ba [tf’o+ki kho:lo korwa] ‘turn the wheel of dharma) (lit. ‘dharmawheel-tum’), bskor ra bskor [kora kor] ‘encircle’ (lit. ‘tum(n)-tum(v)’). These exam
ples are more or less leaving the range of reduplication stricto sensu.

4.2. Repetition of verbs
The patterns mentioned earlier (2.3., 2.5.) are actually used widely on a syntactic
level, cf. (see Vittrant & Robin 2007: 92 for more similar cases)
(5)

ngas
qe:
l-.ERG

kho
kho
3

ma shi
ma-Ji
NEG-die
‘1 failed to

gsad la
se:-la
kill-ALL

ma gsad
ma-se:
NEG-kill

byas nas
tjt:-n£:
done-ABL

kho
kho
3

shi la
Ji-la
die-ALL

byas song/
tjb-soq
done-PFV
kill him, and he failed to die.’ (Vittrant & Robin 2007: 91)

4.3. Recurrence of CAUS/RES verb pairs
Still a bit farther away from reduplication is the equally frequent construction with
two morphologically different verb pairs, namely a causative (AG-oriented) and a resultative (PAT-oriented) verb form, in one sentence (Vollmann 2006b), cf. (14) for
Central Tibetan and (15) for Amdo Tibetan.
(6 a)

ngas
dkar yol
bcag pa yin te
qe:
ka:jo:
tjak-pa-jin-te
1:ERG cup
break-NS-CJ-VC
‘I [tried to] break the cup, but [it] did not

chag ma song/
tpak-ma-soq
break-NEG-PFV:DJ
break.’ (Toumadre 1996: 204)10

10 cf. also Kelzang Gyurme 1992: 255: ngas dkar yol bcag pa yin/ yin r.a'ang chag ma song/
(‘J'ai cassé la tasse, mais elle ne s'est pas cassée’).
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karu

ptcay-Ca-ra,

ma-tchax-tha.

rta m grin gyis dkar yol b c a g th a lra
raa chag thal/
Tam drin-ERG
cup
break-NV:EV-CONC
NEG-break:PFV-NV:EV
'T am drin [tried to] break the cup, but [it] did not break.’ (602b) (Haller
2004: 129)

5. Semantics of reduplication
5.1. Analysis of the dictionary data
A semantic classification of the dictionary entries (see section 2.6.) leads to the follo
wing categories:
C ategory

movement, iterative
distributive
sound and speech
pejorative (or sg.
negative)
light, brilliant, co
lour, vivid
shape
intensive

130
88
78
74

%
17,24
11,67
10,34
9,81

67
55
47

tokens

small
plural
exact, complete
thinking, etc.

34
28
20
19

%
4,51
3,71
2,65
2,52

8,89

continuative

14

1,86

7,29
6,23

other categ.
unclassified

45
55

5,97
7,29

C ategory

tokens

Many of these categories can be seen as specific forms of plurality; therefore, a
condensed classification is proposed which shows that lexical reduplication in Tibe
tan has to do mainly with multiplicity/plurality:
(8)

C ategory

PLURALITY
smallness,
exactitude
pejorative

471
99

%
62,47
13,13

74

9,81

tokens

tokens

%

shape

55

7,29

unclassified

55

7,29

C ategory

Vittrant & Robin (2007: 82) conclude on their data (see also below) that for nouns and
verb bases, the most frequent meaning of reduplication is “quantifying” (“de type
quantifiant”), namely plurality of things or events, while for adjectival and adverbial
bases, it has a “qualifying” meaning, namely intensive meaning.

5.2. Elative
As mentioned in section 2.2., word-based reduplication of adjectives is a productive
elative formation pattern.
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5.3. Distributive
Reduplication in pronouns occurs only for the distributive pronoun re re [rere] ‘each’
(cf. also so so ‘each and every’, ‘ordinary person’, ‘whoever’, ‘mister so-and-so’);"
similarly, distributive numerals are formed by reduplication: gsum gsum ‘three each’,
'trois par trois’; cf. (8)-(ll)."
(9 a)

khang mig
re la
sge'u khung
gnyis gnyis
khai]mik'
re-la
gekhur|
J li:-Jli:
room
each-ALL window
two-two
‘In each room there are two windows.’ (Losang Thonden

(9 b)

dos po hkhyer mkhan gyi mi
th0 :po-kh)er-g£:-gi mi
kuli
gnyis gnyis

sprod

J li:-J li:

t?0:

yog red/
jo.e.re:
EX:GEN
1984: 70)

re re la
traM ka
rere-la
tgaijka
each-ALL trangka

2-2
give:IMP
‘Give each kuli two trangkas!’ (Bell 1977 [1919]: 86f.)'’
The grammaticalized phrase byas nas is described as having distributive meaning,
although it seems to have a more general meaning (see section 4.1.), cf.
(10 a)

gsum gsum
byas nas
'gro ba
sum sum
tje:-ne:
[go-wa
three-three
DISTR"
go-NS
‘marcher trois par trois’ (Bacot 1946: 36f.) (lit. ‘walk after making threethree’)

(10 b)

khong tsho
khoi]-tsho
3-PL
‘Bring them

ngahi rtsa la
gnyis gnyis
byas nas
l]£: tsa-la
jn:-jli:
tje:-ne:
l:GEN-toward 2-2
DISTR
to me two by two.’ (Bell 1977 [1919]: 86)

hkhrid shog/
[ghi:-Jok'
bring-IMP

As mentioned earlier (section 2.4.), complex distributive numerals are formed by the
repetition of only the last element, cf. sum cu tsa1' gnyis gnyis 'each time 32' (lit. '310-NCP-2-2'); phed dang drug drug ‘514 each’ (lit. ‘half-SOC-6-6’) (cf. Vollmann &
Wagner 2006).1

11 There does not seem to be a simplex 'so', but one finds written 're' (see (08)).
u In Chinese, distributive meaning can often be encoded in reduplicated classifiers (cf. Paris
2007: 68fi).
13 Cf. Vittrant & Robin (2007: 80) for a similar example.
14 <byas nas>, lit. 'done-ABL', i.e. 'after having done’.
13 tsa is an older NCP, so would be possible here, according to section 2.4.
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5.4. Reduplication and parts of speech
The distinction of parts of speech in Tibetan is not always clear; in Old Tibetan, the
base syllable (root) may be seen as the nominal form, while any added inflection
makes it a verb form, similar to German ‘Lug’ and ‘lügen’ (‘a/to lie’). In CT/WT,
nouns are usually bisyllabic by compounding or the addition of nominalizing par
ticles (e.g., pa, ma, po, mo, ka, kha, cha)·, some of these particles can also produce ad
jectives which are formally not clearly distinguished, e.g. che ha 'bigness/bigger',
chen po 'big', rin po ehe ’precious one', etc.; verbs are recognizable partly by an old
verb inflection, and the more so by modern verb inflections which vary from dialect
to dialect. Since, due to typological characteristics, word formation does not
necessarily lead to impenetrable lexicon entries (cf. Vollmann 2006a), one could say
that parts of speech distinctions are not stored lexically, but are added by morpholo
gical operations (word formation and inflection) and actual syntactic use.
Interestingly, reduplication often serves the function of adjective formation; the
majority (66,6%) of the reduplicated forms in the dictionary have a meaning which is
usually expressed in adjectival or adverbial form; 22% are nouns, while only 5% are
verbs.
PS
adj/adv
n
V

tokens
510
168
40

%
66,58
21,93
5,22

PS
interjections
other
not classified

tokens
22
16
10

%
2,87
2,09
1,31

The relation of lexical reduplication with adjectives seems to exist also in Chinese;
among the 74 reduplications found in an online dictionary of Chinese, 50 are adjec
tives or adverbs; cf. flaBs (an4 an4) ‘secretly, inwardly’; 1^1? (cao3 cao3) ‘careless,
hasty’; S S (mei3 mei3) ‘often’; HffiDi (jian4 jian4) ‘gradually’;
(lao2 lao2)
‘firmly’, etc.'h
Adverbs are nominal constructions recognized only by their adherence to the
verb and sometimes by the use of ILL case; in other words, they look like NPs;
reduplication is also frequent in adverbial phrases, such as gtam shob shob smra ba
‘speak falsehood’ (Das 1902: 1246) < gtam ‘speech’, [gjshob ‘falsehood, lie’, smra
‘speak’ (Uray 1954: 183).

5.5. Reduplication of verbs
The absence of reduplicated lexical verb forms in Tibetan has to do with two factors;
firstly, all word formation, including reduplication, leads to nouns (and adjectives),
while only noun incorporation forms new verbs; simple verbs are a closed class of ap
proximately (slightly more than) 1200 forms. Secondly, verb reduplication, although
rarely (or never) mentioned in the grammars, is not lexical, but grammatical. Even in
CT/WT, we find reduplicated verbs, cf. the following example from translation litera
ture ( ‘rgyal mtshan rise mo’ Sutra);
k> Chinese has, of course, more instances of non-lexical reduplication (cf. Paris 2007).
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bdag
gnod pa thams cad las
srungs shig srung shig
1
harm all ABL
[protect-IMP]:RED
‘Protect protect me from all harm!’

According to Zeisler (2004: 315), “[rjeduplication of the verb stern indicates that the
action is performed very intensively and thus may have long duration or may be
repeated many times. ”Vittrant & Robin (2007: 8lf., 92f.) show that the reduplication
of verbs has aspectual meanings such as iteration, habitual, continuative, cf. (MT)
(13 a)

bu
phu
boy

gung seng
khui]sei]
holiday

btang pa
tai]-ba
do-NS

da gar
tfcaga:
as soon

mgyogs por
cokpor
quickly

nang la
nd:-la
home

log shog A/
A mas
sgug sgug pa yin/
lok'-Jok'-a?
amc
kuk'-kuk-ba-ji:
return-come-IMP mother:ERG wait-wait-NS-EQ:CJ
‘Son, as soon as you have holidays, come back home quickly! Your mother
is waiting for you [all the time].’ (Vittrant & Robin 2007: 81)
(13 b)

rang
khyed rang gis
zas zas/
dug
red/
khJe:rai]-gi
S E :-S £ :
tuk'
rd:
re:
eat-eat
poison
EQ:DJ
2-ERG
self
‘Everything you are eating is just poison.’ (Vittrant & Robin 2007: 81)

In (7), the verb form zas [se:] is the perfective verb form1 of za [sa] ‘eat’; Zeisler
(2004: 315) therefore observes that “[i]t is generally the present stem in Old and West
Tibetan that is reduplicated, the past stem in East Tibetan, and both [...] in Classical
Tibetan. In the ‘Lhasa’ Tibetan data of CHA [= Chang & Chang 1981], the present
stem plus connective morpheme gi is reduplicated (cf. Bell 1905: 60)”. While this
claim cannot be verified here, it is nonetheless possible that aspectual meanings of
verb forms (see section 6.2.) interact with the meaning of reduplicated forms, and that
various dialect regions behave differently in this respect.

6. Lexical reduplication and other types of w ord
formation
6.1. Introduction
It may be useful to discuss reduplication in terms of Tibetan word formation; this
field is discussed in Jaschke 1865, Francke & Simon (1929: 119ff.), Parfionovich 1982,
Goldstein & Narkyid (1984: xi), Beyer (1992: 103ff.), Volkart 2003. and Vollmann

1 Tibetan verbs are inflected for perfective, imperfective, intentional, imperative, and causative
vs. resultative meanings. This system is fully active for CT/WT (in written form), and strongly
or only weakly present in the dialects. Therefore, it is often impossible to distinguish these
forms from spoken varieties; in this example, it is obvious.
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2001a, 2006a. Although Tibetan is traditionally considered a ‘monosyllabic language’,
the language follows 2 principles; it is syllabic and it prefers 2-syllable words (cf.
Beyer 1992: 92ff.); in order to achieve this, Tibetan uses derivative affixes and com
pounding in combination with subtraction or clipping. As far as inflection is con
cerned, there is a highly opaque (older) inflectional system for verbs, and a more
transparent particle system for verbs and nouns. Nominal and verbal particles some
what overlap in clause chaining, i.e., what could be considered syntactic subordina
tion (i.e. case markers can subordinate clauses).
Tibetan word formation plays a crucial role in grammar, because Tibetan is lar
gely based on the concept of (lexical and grammatical) syllables forming phrases,
thereby being sometimes less clear with the distinction of words. In other words,
Tibetan derivatives and compounds remain accessible to further inflectional and
syntactic operations (see sections 3.1., 6.3.). This mixing of inflection and word
formation is shortly exposed in the following sections.

6.2. Com pounds w ith inflected verbs
Tibetan in flected v erb forms enter compounding and thereby produce different mea
nings (cf. Kelzang Gyurme 1992: 268), cf. sgom byed [koin tee:] meditator ftraimPRS”
+ do:PRS’) vs. sgom bya [kom tea] meditation object ftraimPRS + do:FUT’), and ston
pa sangs rgyas [tomba saqgrt:] the teacher Buddha (‘show:PRS-NS + Buddha’) vs.
sangs rgyas kyi bstan pa [saqgrt-ki temba] Buddha's teachings (‘Buddha +
show:PFV-NS’) (see section 5.4.).

6.3. Clipping/subtraction
In Tibetan (as in other Asian languages such as Chinese or Japanese), clipping/sub
traction is a regular morphological operation shortening words according to the needs
(in general, or in poetry). There seems to be a tendency to get 2-syllable words.
Clipping often deletes grammatical particles, e.g., skar rtsis [kar-tsi:] ‘astrology’ (<
skar rna ‘star’ + rtsis pa ‘counting’); sngon rtsis [ljon-tsi:] ‘budget, estimation’ (< in
flected form sngon du rtsis pa [rjon-du tsi:-pa] ‘calculate in advance’). This is another
indicator of the underspecification of parts of speech classes at the lexical level:
A characteristic feature of Tibetan word formation is that the suffix of the basis
vanishes in compounds or secondary formations, hence, very often we have no
criteria to tell which member of the word family should be taken for the basis of
the derivative in question. Even the meaning of the derivative is sometimes insuf
ficient to decide the question. (Uray 1954: 187)*19

19 This refers to the afore-mentioned ‘old’ inflection of verbs and not to the ‘newer’ particle
morphology.
19 The terminology PRS and FUT is inadequate; both forms have imperfective meaning, here,
they stand in a causative/resultative opposition.
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In the case of honorific formation (cf. Feurer 1996, DeLancey 1998), the bisyilabic
word is clipped to the monosyllabic stem (base), thus conforming to the 2-syllable
template for nouns, cf.
deb
phyag deb
dpe cha
phyag dpe
lam kha
phebs lam
zhwa mo
dbu zhwa

[thep]
[tfa y f’ep]
[petfa]
[tfaype]
[lamkha]
[pheßlam]
[jamo]
[i’uja]

(European) book
(European) book (hon.)
book
book (hon.)
road
road (hon.)
hat
hat (hon.)

book
HON-book
book-NS
HON-book
road-NS
HON-road
hat-NS
HON-hat

With these examples, the second part of the word, usually a particle, are deleted. The
honorific formation of loanwords sometimes creates apparent problems for this
system. With Chinese words, the clipped element can still be a Chinese particle, but
in the English/Hindi example, the first syllable mo resembles a nominalizing particle
and therefore cannot represent the word ‘car’; therefore, the first syllable is deleted:
(15)

lcog tse

[tjok'tse]

table

Iw. Chin.

gsol lcog

[so'.tjok1]

table (hon.)

HON-table(?)

mo To
phebs To

[mo(o]
[pheßto]

car
car (hon.)

lw. ‘motor (vehicle)’
(HON-[c]ar)

zhuo z i’

This behavior with respect to subtraction of word parts is also known from Chinese:
e.g.,
tan3 ke (che) ‘tank (vehicle)’ (from English ‘tank’ (+ i f che' ‘ve
hicle’), transforms into 1J L ^ fa n -ta n ‘anti-tank’ through a process of clipping.
Long words, mostly terminological loan translations or loanwords derived from
Sanskrit, English, and Chinese, can usually be shortened as well, cf. byang chub kyi
sems [tj’’ai]tjhup kJi sem] ‘bodhicitta’ (lit. ‘perfect-mastered-GEN-mind’) which can be
shortened to byang sems [tf'aij sem] ‘bodhicitta’; or bod rang skyong Ijong [pho: rap
k*op d$oq] ‘Autonomous region of Tibet’ (lit. ’Tibet-self-govem-region’) (loan transl.
of chin. S S § /p Si xi‘ zang4 zi zht qu) which is shortened to bod Ijong [ph0 : d$or)]
(chin. Hi® xi' zang4).
The process of clipping can create new words or syllables with less obvious mor
phological relationships:
(16)

rgya
rgya
rgya
rgya

nag
nag gi mi
mi
mi’i skad

rgya skad
rgya mihi lam kha
rgya lam
=* rgya

China
man from China
a Chinese person
language of the Chi
nese
Chinese language
road of the Chinese
chínese road
‘Chinese’ (?)

lit. ‘plain-black’ (diachr.)
lit. ‘China-GEN-man’
lit. ‘Chi(na)-man‘
< ‘Ch.’-GEN + ‘language’
“ Chi(naman's)’ + ‘language'
(road to China)
??new stem??
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With reduplication, the same clipping rule applies - if not specified otherwise, and
this explains the prevalence of ‘stem-based’ reduplication as well as why an adjective
such as cluing chung has a comparative chung ba (see section 3.1.).

6.4. Exocentric compounds
Tibetan compounding involves not only so-called endocentric compounds, but (to a
high degree) also copulative compounds, i.e., dvandva, synonymic, antonymic,
enumerative, and reduplicative compounds, cf. dvandva rkang lag fkhaq-lak'] ‘arms &
legs’ (rkang ‘foot/leg’, lag pa ‘hand/arm’); pha ma [pha-ma] ‘parents’ (A pha ‘father’,
A ma ‘mother’)20; bzo zhing [zo-jiq] ‘workers & farmers’ (bzo pa ‘worker’, zhing pa
‘farmer’); furthermore, synonymic compounds (cf. ‘redundant compounds’ in Hindi
(Singh 1982, 2005); cf. Lezgian (Haspelmath 1993: 108)) and antonymic compounds (cf.
also Hindi (Singh 1982, 2005)): tshogs 'du [tsV-ndu] ‘assembly’ (tshogs ‘assemble/y’,
'du ‘assemble’), (antonymic:) ‘jig skrag [dyk-fsak'] ‘terror’ ('jig = skrag ‘fear’), bde
sdug [de-duk] ‘life situation’ (bde ‘luck’, sdug ‘suffering’), yag nyes [jak-pe:] ‘quality’
(yag ‘good’, nyes ‘bad’). The following phrase is one example involving two
antonymic compounds in one phrase:
(17)

kho rang gi
bde sdug
yag nyes
khoraq-gi
de-duk
ja'-pe:
3-GEN
luck-suffering good-bad
‘How is his/her life situation?’

ga 'dras
khanc]£:
how

'dug/
duk
EX:DJ

As one special form of dvandva or synonymic formation, the enumeration of a list of
entities in the form of enumerative compounds is also popular (cf. ‘etcetera’ com
pounds in Hindi (Singh 2005) and in Abkhaz (Chirikba 2003: 28)), such as skye rga na
hchi [k'e-ga-na-t/i] ‘the sufferings of human existence’ (lit. ‘birth old-age sickness
death’), dal hbyor [dal-d$or] ‘precious human birth’ (lit. ‘[8] liberties] + [10] coll[ections]'21).
Lexical reduplication often plays a similar role in that it can be understood as an
exocentric ‘synonymic’ compound, cf. ril ril [pi:-pi:] round (Vi'/, but cf. ril bu, ‘pill’),
khra khra [[gha-[gha] multicolored (khra ‘multicolored’).22

7. Conclusions
Reduplication and repetition is a frequent pattern in Tibetan. Firstly, we find a few
examples of inflectional reduplication in verbs with aspectual meanings, as well as
elative and intensive formation with adjectives.

‘u Or, slightly more complicated pha gcig ma gcig ‘same-parents sibling’ (lit. ‘one father, one
mother’).
21 18 conditions in a human life for being ’precious’; freedom from 8 and possession of 10
qualities (cf. Gampopa 1996: 31 ff.).
22 They are not possibly endocentric like English 'a salad-salad' (meaning 'a salad made of
green salad’), however.
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Secondly, we find a wealth of lexical reduplication, more than half of which
form adjectives. All forms are to be considered full reduplications, if a specific model
of Tibetan morphology as being ‘syllable-based’ is accepted, i.e.. that Tibetan assumes
morphological independence of each ‘syllable’ - and not a ‘word’. Any morphological
process can reverse earlier morphological operations (by clipping), and this holds true
also for reduplicated forms. The 'monosyllabic' type is thus not isolating, but in fact
highly polysynthetic by giving high prominence to morpheme combinations (cf.
Kasevic 1981: 2). Therefore, one can speak of ‘lexical reduplication’ as being a produc
tive word formation device which is close to other forms of exocentric compounding.
There is one kind of word-based reduplication, however, which involves adjectives
and gives an elative meaning; on the other hand, one knid of partial reduplication is
involved in cardinal and distributive number formation.
First, there exists a clear semantic motivation for many lexical reduplications, a
fact which has already been described for other languages as well, cf. Bikol (Austronesian) (Mattes 2007), Arabic (Prochâzka 1995), Salish (Hess 1966), Portuguese (Kroll
1991). Then, by and large, there is only full reduplication of roots (stems), or mono
syllabic morphemes, ‘word' being a somewhat fluid category in Tibetan. Finally, Ti
betan belongs to a language type in which lexical processes such as word formation
play a role in grammar (polysynthesis; cf. Bauer 2002 [1988]: 167; cf. ; cf. Chinese, or
Lehman 1973a,b for Burmese).). To conclude, reduplication is not a ‘marginal’ or ‘extragrammatical’ morphological operation (cf. Dressier 2000), but it is one of various
word formation processes which help to create words and phrases, mostly with a
meaning of plurality, distributivity, quantity, intensity, or few other derived mea
nings.
On the other side of the scale, repetition of syntactic elements and textual recur
rence are equally frequent, and so do echo words, word games, and onomatopoietics.
For these reasons, the difference between (morphological) reduplication and (syntac
tic) repetition (cf. Gil 2005, and others) is probably more difficult to draw.
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9. Abbreviations
1,2,3
A, ADJ
ABL
ADV
AG
ALL
chin.
CJ
CONC
CT
DAT

1st 2nd 3rd person pronoun
adjective
Ablative
adverb
agent
allative-dative
Chinese
conjunct
concessive
Classical Tibetan
Dative

ILL
IMP
LOC
lw.
MT
N
NCP
NEG
NS
NV:EV
PAT

illative
imperative (or "modal")
locative
loanword
Modern Tibetan
noun
numerical connector particle
negation
nominalization
nonvolitional-evidential
patient
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DEM
DIM
DISTR
DJ
EQ
ERG
EX
FUT
GEN
GEN
HON

demonstrative
diminutive
distributive
disjunct
equative ('is')
ergative
exist-verb
future
general statement
genitive
honorific

PFV
PL
PRS
PS
RED(UP)
SG
skt.
SOC
V
VC
WT

perfective
plural
present tense (= IPV)
part of speech
reduplication
singular
Sanskrit
sociative
verb
verb connector
Written Tibetan
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C a-reduplication in Form osan
Languages
M arie Meili Yeh
National Hsinchu University of Education
Abstract. Ca- reduplication, a multifunctional pattern of reduplication where the
reduplicants copy the first consonant of the stem and the vowel being fixed as /a/
(Blust 1998), is widespread in the Austronesian language family. This paper reports
functions of Ca- reduplication displayed in Formosan languages, including two
functions - marking reciprocity and deriving objective and instrumental nouns not
reported in Blust (1998), and try to make clear the function of Ca- reduplication in
marking tense and aspect which is remarked as not clear in Blust (1998). The
conclusions include (1) the function of Ca- reduplication to form a special verb form
is to mark durative or progressive aspect, and the Ca- marked verb forms are what
have been reconstructed as Pan durative verb forms by Ross (1995), and (2) this
seemingly non-iconic pattern of reduplication (cf. Blust 1998) in fact conveys an
iconic meaning - INCREASE.
Keywords. Reduplication, Formosan languages, iconicity, nominalization, re
ciprocity, aspect

1. Introduction
Ca- reduplication with the reduplicant repeating the first consonant of the stem and
the vowel being fixed as /a/ (Blust 1998; 30) is a pervasive pattern of reduplication in
the Austronesian language family. Blust (1998), who coins the term Careduplication, maintains that three functions, which are neither related to one
another nor iconic, can be reconstructed for Proto-Austronesian (Pan ) ‘Careduplication - to derive numerals in counting humans, to form certain verb forms,
and to form instrumental nouns. The Austronesian languages in Taiwan, though
constituting only a very small number in the family, play a key role in the
reconstruction of the protolanguage since they account for nine of the first-order
primary branches from Pan (Blust 1999a). The nine primary subgroups include
Atayalic (e.g. Atayal and Seediq), East Formosan (e.g. Kavalan and Amis), Puyuma,
Paiwan, Rukai (e.g. Tanan and Mantauran), Tsouic (Tsou. Kanakanabu, and Saaroa),*1

1 Yoruba exhibits a similar pattern where the reduplicant is the vowel HI with a high tone
preceded by a copying consonant (Inkelas and Zoll 2005: 2-3). Rubino (2005: 15) characterizes
such kind of reduplication as a complex reduplication construction in contrast to simple ones.
1 However, later in two publications, he points out that Ca- in Pan had two functions - to form
numerals and instrumental nouns (Blust 1999b: 169, 2003a: 472).
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Bunun, Western Plains (e.g. Thao and Pazeh), and Northwest Formosan (e.g.
Saisiyat)/
In Blust (1998), five Formosan languages (Thao, Bunun, Kanakanabu, Amis and
Puyuma) are reported to manifest the function of forming numerals in counting
humans, four languages (Mayrinax Atayal. Thao, Tanan Rukai, Puyuma) make use of
Ca- reduplication for the formation of verb forms, and four languages (Saisiyat, Thao,
Puyuma, Pazeh) possess the function of forming instrumental nouns by way of Careduplication. After these years, the publication of more theses, papers, and reference
grammars on Formosan languages have brought us to a clearer picture of the
functions of Ca- reduplication. For example, from the recent literature, we observe
that (1) Ca- reduplication, being widespread in the Austronesian family, is not
attested in Kavalan (Lee 2007); (2) in some languages, the distribution of Careduplication is restricted - for example, it is not productive in Tsou (Zeitoun & Wu
2006: 123), and in Paiwan it is limited to certain specific meanings accompanied by
another affix (Tseng 2003: 31); (3) functions not discussed (in Blust 1998 for example)
have been proposed; (4) new data are found so that we can have a clearer picture of
the function(s) regarded as not clear. In this paper, the functions Ca- reduplication
attested in Formosan languages will be introduced, following with a discussion on
the implications from the observations on the function and distribution of Careduplication in these Formosan languages.

2. Functions of Ca- in Formosan languages
Apart from the three functions reported in Blust (1998: 29-30), Ca- reduplication in
Formosan languages is found to display the functions of lexical nominalization and
marking reciprocity. In this section, the functions of Ca- reduplication exhibited in
the Formosan languages are examined. The languages under discussion include Amis,
Atayal (Mayrinax), Seediq, Bunun (Isbukun), Kavalan, Paiwan, Pazeh, Puyuma,
Rukai (Tanan and Mantauran), Saisiyat, and Thao, with the data and generalizations
drawn from the published dictionaries, reference grammars, and theses.

2.1. Forming numerals in counting humans
In a survey of reduplication in languages around the world, Rubino (2005: 21) points
out that with numbers, reduplication has been found to denote collectives,
distributives, multiplicatives and limitatives. In light of this, the use of Careduplication to form numerals in counting human seems to be peculiar. According to
Li (2006), Ca- numerals in counting humans is attested in Atayal (Mayrinax), Seediq,
Kanakanabu, Saaroa, Bunun (Isbukun), Thao, and Amis. As is pointed out in Blust
3 Parenthesized are the languages examined in this study. Notice that the position of Pazeh is
controversial. In Blust (1999a) it is classified as a Northwest Formosan language, but later in
another paper (Blust 1999c) he classifies it as belonging to the Western Plain subgroup. Li &
Tsuchida (2001) seems to hold that it bears a close relationship to Saisiyat, a Northwest
Formosan language.
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(1998), the use of Ca- in this function may be defective. The following table
summarizes the Ca- numerals attested in the Formosan languages reported in Li
(2006).4*6
Table 1: Ca- numerals in Formosan languages
Language

—-—-^JVumeral

1

2

3

4

5

6

Atayalic

Atayal
Kanakanabu
Saaroa
Bunun
Thao
Amis

+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+

Tsouic
Bunun
Western Plains
East Formosan

+

+

7
+
+
+
+
+

8

9

10

+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+

+

+

As shown in Table 1, the use of Ca- numerals for counting humans is attested in five
of the nine subgroups including Atayalic (Atayal), Tsouic (Kanakanabu and Saaroa),
Bunun, Western Plains (Thao), and East Formosan (Amis).

2.2. Formation of verb forms
The function of Ca- reduplication in the formation of verb forms, according to Blust
(1998: 34-35) is to indicate some kind of temporal or aspectual meaning, including
future, durative or iterative, and progressive. For example, he cites the following
Tanan Rukai examples from Li (1973: 281) to illustrate that Ca- reduplication marks
progressive aspect.0
(1)

Tanan Rukai (Li 1973: 281 )°
a. ca~cuLul
Ca~kill
‘be killing’
b. ma-La~Liw
ma-Ca~touch
‘be touching each other’

4 A ' + ’ indicates Ca- is added to this number when counting humans. In Seediq, Ca- is attested
only in the numeral two, and therefore is not included in the table.
’ Rukai also marks progressive by CVCV- reduplication (complete reduplication according to Li
1973: 280).
(i)

Rukai (Li 1973: 280)
a. kant-kant
‘be eating’
RED-eat
b. uda~udal
‘be raining’
RED-rain

6 The phonetic symbols used for typographical convenience include: ng = [p], ’ = [?]. sh = Ц],
lh = voiceless lateral fricative [1], b = [[5], and capital D, T, L for retroflex [c|], [(J. and [[]
respectively. For glossing, Leipzig glossing rules are followed in general, with the following
abbreviations added:
AV: actor voice, IV: instrumental voice, LV: locative voice, LNK: Linker, NAV: non-actor
voice, PV: patient voice, Q; Question, 0 : zero morpheme
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In addition, Mayrinax Atayal is cited from Zeitoun et al. (1996: 37) as an example of
Ca- reduplication in marking non-actor voice future/
(2)

Mayrinax Atayal (Zeitoun et al. 1996: 37)
a. ta~tuting-un=cu
nku' 'ulaqi'
Ca~beat-PV=lSG.NOM GEN child
The child will beat me.'
yumin V
b. ha~hihip-an ni'
limuy
GEN Yumin NOM Limuy
Ca~kiss-LV
‘Yumin will kiss Limuy.’
nku' nabakis ku
xuil
'i'
c. ba~0-baiq
Ca-IV-give GEN old,man NOM dog
ACC
The old man will give the dog to Limuy.’

limuy8
Limuy

Besides Atayal, Ca- reduplication can also mark future in Saisiyat. According to Yeh
(2003), this function is limited to instrumental voice, as shown in (3).
(3)

Saisiyat: Instrumental Voice
a. hini' malat si-kilmaeh ka
kahoey
this knife IV-chop
ACC wood
This knife was used to chop wood.’
b. hini' malat rim’an
ka~kilmaeh
ka
kahoey
this knife tomorrow Ca~chop
ACC wood
This knife is going to be used to chop wood tomorrow.’

According to Zeitoun et al. (1996: 37), Amis and Puyuma also make use of Careduplication to indicate future. However, unlike the case in Mayrinax Atayal and
Saisiyat, Ca- reduplication marks future not only in non-actor voice, but also in actor
voice constructions in Amis and Puyuma, as shown in the following sentences.
(4)

Changpin Amis (Zeitoun et al. 1996: 38)
a. ma~mi-kilim
ci
aki ci
Ca~AV-look for NOM Aki ACC,
‘Aki is going to look for Panay.’

panay-an
panay-ACC2

Formosan languages, with the exception of Kukai, show a Philippine-type voice system (or
Focus system in some studies) in which four categories - Actor, Patient (Undergoer), Locative,
and Instrumental Voice - are distinguished. On the basis of case marking, the four voices fall
into two large groups - Actor Voice (AV) and Non-Actor Voice (NAV) constructions. While the
actor in Actor Voice constructions is marked as nominative case, it is marked as genitive case
in the other three constructions. Therefore the three are subsumed under one category NAV
(Ogawa and Asai 1935: 30). In Mayrinax Atayal. future of actor voice construction is marked
by pa- (Huang 1995).
” Note that instrumental voice affix is multifunctional: besides instrumental and beneficiary
argument, it also marks the theme argument of transportation verbs and is thus dubbed under
different terms such as accessory focus (Starosta, Pawley and Reid 1982), circumstantial focus
(Huang 1993, Ross 1995).
Saisiyat makes use of the modal verb 'am to express actor voice future; to mark future in
patient voice and locative voice constructions, the prefix ka-, which is argued to be an
allomorph of Ca- is used (Yeh 2003).
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b. pa~palu'-en
ni
Ca~beat-PV
NOM
‘Aki will beat Panay.’

Aki
Aki
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ci
NOM

panay
panay

Nanwang Puyuma (Zeitoun et al. 1996: 38)
a. Ta-Tekel-ku
enay
Da
Ca~drink- lSG.NOM OBL water
T will drink water.’
b. ku-na~niwan-ay
iduna
ruma
lSG.GEN-Ca-sell-PV that
house
T will/want to sell that house.
Note that according to Tan (1997) and Wu (2006), what is being marked by Careduplication in Puyuma and Amis is irrealis rather than future. For example Wu
(2006: 127) treats Ca- reduplication as a marker for irrealis mood in Amis because “it
can either express a not-yet-happening event/state in the future (6a) or non
happening event/state in the past (6b).”
(6)

Amis (Wu 2006: 127)
a. pa~palu-en ni
sera ci
kuyu
Ca~beat-PV GEN Sera NOM Kuyu
‘Sera will beat Kuyu.’
b. ma~mi-nanum kaku,
mi-tapadang kisu
Ca~AV-water lSG.NOM AV-call
2SG.NOM
‘When I was about to drink, you called me. (So I didn’t drink.)’

Tan (1997) also dubs this function as irrealis because besides designating future, Careduplication denotes volition (7) and marks the verb in negative imperative
constructions (8).
(7)

Puyuma (Tan 1997: 70)
a. 0-ta-ma~maku=yu
AV-smoke-Ca~smoke=2SG.NOM
'Do you want to smoke?’
b. aDi=ku
0-ta-ma~maku
NEG= lSG.NOM AV-smoke-Ca~smoke
‘I don’t want to smoke.’8

(8)

Puyuma (Tan 1997: 56)
a. 0-Tekel
Da
raw
AV-drink OBL wine
‘Drink wine!’
b. aDi
0-Ta~Tekel
Da
NEG AV-Ca~drink OBL
‘Don’t drink wine.’

raw
wine
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According to Li (2000: 92) and Li & Tsuchida (2001: 28), future of patient voice in
Pazeh can also be marked by reduplication, and from the example sentences provided,
it seems that the reduplication belongs to Ca- pattern with a long vowel a.
(9)

Pazeh (Li 2000: 93)
a. xe'ed-en naki
ki
nuang
tie-PV
1SG.GEN NOM cow
‘The cow was tied by me.’
b. xaa-xe'ed-en naki
ki
nuang
Caa~tie-PV
lSG.GEN NOM cow
‘The cow will be tied by me.’

As for the function of marking a certain aspectual meaning, besides Thao and Rukai
mentioned in Blust (1998), Puyuma and Pazeh also make use of Ca- reduplication to
mark a certain kind of imperfective aspect. In Puyuma, it can mark progressive or
habitual aspect, as shown in (10) and (11).
(10)

Puyuma (Tan 1997: 73)
a. d<em>a~deru Da
paTaka i
aTung
Ca<AV>~cook OBL meat
NOM Atung
‘Atung is cooking meat.’
b. ku-da-La~Leken-aw
nu-kiruan
1SG.GEN-wet-Ca~wet-PV 2SG.GEN-clothes
T’m wetting your clothes.’
c. ku-ba~bulu-anay
na
barasa kana
kaLi
lSG.GEN-Ca~throw-IV NOM stone
OBL
river
‘I am throwing the stone into the river.’

(11)

Puyuma (Tan 1997: 75)
ma-a~eken=ku
Da
paTaka
AV-Ca~eat=lSG.NOM OBL meat
‘I have the habit of eating meat.’ or T am eating meat.’

Pazeh also seems to mark its progressive aspect by Ca- reduplication with a long
vowel (Li and Tsuchida 2001: 39).10*(i)

1 Note that according to Li and Tsuchida (2001: 22 & 39), CV- or C W - can also mark the
progressive aspect, as shown below.
(ii)

( i n)

Pazeh (Li and Tsuchida 2001: 22)
a. di-dius
‘is scooping’
CV-scoop
b. su-suzuk
‘is hiding’
CV-hide
Pazeh (Li and Tsuchida 2001: 21)
dee~depex
‘is reading’
CW~read
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Pazeh (Li and Tsuchida 2001: 39)
a. yaku
kaa-ken
dukul
lSG.TOP Caa-eat
taro
‘I am eating taro.’
b. yaku
daa~daux
dalum
1SG.TOP Caa-drink water
‘I am drinking water.’

According to Tsuchida (1976), in the two southern Tsouic languages Kanakanabu and
Saaroa, imperfective aspect is marked by Ca- reduplication or a- depending on the
subclass the verb belonging to; e.g. Kanakanabu: t-um-a~tani-ula’ ‘maltreating’vs.
ma-a~pana’e ‘shooting with a bow or gun’; Saaroa: m-ia-pa~puale ‘pushing’ vs. u-apana ‘shooting’.
Note that divergence in terminology is observed in different studies. Take Thao
for example. The term durative or iterative is employed in Blust (1998) while
progressive is used in Huang (2000). Compare:
(13)

Thao
a. haya 'azazak mi-lha-lhilhi
(Huang 2000: 104)
that
child
AV-Ca~stand
‘That child is standing.’
b. mi-lha-lhilhi
‘keep standing’ (Blust 1998: 191)
AV-Ca~stand

According to Bybee et al. (1994), the term progressive is referred to as durative or
continuative in reference grammar, and thus the two terms will be used in this study.
Table 2 summarizes the function of Ca-reduplication in forming verbs in a certain
temporal or aspectual frame attested in the named Formosan languages.
Table 2: Ca- reduplication in marking tense and aspect
Subgroup
Northwest
Atayalic
Last
Tsouic
Western
Plains
Puyuma
Ruaki

Language
Saisiyat
Atayal
Amis
Kanakanabu
Saaroa
Thao
Pazeh
Puyuma
Ruaki

Tense/aspect
Future
Future
Future
Durative
Durative
Durative
Progressive
Future
Progressive.
habitual
Future
Progressive
Future

AV

PV
ka-V-en
Ca-V-un
Ca~V-en

LV
ka-V-an
Ca~V-an

IV
CaCa-

Ca~V<um>
C<um>a~V
m-Ca~V
Ca~M-verb
Ca-V-en
Ca-V
Ca~V-ay
Ca-V-en
C<um>a~V Ca~V-aw

Ca~V-an
Ca-V-ay
Ca~V-ay

saa-Ca~V

Ca-V
Ca-V
[aly-Ca-

Ca-V-i
Ca-V-an
ki-Ca-V12
ay-ki-Ca~V

Ca-V-i

Ca~V-anay

11 Note that in Blust (2003b: 56), the term durative is used in the description of this function in
Ca- reduplication, and the entry mi-lha-lhilhi is marked as Stative/lterative and glossed as
‘stand, be standing.’
L The prefix ki- functions as a passive marker in Rukai.
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The function of Ca- reduplication to mark future or progressive/durative aspect is
attested in seven of the subgroups; it is not attested in Bunun and Paiwan.

2.3. Formation of instrum ental nouns
The use of Ca- reduplication in the formation of instrumental nouns in Saisiyat,
Pazeh, Puyuma, and Thao is reported in Blust (1998), who describes it as a pattern of
derivational morphology and points out that the meaning of instrument can some
times be opaque; therefore the term ‘canonical’ is employed to refer to those cases of
which the instrumental meanings are transparent like comb, broom/brush, sieve,
chopsticks, lids, whereas those with opaque instrumental meanings like body parts or
results of an action are referred to as ‘non-canonical’ cases. From our observation,
the use of Ca- reduplication is productive in Saisiyat - not only the reflexes of PAN
words such as sa-sapoeh ‘broom’ (from sapoeh ‘sweep’) and ha-ha:ep ‘sift’ (from
ha:ep ‘sieve’) are attested, but as shown in (14), words referring to modern inventions
not existent in traditional Saisiyat culture can be derived by Ca- reduplication.
Saisiyat
a. ka~kaskes
Ca~cold
b. ha~hiyop ka bokes
Ca~blow (of wind)
c. pa~pori'
Ca~apply (balms)
d. pa~potoy
Ca~wrap

‘air conditioner’
‘hair dryer’
‘plaster’
‘bandage’

Besides, according to Huang (2002; 219), Atayal also resorts to Ca- reduplication for
deriving instrumental nouns.
(15)

Atayal (Huang 2002: 219)
a. ha~hirhir
Ca~saw
b. ca~capux
Ca~sweep

‘a saw'
broom'

The function of Ca- instrumental nominal does not seem to be attested in Bunun,
Amis, and Paiwan. In Bunun, CV- reduplication is used in the formation of
instrumental nouns.13

13 According to Blust (1998; 37-8), canonical instrument consists of the semantic categories
most frequently marked as instruments cross-linguistically. They “tends to be cultural artifacts
manufactured for a perceived purpose rather than natural objects that may serve a contingent
purpose” and are commonly dynamic. The non-canonical instruments may be (l) passive or
static, (2) body parts rather than cultural artifacts, or (3) may be results of actions rather than
instruments for achieving them.
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(16)

Bunun (Yeh 2000)
a. ku-kulut
CV-saw
b. tu-tubuk
CV-cover
c. si-sinav
CV-wash
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‘a saw’
‘a cover’
‘brush’

Paiwan makes use of the instrumental voice prefix si- together with CVCV- or CVreduplication to derive instrumental nouns, as shown in (17).
(17)

Paiwan (Chang 2000: 67)
a. si-'ereng~'ereng
si-CVCV~lie
b. si-ka~kan
si-CV~eat

‘bedding’
"dinner service’

In Amis instrumental voice marker sa- is used for the same function, as shown in
(18).
(18)

Amis (Wu 2000: 53)
a. sa~palu
IV-beat
b. sa~pi-nginguy
IV~Pi-bathe

‘stick’
‘tools for bathing’

Mantauran Rukai makes use of the prefix ’a- in combination with reduplication to
derive instrumental nouns. According to Zeitoun (2002b: 259) it is the reflex of ProtoRukai sa-.
(19)

Mantauran Rukai (Zeitoun 2002b: 259)
a. 'a-Laki~Lakipi
‘glue’
'A-CVCV-stick
‘a saw’
b. 'a-hisi~hisihisi
'A-CVCV~to.saw

In addition to Ca- reduplication, Pazeh also makes use of sa- to derive instrumental
nouns (Blust 1998: 39-46, Lin 2000), as shown in (20).^
(20)

Pazeh (Blust 1998: 39)14

14 According to Blust (1998: 39-40), so- is in complementary distribution with Ca- reduplication
rather than in competition for the same base. From Lin (2000) and Li & Tsuchida (2001), we
find some examples showing the same root with both strategies yielding different results.
(iv)

(v)

Pazeh (Lin 2000: 94)
a. ba~biru
‘book, word’
b. sa~biru
‘pen’
Pazeh (Li & Tsuchida: 2001: 146)
a. ka-kazip
‘chopsticks’
b. sa-kazip
‘a type of iron trap’
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a. sa-bazu

‘soap, soapberry’

SA-wash

b. sa-kirkir

'a saw’

SA-saw

Table 3 below summarized how the named Formosan languages derive instrumental
nouns.
Table 3: Formation of instrumental nouns in Formosan languages
Subgroup
Atayalic
Northwest
East
Puyuma
Paiwanic
Rukai
Bunun
Western Plains

Language
Atayal
Saisiyat
Amis
Puyuma
Paiwanic
Rukai
Bunun
Thao
Pazeh

Strategy for forming instrumental nouns
Ca- reduplication
Ca- reduplication
saCa- reduplication
si-CVCV-. si-CV’a-CVCVCV- reduplication
Ca- reduplication
Ca- reduplication
sa-

Besides the four languages reported in Blust (1998), Mayrinax Atayal is found to
make use of Ca- reduplication to form instrumental nouns. This function is attested
in four out of the nine subgroups of language.

2.4. Derive objective and locative nouns from verbs
Apart from the three functions reported in Blust (1998), Ca- reduplication in some
Formosan languages also assumes the function of lexical nominalization to derive
argument nouns from verbs (Comrie & Thompson 1985). For example, in Atayal,
Paiwan, Pazeh, and Bunun, Ca- reduplication is found to co-occur with patient voice
suffix -un and locative voice suffix -an to derive objective and locative nouns, as
shown in the examples below.
(21)

Atayal (Mayrinax, Huang 2002: 222)
a. na~niq-un
'food; something to be eaten’
Ca-eat-PV
b. na-niq-an
‘restaurant; place for eating’
Ca~eat-LV
Paiwan (Chang 2000: 77, Tseng 2003: 59)
a. ka~kan-en
‘food; something to be eaten’
Ca~eat-PV
b. ka~kesa-an
‘kitchen’
Ca~cook-LV

(23)

Pazeh (Lin 2000: 75--76, Li & Tsuchida 2001: 96)
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(24)

Bunun (Yeh 2000)
a. ka~kawn-un
Ca~eat-PV
b. pa~pitiya-an
Ca~cook-LV

‘something to be looked at’
‘school’

cT
oC L

a. ka~kita-en
Ca~look-PV
b. da~depex-an
Ca~read-LV
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‘kitchen’

Note that In Saisiyat, the morpheme ka- co-occurs with patient voice -un and locative
voice -an to derive objective and locative nouns. According to Yeh (2003: 26-27) Caand ka- are allomorphs, with ka- being the variant of Ca- occurring when the verb
stems contain two identical/similar syllables or pa-.
(25)

Saisiyat
a. ka-si'ael-en
KA-eat-PV
b. ka-si’ael-an
KA-eat-LV

‘food’
’restaurant, place for eating’

2.5. R e c ip r o c ity
Zeitoun (2002a: 10) points out that ma-Ca- marks reciprocity for dynamic verbs in
five languages including Paiwan, Puyuma, Saisiyat, Rukai (Mantauran), and Atayal.
In the following, examples from recent publication on the named languages are cited
for illustration.
(26)

Atayal (Zeitoun 2002a: 9)
ma-sa~siuwa' 'i'
baicu1 ki'
yumin
RECP-Ca~like NOM Baicu COM Yumin
‘Baicu and Yumin love each other.’

(27)

Saisiyat (Zeitoun 2002: 7-8)
a. 'obay ki
'amoy ma-Sa~Sbet
'okay and Amoy
RECP-Ca~beat
"okay and Amoy beat each other.’
b. 'obay ki
'amoy ka~koring
'okay and
Amoy Ca~beat
"okay and Amoy beat each other.’

’ As the first vowel is /a/, we therefore cannot exclude the possibility of CV- reduplication.
1,1 According to Yeh (2003), the motivation for ka- to occur with verb stems containing two
identical/similar syllables is to avoid more than two identical/similar syllables in one word. For
words initiated with pa-, the motivation is to avoid mistaking the reduplicated part as the
causative morpheme.
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(28)

Paiwan (Tseng 2003: 57)
a. maulau manasika ma-ka~ki~ki-m
lost
so
AV-Ca-RED-search
‘They are lost so they are searching for each other.'
b. ma-ra~rakac a
vatu tua
vutjulj
AV-Ca~pull
NOM dog
OBL meat
T he two dogs each pull on the meat.’

(29)

Mantauran Rukai (Zeitoun 2007: 59)1
ma-ca~cengele
‘see each other’
M A -C a~see

(30)

Puyuma (Teng 2007: 57)
a. ma-Da~Dulum
MA-Ca-replace
b. ma-sa~sulud
MA-Ca~push

’exchange'
‘push each other’

Note that except for the Saisiyat example (27a), all the other examples involve co
occurrence of Ca- reduplication with ma- to mark reciprocity. For Puyuma, Teng
(2007: 57) remarks that Ca- reduplication alone cannot indicate reciprocal relation
although it belongs to the element marking reciprocity. On the basis of the fact that
Ca- reduplication co-occurs with ma- to mark reciprocity, along with the fact that
reciprocity in some languages such as Kavalan and Pazeh does not involve Careduplication.1J Lee (2007: 268) argues that what the reduplication signals is plurality
or repetition,20 and the meaning of reciprocity is contributed by the reciprocal marker.
Even in Saisiyat, where Ca- reduplication alone can mark reciprocity, it is observed in
Yeh (2003: 125) that Ca- reduplication can refer to the situation where the participants
are plural, as shown in (31). In other words, Ca- reduplication in Saisiyat also exhibits
the function of marking plurality as proposed by Lee (2007).
Zeitoun (2007: 247-248) points out that there are at least four reciprocal markers in
Mantauran Rukai: ma-Ca-, ma(a)-, ma'a-, and rna'a-pa-·, she also remarks that ma-Ca- is
unproductive.
1BThere is a difference among authors in the analysis towards ma-, which often co-occurs with
Ca- reduplication to mark reciprocity. Some analyze it as an Actor Voice prefix, some take it as
a reciprocal markers, and others treat ma-Ca- as the marker for reciprocity. The glossing in
general follows the analysis in the works cited.
Reciprocity is marked by sim- in Kavalan (Li & Tsuchida 2006: 21), as in sim-pukun 'hit each
other’ (< pukun- ‘hit’) and sim-tayta ‘look at each other’ (< tayta- ‘look’). According to
Zeitoun (2002a), Pazeh makes use of ma- to mark reciprocity, and reduplication indicates the
participation of a plural subjects.
0 Another piece of supporting evidence from Lee (2007) is: when the verb is further
reduplicated, the meaning implies plural reciprocals or a chaining situation. Examples are from
Zeitoun (2002a):
(vi) Paiwan: mapa-qetsi ‘kill each other’ vs. ma-qa~qetsi~qetsi 'kill one another’
(vii) Puyuma: mar-pa~na’u ‘look at each other’ vs. mar-pa~na'u~na'u 'look at each other’
(viii) Mantauran Rukai: ma-ta-tovi ‘cry with/for each other’ vs. ma-ta~tovi~tovi ‘cry with/for
one other’
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Saisiyat
a. rima' ra-ra'oe:
ka
tatini'
go
Ca~drink NOM old.man
The elders went drinking in a feast.’
b. hiza' 'oya'
niya
minkoringan niya
korkoring
that mother 3SG.GEN woman
3SG.GEN child
maymaw ha-haengih saboeh
can't help Ca~cry
all
‘His mother, his wife and children could not help crying all together.’

The fact that Ca- reduplication in Puyuma also designates collectivity or plurality
(Teng 2007: 56-58) and that in Thao it also forms distributive of statives (Blust 2003b:
191) lends support to the function of marking plurality in Ca-reduplication.

2.6. Summary
The table below summarizes the functions exhibited in the Formosan languages
examined., 21
Table 4: Functions of Ca- reduplication in Formosan Languages
Subgroup

Language

A tayalic

A tayal
Saisiyat
Pazeh
T hao

N orthw est
W estern
Plains
Puyum a
East

Puyum a
Amis

P aiw anic
B unun

Paiw an
B unun

Rukai
Tsouic

+

T ense/
Aspect
+

Instrum ental
nouns
+

P atient/locative
nouns
+

-

+
+

+

+
-

+
+

+
+
+

-

+
-

+
-

+

-

+

-

Num eral

+

Rukai
M antauran
K anakanabu
Saaroa

+
+

Reciprocity/
Plurality
+
+

+

-

+
+

+
+
-

-

+

+

On the basis of the discussion, we come to the following observations about Careduplication in the Formosan languages.
1.

Ca- reduplication is multifunctional in Atayal, Saisiyat, Puyuma and Thao;
among the four, Atayal, Puyuma and Thao have retained all the three PAN
functions proposed in Blust (1998).

A V indicates this function is attested, '- ’ not attested, and a blank indicates no inform ation
is available to judge if this function is attested. N om inalization in Puyum a, Thao, a n d Rukai is
dubbed '- ’ on the basis of the description provided in T eng (2007), Blust (2003b) a n d Z eitoun

(2007).
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Ca- reduplication in Amis, Bunun, Paiwan, Rukai, and Tsou exhibits
restriction in function or distribution. In Bunun, it is only attested in the
formation of numerals for counting humans and lexical nominalization
deriving objective and locative nouns; in Paiwan it has lost all the PAN
functions and functions only in marking reciprocity and deriving objective
and locative nouns.
Verbal use of Ca- reduplication to mark tense or aspect is not less pervasive
than the function to form instrumental nouns.

3. Relationships between different functions
Except for the function to form numerals, all the other functions involve the
application of Ca- reduplications to verb stems. It thus is legitimate for one to wonder
if the three functions — marking future or imperfective aspect, deriving instrumental
nouns, and marking reciprocity — are related in any sense. ' In the following
subsections, the function of Ca- reduplication in verb to mark certain temporal or
aspectual information will be clarified, and then the relationships between the three
functions will be brought to discussion.

3.1. T h e fu n c tio n o f C a- r e d u p lic a tio n in th e fo r m a tio n o f
v erb fo rm s
In Blust (1998), the function of Ca- reduplication in the formation of verb forms is
remarked as being less clear than the other two functions. Later on in his two follow
up studies, this function is not included in the reconstructed functions of Pan *Ca-.
Therefore, in Blust (1999) and Blust (2003a), only the formation of numerals in
counting human and deriving instrumental nouns are included in the reconstructed
functions of Pan *Ca- reduplication. The publication of Blust (1998) has directed the
attention towards Ca- reduplication and other patterns of reduplication, and therefore
more information on the functions of Ca- reduplication is available, leading to a
clearer picture of this pattern of reduplication. For example, in Blust (1998: 48),
function of Ca- reduplication to mark tense or aspectual information in Saisiyat and
Pazeh is marked as not reported. Later on, this function in the two languages is
reported in Li & Tsuchida (2001) and Yeh (2003) respectively. As mentioned in Section
2, this function is also attested in Amis (Zeitoun et al. 1996, Wu 2007), and two Tsouic
languages: Kanakanabu and Saaroa (Tsuchida 1976). Not only that more languages
are found to display the function of Ca- reduplication in verb to mark either future or
durative, it is also found that some of the languages make use of Ca- reduplication in
combination with different verb forms to mark both future and durative. For
example, Blust (1998) reports that Puyuma makes use of Ca- reduplication to mark
future. However, as shown in the following examples from Tan (1997) and Teng
“ The function to derive patient and locative nouns is not included in the discussion because
the data is not sufficient enough for us to come to any conclusion.
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(2007: 57), Ca- reduplication in Puyuma marks future (or irrealis mood) as well as
progressive aspect.
(32)

Puyuma (Tan 1997: 70, 73)
a. 0-da~deru
Da
paTaka i
aTung
AV-Ca~cook OBL meat NOM
Atung
‘Atung will cook meat.’
b. d<em>a~deru
Da paTaka i
aTung
Ca<AV>~cook OBL meat
NOM Atung
‘Atung is cooking meat.’

(33)

Puyuma (Teng 2007: 57)
stem
kasu
‘to bring’
sanga’
‘to produce’
na'u
‘to see’
parekep
‘to constitute’
re'ani
‘to reap’

progressive
k<em>a~kasu
s<em>a~sanga
n<em>a~na'u
p<em>a~parekep
r<em>a~re'ani

irrealis
ka~kasu
sa~sanga
na~na'u
pa~parekep
ra-re'ani

As remarked in Teng (2007; 57), progressive aspect is marked by Ca- reduplication
together with a voice marker, whereas future/irrealis mood is designated by Careduplication to a verb stem. In other words, Ca- reduplication marking future and
Ca- reduplication marking progressive aspect are attached to different verb stems.
What has been shown above is the case for verbs in actor voice. Verbs in other voice
also make a distinction between future and progressive, as shown in the table below.
Table 5: Tense/aspect system in Puyuma (Teng 1997: 16)
AV
past/present
realis
(nonfuture)
progressive
irrealis (future)

V<um>
Ca-V<um>
Ca-V

PV
V-aw

LV
V-ay

IV
V-anay

Ca-V-aw
Ca-V-i

Ca-V-ay
Ca-V-i

Ca-V-anay
Ca-V-an

The past/present forms do not carry any aspectual information and therefore the
adding of Ca- reduplication contributes the meaning of progressive. For future, Careduplication co-occur with the verb stem or the verbs marked with suffix -i or -an.
Bybee et al. (1991: 21) points out that for aspectual future, future reading is obtained
from context. This seems to be the case in Pazeh. The future form in Pazeh is marked
as Ca-V-ay, and the progressive form is Co-V; according to Li & Tsuchida (2001: 40),
-ay is the irrealis marker indicating future. In other words, the meaning of future is
contributed by -ay. The morphological realization of tense, aspect and mood in Pazeh
is presented in the table below.

In Teng (1998), m- is used to cover all the variants of actor voice affixes. We choose to
present it as -um- because the example in (32) and (33) contain this infix; also, it can
accommodate the facts in other languages.
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Table 6: Tense, aspect and mood in Pazeh"4

Realis

Irrealis

AV
mu-V

PV

LV

N eutral

V-en

V-an

Perfective
Progressive

m<in>u-V
Ca-V

Future
A nticipate
Im perative

Ca-V-ay

<in> V
Ca-V-en
Ca-V-en

<in> V-an
Ca-V-an
Ca-V-ay

V-aw

V-ay

m u-V-ay
V

IV
saa-V
s<in>u-V
saa-Ca-V

V-i

As shown in Table 6, verbs marked with -um-, -en, and -an alone are normally
dubbed as neutral because they do not convey any tense or aspect information. In
other words, the meaning of progressive or durative is carried by Ca- reduplication.
However, the meaning of future is rendered through the co-occurrence of Careduplication with the affixes belonging to the irrealis category. In the reconstruction
of Ross (1995), these forms are called projective, and they signal such meanings as
intention, possibility and exhortation.
Table 7: PAN verbal morphology (based on Ross 1995)
N eutral
Indicative

N on indicative

Perfective

Actor

U ndergoer

Location

<um> V
<umin> V

V-en
<in> V

V-an
<in> V-an

D urative
A tem poral

Ca-V <unt>

Ca-V-en

Ca-V-an

V

V-i

Projective

<um> V-a

V-u
V-aw

V-ay

3.2. C o r r e la tio n w ith P a n v e r b a l m o r p h o lo g y
Note that in Table 7, the verb forms marked by Ca- reduplication are reconstructed as
durative; according to Ross (1995) future is extended from durative (expected future,
cf. Bybee et al. 1994). However, Wolff (1973: 73) has reconstructed Ca-V-en and CaV-an as future patient voice and locative voice forms. If Ca- reduplication alone
marks progressive aspect, whereas the meaning of future is rendered through its co
occurrence with the irrealis or projective affixes, then the original function of Careduplication should be marking durative, as proposed by Ross (1995). Examining
Table 7 closely, we find that Pan Ca- reduplication did not co-occur with non
indicative verb forms. However, in Pazeh and Puyuma, Ca- reduplication combine
with irrealis verb forms to indicate future, indicating a generalization of Careduplication to a wider context.
According Bybee (2003; 153-158), grammaticalization is the process of automati
zation of frequently occurring sequences of linguistic elements. Repeated words or
phrase tend to lose their semantic force and take on a symbolic function inferred from
the context they occur. For example, the French negative phrase ne pas was original
ly composed of a negative element ne and the noun pas ‘step' and was used only
with motion verb, meaning ‘not (go) a step.’ Then, pas lost its meaning in the con24 This table is adapted from Li & Tsuchida (2001: 41), with the sample verb replaced by V.
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struction and took on the meaning of negation from the construction. Following this
mechanism of habituation proposed in Bybee (2003), we postulate that Ca- reduplica
tion co-occurred with projective suffixes such as -ay to mark future, and as the origi
nal meaning of marking durative aspect got lost through its repeated occurrence with
-ay, it took on the meaning of future from the context, and as -ay disappeared in
some languages, the function of marking future was assumed by Ca- reduplication
alone.

3.3. L in k in g to r e c ip r o c ity
Taking durative aspect marking as the original function of Ca- reduplication can help
build the link to the function in marking reciprocity or plurality. Moravcsik (1978:
317) argues that the most outstanding single concept recurrently expressed by redu
plication in various languages is the concept of increased quantity. Lakoff and John
son (1980: 128) maintain that all the cases of reduplication in the world languages are
instances where m o r e o f form stands for m ore o f c o n t e n t .
It is clarified in section 2.5 that the function of Ca- reduplication is in fact to de
signate plurality. If we take Ca- reduplication as designating an iconic meaning INCREASE, then we can establish the link between the function in marking reciprocity
(or plurality) and durative. Moravcsik (1978: 319) and Katamba (1993) both point out
that reduplication of verbs may express either repeated or continued occurrence of an
event performed by the same participant(s) or different participants. Following this
line of thought, we may propose that for reciprocity or plurality, the meaning is ren
dered through the projection of INCREASE to the participant. As for durative or pro
gressive aspect, it can be perceived as the projection of INCREASE to the event (Kiyomi
1993).

.3.4. F o r m a tio n o f in str u m e n ta l n o u n s and v erb fo rm s
If Ca- reduplication denotes an iconic meaning - INCREASE, how can we explain its
use in the formation of instrumental nouns? As mentioned above, formation of in
strumental nouns as well as marking tense/aspect and reciprocity involve the applica
tion of Ca- reduplications to verb stems. Flowever, the results are different: for the
function of forming instrumental nouns, the result of applying Ca- reduplication to a
verb stem is a noun designating instrument; for the function in marking tense/aspect
or reciprocity, the application of Ca- reduplication yields verbs. In light of this, the re
lationship between formation of instrumental nouns and the verbal use of Ca- redu
plication seems to be that between verbs and nominalizations.
As shown in (34), it is possible for the same form to manifest both the use of Caverb form and of Ca- instrumental nouns.
(34)

Saisiyat
a. ya:o
'am mari' ka
ha~hiwa: ha~hiwa:
lSG.NOM will take ACC Ca~saw Ca~saw
‘I will take a knife to cut the meat.’

ka
ayam
ACC meat
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b. ya:o
'am mari' ka
siwa:
pa~panae'
1SG.N0M will take ACC arrow
Ca~shoot
‘I will take an arrow to shoot the boar.’

ka
waliSan
ACC boar

There are two ha-hiwa: in (34a) - the first one is a derived instrumental noun, whose
nominal status can be revealed by its compatibility with the accusative marker Ara,
and as shown in (34b) the position can be filled in by a non-derived lexical noun; as
for the second ha-hiwa:, the fact that it is followed by an accusative case-marked
noun phrase demonstrates that it still retains the verbal property of transitivity. In
light of this, the relationship between the function of Ca- reduplication in verb for
mation and instrumental noun formation boils down to the controversy on voice affi
xes being verbal or nominal deriving in Austronesian languages (Starosta, Pawley,
and Reid 1982, henceforth SPR 1982). It is well-known that in Formosan and Philip
pine languages voice affixes are also used to form nominalizations (Ross 1995). The
following Paiwan examples from Ferrell (1982: 17 & 106, cited in Ross 1995: 752) are
frequently cited to illustrate the dual functions of the voice affixes.
Table 8; Focus and Nominalization in Paiwan (Ferrell 1982:17 & 106)
¡Verb form

N om inalization

AV neutral

‘e a te r’, ‘som eone w ho e a ts’

k-in-an

PV neutral
PV perfective

‘food’, ‘som ething to be e a te n ’
'consum ed food’, ‘som ething e aten ’

kan-an
si-kan

LV neutral
IV neutral

‘place w here one e ats’
‘eating u ten sil’, ‘som ething to eat w ith ’

k-em -an
kan-en

According to Pawley and Reid (1980), these nominalizations are derived from their
“passive” verb forms, whereas SPR (1982) and Ross (1995) argue for the opposite
direction, i.e. non-actor voice constructions as developed from nominalizations based
on the fact that the same markers are also used to derive nouns and that the actor in a
non-actor voice construction is marked by genitive case markers. In the literature, the
discussion focuses on the neutral voice affixes, i.e. -urn-, -en, -an as well as si-, which
are supposed to carry no tense or aspectual information. The fact that in Mayrinax
Atayal and Saisiyat, Ca- reduplication co-occurs with patient voice or locative voice
marker but does not co-occur with instrumental voice marker seems to indicate that,
like the patient voice perfective marker -in- it has a portmanteau function in
instrumental voice constructions, i.e. it designates both instrumental voice and future
tense. Thus, apart from the well acknowledged perfective marker -in-, durative or
progressive forms marked by Ca- reduplication are also involved in the nominal
versus verbal controversy. We are not going to commit ourselves in the discussion of
this issue, which deserves another paper. However, judging from the fact that verbal
use of Ca- reduplication to mark progressive is more iconic, the direction of change
seems more likely to be from the verbal use.
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4. Conclusion
In this paper, we have given an overview of the functions exhibited by Careduplication in Formosan languages. An important finding is that the function of
Ca- reduplication to form verbs in a special tense or aspect is not less pervasive than
the functions of forming instrumental nouns or numerals for counting humans in the
named Formosan languages. Trying to clarify the function of Ca- reduplication in
verb, we come to the finding that Ca- reduplication, like the perfective infix -in-, also
exhibits a portmanteau function and belongs to a part of the Pan verbal morphology.
Noticing the fact that the function of forming instrumental nouns and the function to
form special verb forms are both Ca- reduplication applying to verbs, we come to the
observation that the relationship between the two boil down to the controversy
between nominal versus verbal deriving of the focus affixes in Austronesian
linguistics. Though our conclusion appears to diverge from what is maintained in
Blust (1998) that the function of Ca- reduplication to form instrumental nouns is
neither related to its verbal uses nor the same as the nominalization properties of PAN
instrumental voice *Si-, the implication is the same: the importance of Careduplication should be highlighted when trying to settle down the nominal-verbal
controversy of voice affixes in Austronesian languages.
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